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8IT DOWN AND
TALK IT OVER.

want to

can

afford,

pay is all any bank

we

and

ae

to

you have to do is to
men in town.

Call

standing, all
inquire of the iieat
our

write for particular*.

or

We pay

1 per cent on
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Going Wbst-IOV) ll.ftO a m. 2, Hn.lpn.
Going East-4JOa ru; 4 and I SO p ru.

C.

Alexander

Joseph
left

•
'Train stops
Daily, Sundays Included.
Sundays only. {Daily except Monday
No mail dispatched to or received from the
east Sundays.

V

“going to have it” long enough; decide to
your
deposit NOW, at this hank, where thousanda ot other depositors already have over $3,500,000 in our
keeping. Your money here is in safe hands, yet instantly
available tor your use. We pay interest on deposits subject

y

to

7

L

pfj
f
"

initial

Write

cheek.

or

call.

EASTERN TRUST l BANKING CO, BANGOR, ME.

*

branches

a(

Old lean and .Machine.

W.CUSHMAN, Vice President
HIGGINS, Asst Treasurer

DIRECTORS
Milam K. Campbell
Fred A ('handler
Henry \V. Cushman
Alfre B. Crabtree
Luctltus a Emery
J.diu R. OrMhani
MverOal'ert
Henry If. iiray
Kuae e Hale
W. A. Havey
Frank L. Hodgkins
Barney B. Havey

and

week’* cruise in the

a

Msdeila.

Miss

Evelyn Atkins, stenographer in
Hale A Hamlin, is spending a

the office of

L. Elrie Holmes
J. K. Holmes
Arno W. Ktsg
Elias P. Lawrence
Albert E. Mace
Leonard M. Moore
Frank C Nash
John A. Peters
Bion M. Pike
Henry W. Sargent
Elmer P, Spofford
John O. Whitney
O. W. Tapley

Massachusetts

in

For nearly a quarter of a century this bank has occupied a
prominent place in the commercial life of Hancock and Washington comities, being a successor to the First National Bank of Ellsworth which was established in 1887. It offers to the public the
advantages of its large experience, strong associations, ample

Rhode Island.

and

Mm. Perry Bowden and grandson James
Abram arrived home last Saturday from
Csnnon Falls, Minn., where they have

Mra. D. L. Vale ia visiting her parents,
M. Foster and wife.

You have been

HENRY

HENRY H.

\v

(leorge B. Htusrt,
Edward F. Small

and

Neatly

W.

Saturday for

sloop

Austin

make

PETERS, President
LEONARD M. MOORE.Treasurer

JOHN A.

to-day.

gor

rusTomri.

vacation of two weeks

•ft'if

68,000

OFFICERS

Holmes, Ambrose Phillips
and Albert tlartand are attending the reunion of the 11th Maine regiment in Ban-

Herman Sinclair and w ife have returned
from Cannon Falla, Minn.

% NOW FOR THAT CHECK ACCOUNT!

$100,000

Thornes J.

MAILS RKBIVBD.

From Wbst—*4116 r
From East 11 a hi.

ELLSWORTH.

^
7
Capital
and
Undivided
Profits
Surplus

will continue

Miss Hattie Bowden, chief operator at
Bar Hiring central telephone office, spent
Sunday here with her mother, Mm. Perry
Bowden.

at BixawoBTH roswiriici.

In

OF

Kief has purchased ttx
partner, Charles W. Hurley,
O.

the market business, and

in

UNION TRUST COMPANY

I It alone.

(SCHEDULE OP MAILS

BECOME ONE OF
OCR DEPOSITORS.
The interest

Chpl John
interest of his

—

We ere sure after we have given you a
little “inside” of what we are accom-

plishing that you'll

NEW ADVERTISEMENT* THIS WKRK
John O Kief, (harlea W Hurley-Dissolution of partnership.
F.ugene K Gross-Notict of ‘oreclosurr
Ellsworth Foundry A Mathias Work*
Steamer to let.
New England Tel A Tel Co.
Stan wood rttudio
Photographer.
E G Moore—Apothecary.
Portland, Mb:
Keeley Institute.

5fU>btrtt*emntti.

Millington
They leave for New York
Saturday
Dr. Percy Bartlett, of Hanover, N. H.
with wife and little daughter Elizabeth
D vetting hi* mother. Mm. Maria L. Bartlett.
next

been several months.
Miss M. Elizabeth Googins, of Lynn,
resources and complete equipment, and solicits business on the
basis of mutual advantage.
Maas., is visiting in the city.
Mrs Mary Abram and little daughter
Miss Sylvia Gay nor, of Attleboro, Mass., Janice arrived home Saturday from a
month’s visit in Hallowed with her sister,
ia visiting relatives in Ellsworth.
J. T. Giles, who has been in Cali- Mm. Rodney Higgins.
COMING EVENTS.
Hi j'Ihii* in hand, the alumni association
The Moore reunion, which will be held
fornia several months, is at home.
will formulate plans for raising the necesat
Maddock* landing, (Jreen lake, Aug.
ELLSWORTH.
Charles Burke, of Cincinnati, O., Is i
sary money. It is estimated that fl0,000
hall—
IT, will clow with a dance in the evening to
Friday
spending his vacation in Ellsworth.
fl2,000 will be needed to carry out the Dance. evening, Aug. 12, Society
at (Jerry's Casino, Ellsworth Falls.
work on the plans proposed.
Mrs. A. P. Wiswell has returned from
Miss Bernice Kldridge, Edith Lord and
Saturday, Aug. 13, at county court house,
Small Point, where she has been visiting.
In its report of the concert of the choral
Marion Woodward, of Ellsworth, and
Ellsworth—State assessors in session.
at Bar Harbor last Monday evenArthur K. McDonald, of Berlin, N. H., is
society
Miss (Jertrude Foss, of Hancock, are
Friday evening, Aug. 19, at grounds of
ing, the Bangor Newa said: “Mrs. Mavisiting his brother, Dr. J. T. McDonald, j
spending (he week with girt friends at bel le Monaghan Swan rendered the “bird John P. Eldridge—Lawn party under ausMiss Abbie Paddleford, of Waltham, Dexter.
song'1 from “The Pearl of Brazil” with a pices of Nokomis Rebekah lodge.
Mass., is the guest of Miss Mary F. Hop- j
The steamer E. P. Dickson, owned by flute obligato by Arthur Brooke.
That
Friday, Aug. 26, at high school buildkins.
the Ellsworth Foundry A Machine Works, Mrs. Swan is a favorite here was evident ing, Ellsworth,
I
beginning at 8 a. m.
Miss Hena B. Roberts, of Boston, i« vis- has been t
horoughly overhauled and put from the hearty welcome she received. In Teachers’ examination for State certifiiting her grandmother, Mrs. Isaac T. in shape for the carrying of excursion i this her
high, birdlike tones could hardly cates.
Smith.
! tie distinguished from the flute itself. She
parties.
Wednesday and Thursday, Sept. 28 and
Dr. George R. Caldwell, of Portland, has
Charles E. Hale, of Wavertey, Mass., is was compelled to repeat the song to satisfy 29—Annual fair North Ellsworth farmers’
joined his wife here for a vacation of two visiting his ftarents, Thomas K. Hale and fully her bearers.”
club.
weeks.
COUNTY.
wife.
This is his fiist visit to his old
The republican caucus for the nominaEber L. Spurling and wife, of Cranberry home for seven yearn, and be receives a tion of a candidate for representative to
Friday, Aug. 12, town hall, Bluehill—
the legislature was held at Hancock hall Second annual concert Bluehill choral soIsles, were guests of relatives here Satur- warm welcome from bis many friend*.
day and Sunday.
Mm. Abbie D. Presby and her’daughter. Saturday afternoon E. J. Walsh was made ciety. Tickets, 36c., 50c. 76c.
Henry B. Stock bridge, W. L McDonald Miss Ionian, of Koston. are guests of chairman and W. E. Whiting secretary.
Wednesday and Thursday, Aug. 17 and
and A. K. Cushman have gone on a cruise Henry E. Davis and wife.
Mrs. Maud (\ L. Morang nominated John A. Peters 18-Hancock county conference of Unifor
candidate
for
the
to
who
has
been
here
in a Bangor yacht.
for sevrepresentative
tarian and other Christian churches at
Presby rtnow,
the nomination being secProspect Harbor.
Everard L. Moore and wife are receiving eral weeks, ha* returned to her home in legislature,
onded
i
C.
both
Pa.
by
Boy
Haines,
making
congratulations on the birth of a son Harrisburg,
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Aug.
brief speeches.
The
nomination
was
Ellsworth friend* of Everett J. Quinn
born Sunday, Aug. 7.
23, 24, 25-Horse show at Bar Harbor.
the
a
unanimous,
casting
single
secretary
Oliver Anderson, of Cambridge, Maas., and wife, of lender, Wyo., extend conTuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Sept.
ballot for the caucus. The city committee
with his wife, is at his old home here for gratulation* on tbe birth to them of a
6, 7, 8—Bluehill fair.
was empowered to till vacancy.
aon, George Winfield, on July 23.
Mr.
the summer vacation.
Thursday, Sept. 15—Alamoosook grange
The success of the law n party given reQuinn i» now chief engineer of the
—

1

'

TAPLEY,

W.

o.

REAL ESTATE.

FIRE IN8URANCE
ei_|_SWORXM,

MAINE.

...

Hancock County

Savings Bank,
ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
commisaioter of the State of

The bank

power

Dr. Wilson Y. McGown and wife, of
East Orland.
recently requested the officers
cently by Nokomil Bebekah lodge resulted fair,
company at Lander.
of each savings bank and trust company of Abiugton, Mass., were in the city yesterin a jmpular demand for another.
Mr.
Wednesday,
Sept. 21—Highland grange
Albert
M.
of
this
Cushman, formerly
the State to secure the verification and day in their automobile.
and Mr**. John P. Eldridge tendered the fair at North Penobscot.
city, with \lra. Cushman and son Ered,
Florwith
of
its
Charles
F.
I
daughter
Hale,
use of their
depositors’ pass-books.
comparison
grounds at Oak and Park
Wednesday, Thursday, Sept. 21, 22—
who ha* been visiting relatives here for
of Lowell
Mass., is visiting his the
streets, where the beautiful lawn and Eden fair.
The trustees of the above-named bank, ence,
[>aHt two weeks, ha* returned to hil
E.
Hale.
Thomas
brother,
<iaks
will
lend
themselves
home in Boston.
Mrs. Cu-htnan and sou spreading
Narraraissio
recognizing the advantages resulting from
Wednesday,
Sept. 28
Maine has

—

verification
of AUGUST.
for

"Ska can

laa, bat ha can't m bar”

m

>

<
TUII

t

PORCH

SHADES*

Margaret Moore, of
are
guests of their

Misses Grace and

N. Y.,
brother, Leonard M. Moore.
Miss Ma belle Brown, of Fairfield, has

Brooklyn-

been

Books sent by mail should contain full
In behalf of the trustees,

MAINE.

A. E.

as

which 1

sec

selling

am

I

able prices.

am

suits

Ladies’

my
at

very

day, Sept. rt.
Miss Evelyn

Beechland for the past week.
Katherine Doyle, of Boston, who is
visiting her sister, Mrs. C. E. Monaghan,
spent yesterday in Bar Harbor.
at

also closing out

sets now

selling

the soprano aoloiat
given in Bar Harbor last
was

a

style,

i

i

The wheel of tbe

for
To let

Touring
by

Hour

at Toe. per

pair.

Car

or

Day.

is

the

only

brush

dan

handed you in a sealed box.
You may thumb the samples

to their equipment, and are prepared
to meet all demand* for repairing at
Skilled machinists;
short notice.
ample storage room.

!

EVENINGS

Water Street.

TILL

OF

Telephone 110.

lO.

«o

n«e**

SUPPLIES
Ellsworth.

MOORE,

DRUGGIST,

Corner opsite the Postoffice.
Rexall
Store.

for

representative

following city

The

was

chosen:

members and friends of the church.

Eust

At

a

days
Ellsworth,
day, Oct. 5 and 6,

iM

-sday
composed

posed
display

!

of

a

Sheet 3.

building,
the

central
will

and

After a
take him

on

Taxes Began

interest, which is added at rate

outlet

themselves

is

ah

»w

u

on

mi

one-half of

1 have been appointed dog coni’table, and will bring suit against
owners
or

J

preserved,
amplified
building. In the main
be a large assembly room,

CAPACITY,

aa

PKOPLK.

Foundry
&

I

dogs not licensed
August 15, 1M0.

of all

liefore

JOHN H.

BRESNAHAN,

COLL 1C TOR.

TO LET FOR EXCURSIONS

in

per cent, a

Pay Your Dog Tax.

SbbrrtfamuTi:*

I.

one

month.

the

girl marries her ideal, it doesn't
long to outgrow it.

best

with class-rooms and lecture-room in the
wings, all on the ground floor. There will
be provision on the second floor of the
central building for a gymnasium. With

Thursday, Aug. 25—Fullerton family at
Bayside grange hall, Ellsworth.
Saturday, Aug. 27—Wilbur family at

on

school

are

building

Uraen take

Ellsworth quadrangle.

remodelling of the Ellsbuilding have been
submitted to the alumni association by
Architect George W. Clough.
They show
| a handsome building, in which the architwo huildiugs,
tecture of the present
which form wings to the proposed new
new

pond,

garden produce.

high

West

STATE.

Ureal

three lakes

Flans for the

worth

at

Franklin.

East brook.

Branch hike outlet.
The failed States geologic*! survey has
recent I % iaaued a new topographic
map of
a portion of thia drainage twain.
It la
called Ellsworth quadrangle.
It will be noticed in the Hat of the
special lake aheeta above that only the
outlets of Omen lake. Branch lake and
Webb’a
pond am noted The man of these

of W. A.

the

Franklin.

Thursday, Aug 25—Clark family

and

and Thurs-

*26 cash prize for

family at

—

Wednesday, Aug. 24—Hooper family, at

ponds.

t

com-

Alexander, E. F. Robinson, jr., Roy C,
Haines, George E. Davis and H. B. Ealey.
The program will be substantially the
same as last year, wUb prizes for grange
having largest proportion of members in
line, and for program. It is also proto offer

Stratton
Franklin.

19

August 1.

Ward

Wed

Friday, Aug.

Hardison’s grove,

Interest

of

nominated

in

been touched

The

are

_

The committee having in hand the arrangements for the proposed grange field

another customer.

GARAGE E. G.

LISE

arm

hadD

1, Charles il
Leland; ward 2, George B. Stuart; ward 3,
E. T. Finn; ward I, AHinE. ICMNhMlM
ward 5, Harvard C. Jordan.

is fresh and clean

never

was

mittee

Display Case

purchase

democrats

legislature.

all you
want to, hut the Brush you
in the

HAVE ADDED A

FULL

new iron

*o

KlUworlh met in
caucus last Thursday evening.
Jam* s A
McGown was made chairman uni J
\
Cunningham secretary. Harvard C. Jor-

Kleanwell Display Case

A

a

then

patriotism of tin- boys wh su-1
damage is deep enough t«» jirompt then

The

ITS BRISTLES.

EXAMINE THE

OPES

that

bell,

in

take up a collection amon* the marl ie*
to meet the expense.

ON OCR COUNTER.

Ellsworth.

chor« h

if the

by
I

Main Street,

was

damaged

HOLDS

repairs that

Wednesday, Aug. 17—Orcutt family at
Amherst.

Aug. 23-26-Eastern Maine State fair at
M*|»* of I nlon If Iter IImmIii.
The Male waUr storage commissioner Bangor.
maounm that it will have kbortljr for
••Why did Jones* wife give up spiritualt| tat n but ion from Its office at Augu»ta,
ion?” “She took Jones to a meeting, and
certain special maps of the I nion river
he b- gan receiving messages from his first
and a number of the lake# within its
wife.”
ha*in. The special river maps, in taro
sheets, «iwr fr< m Kl la worth to Great
•llmtmsnnnrt*.
Pond
They «ko« the plan of thf river on
a acute of one imbJUUO feet aa weU aa the
profile. The lake maps, three in number,
cover the following bodies of water:
Sheet 1.
Abraham, Hrammoai and Mo*
laaeea pond* and Webb’a f«>nd outlet.
Sheet a.
Alligator, Hocky and Spectacle
l'ay now and avoid further

aary. The repairs cost f3, and the fiasto
of the church. Mr. Killam, i* winder inu

—has

Automobile Supplies and K* pairing.
k

Uapti«t

smashed

by boys
Fourth of July celebration, was

THAT

ths

society to Charles DeLsittrc, Hon.
John UeLaittre and also to the Btate ronvent ion for their interest in and gifts to

Joseph’s

which

THE BRUSH

toward

Falls.

being mad--. The announcement of
his splendid gift gave great joy to the

the

benefit ol

to

eTmoore.

a.

f«>r the

musicale

applied

1

special meeting of the society held last
evening it was voted that the clerk be
instructed to expre»s the hearty thanks of

concert

by the Choral society.

the

%

Ellsworth Automobile Co.,

8h*

services for

a

be

Wednesday, Aug. 17—Moore family at
Landing, Green lake. Dance
| in evening at Gerry’s casino, Ellsworth
Maddocks

Catholic society, and it hai I
arranged for Tuesday evening at tbe KH-ietjr.
Hancock hall. Mr. Swan i»ex|x<trd her*

cor-

also selling Hoots and Shoes,

little out of

the

is

church

now

to-morrow.

It
Call up lei. 109-3

at

Baptist

the

on

been

for 59c.

CLOSING OUI LADIES SUITS AI GOST.
are

vacation.

Monday evening
8he ha* offered brr

8t.

^vjcrfxiiuuus.

Sootl? Brusl?

We

short

Mariaville.

the lawn.

pretty nearly all on. A few days ago the
t*»stnr received a check for f250 from Hon.
John I>eLaittrc, of Minneapolis, Minn., to

Monaghan Swan is at hei
a

on

work

progressing flnelv, and by the end of the
week the steel for the auditorium will be

and

Mrs. Mabelle

“wuntlerhose,”

10 doz. Kabo and 1*. N. S1.00

The

week-end

a

old home here for

before the State board of
legal examiners at Portland last week.
Percival R. Halleron, pay clerk on the
U. 8. S. Delaware, is spending a week here
with Mrs. Halteron, who was Miss Julia

my Children’s, Misses’, and Ladies’
Ask to see our line
coats at cost.
of warranted-to-wear

jiresented

Frank Bonaey enterparty at tbe Wyman
In the party
cottage, Contention cove.
were Mrs. Wallses Oliver, of 8|«rks, Nev.;
Mrs. C. I. Da via, Misses Ethel Bonsey,
Frances and Mary Leighton, Leonard
Moore and Arthur Young.
tained

Miss

reason-

the school

Falls, will open for tbe (all
term on Monday. Kept. 19. The school* iu
all the outlying districts will open Tues-

bar examination

Call and

her

at Ellsworth

Miss Charlotte S. Hopkins returned to
Ellsworth yesterday from Seal Harbor,
County Savings Bank.
and Is visiting Mrs. A. P. W is well.
William F. Jude successfully passed the

GREAT BARGAINS

visiting

clude* all in-town schools and

second assistant teacher

Moore, President,

Uancock

charmingly to the illuminations by elec- j grange fair at Orland.
tri- light and Chinese lanterns. The date
Tuesday, Wednesday, Sept 27, 28—Amhas bet n set for Friday, Aug. 19.
There
herst fair.
w ill
tie a guess cake and grab-bag, and
FAMILY REUNIONS.
ice-cream, home-made candy and cooked,
Monday,
Aug. 15—Morrison family, at
food w ill be for sale. A short farce will be

parents in Belfast.
The Ell*worth high school, and the
schools in district* 3, 15 and 1H. w hich inare

engaged
proved effective in
at the Ellsworth high school.
Massachusetts and New York, and as a
A. B. Jordan, of Hartlaud, has been vismatter of self-interest all depositors should
iting his parents, Isaac Jordan and wife,
comply with this notice promptly.
has

address for return.

ROY C. HAINES,
ELLSWORTH,

or

on or

This method

Vudor

therefore ask its
send in their books
before the fifteenth

do

comparisons,
depositors to bring
such

PROTECT YOUR

COWST

COW EASE

RELIEVES CATTLE ANT) HORSES
FROM FLIES.
A

li

,md

preparation, applied with a
will not gum the hair or blister
Cow. .prayed
regularly through
the summer month, yield 10 to l»
per cent
more
milk than if Cow Eaee waa not
•prayer,
t be sa u

applied.

BOLD at

Machine GEORGE A. PARCHER,
Works.
PHARMACIST.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.
Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Aug. 14, 1910.
Topte.—Do you let Uod plan your life?
—Jer. a. IS; frov. ill. 1-10. Edited by Her.
Bherman ti. Uoyle.

u.

u.

BDITBD BT

It*

Motto:

The purpose* of thle column are succinctly
stated In the title and motto—It Is tor the mutual

_

_

_

lar for an automatic tauk to force the water
into the house and barn, and a man is drawJust
ing plans for a bathroom up stairs.
think of it! Won’t ljiwell with pride though?
You bet I will!
What a relief it would have been two years
Don’t expect
ago when the fire was so near.
to get it all done before the reunion, but come
We will have a jollification
on. one and all.
of it.
Oh, Janet, do come; it will seem like one of
our old farmer's club field days when you
and 1 together did not weigh as much as one
woman in the crowd, but it would take a big
woman to outweigh us to-day, wouldn’t it.
now?
Aunt Maria, bring that big custard, for I
hope we will have a crowd. Ida, De, wish you
could be here; and Meb. and Jennie, do come,
for it is so near your own people. There, I
cannot name you all, but come one and all.
I must stop and get dinner for four men.
Dbla.
Oh, I have a dirty house, I tell you.

Our Society Is a School of Christ.
If Christian Endeavor la anything It
I think some one asked for a recipe for
la a training school for Christian work.
Every prayer meeting Is a recitation,
When the digestion is all right, the acevery committee is a training class,
every quiet hour at home is a study tion of the bowels regular, there is a naperiod, every failure Is an examina- tural craving and relish for food. When
tion. So Is every success. If we look this is lacking you may know that you
upon our society In this light we shall need a dose of Chamberlain’s Stomach
see Its Importance, and we shall learn and Liver Tablets. They strengthen the
to work harder In the Christian Bn- I digestive organs, improve the appetite and
regulate the bowels. Sold by all dealers.
deavor cause.—Amos B. Welif.
—

one

sugar,

Brambles—One coffee cup raisins chopped
flue with one lemon; add two crackers rolled
fine, one cup sugar, one egg, one-fourth cup
milk; mix thoroughly. Have pastry cut into
squares, and place a tablespoonful of the
mixture in each. Moisten the edges with
milk to prevent running out. and fold over.
This will make eighteen.
C. H. H.

They
societies, and will be authoritative.
will be of interest not only to bird lovers, but
of educational vnlue to farmers, to whom the
protection of many specie* of birds Is of the

munications will be subject
approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
to

good

reason.

greatest importance.

_

A Nbw Salad—This delicious salad hails
from Spain. Select ripe but uot soft bananas
and cut into thin slices with a silver knife.
Shell English walnuts until you have onethird the quantity of the bananas.
Press the
nuts through a grinder or chop fine.
Mix
fruit and nuts lightly and heap them on a
covered with crisp lettuce leaves,
‘our mayonnaise dressing over the whole,
taking care that it is seasoned quite sharply
with cayenne pepper.

DATES.

The llnrn Swallow.

field day of
Bluehill min-

Friday, Aug. 12-Annual
Hancock Pomona grange at
e
eral spring,

Osgood Wright. Published by
National committee of Audubon Societies.]

[By Mabel

_

I*latter

364, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Highland grange, after a four-weeks’
vacation, met at its usual time, Master
E. E. Gross in the chair.
Twenty-one

The juice of half a lemon squeezed into a
glass of water, taken night and morning
without sugar, is one of the simplest and best
remedies for torpid liver and biliousness.
i>aily headaches, which medicine has failed
t<o cure, will disappear, and the appetite will
be considerably improved.

members

Once upon a time, all country children
knew- a b«rn swallow as well aa they knew
the chickens they fed or the cattle they

HIGHLAND,

were

present

and

pasture; while, if they could only
half dozen birds by name, thia
swallow was sure to be one of them.
Now, one may live in a small town, on
the outskirta of a village, or even in the
real open farming country, without having the oarn swallow as a neighbor, and
drove to

applica-

one

call

was received.
Arrangements are being made to entertain Hancock Pomona
grange Sept. 2 A abort program of songs
by E. E. Gross and wife closed a pleasant

tion

meeting.
K1TTKKY TO CAKIBOU.
M.

George

Hanson,

of

Two

Hoy, aged eight,

—

Alton, aged eix—
were drowned in the Presque Isle river
last Wednesday, while bathing.
The potato storehouse of H. N. Bean, at
Fairfield, was burned Sunday night. JLn
it was stored considerable farming machinery. The loss is estimated at |6,000.
The body of James McNeil, of Bangor,
was found in the river Sunday morning.
It is supposed that McNeil, who was a
peddler of herb medicines, fell overboard
w hile intoxicated Saturday night.
and

from

Dodging unexpectedly

behind

—...■■■

a

he

as

ran

the

across

[ the

Mariaville grange met Saturday evening,
with forty-two members and seven vial- j
The first and second detors present.
grees were conferred upon four candidates. The literary program was well ren-

drowned while

and

into

He

could

During recess games were played.
interesting remarks by visit-

dered.

There

were

ing members.
It was suggested

that

Aug. 13, there

evening,

next
be

Saturday
memorial

a

program in memory of our dead.
Everybody is requested to bring something for

There were two drowning accidents in
Maine Sunday.
Loren J. Jones, aged
twenty-two years, son of Jesse Jones, of

Litchfield, was
Shorey pond.

mrougnnui
be found at

MARIAVILLE, 441.

street, Harry
Abbott, three years old, son of Harry Abbott, of Livermore, ran directly in front of
tin automobile, owned and driven by W.
P. Treat, and was instantly killed Monday.
Clifford Stephenson, aged fifteen, son of
Deputy-Sheriff W. J. Stephenson, of Portland, was drowned in the Kennebec river
near Richmond last Wednesday afternoon.
The steamers City of Bangor and City of
Augusta were exchanging freight, and the
boy fell off the latter craft.
team

as

the

perches on

it

in great
or flies
meetings regularly wires by tbe roadside
each week during the summer months, j flocks,* in company with others of its
with a large average attendance.
During tribe, to its roosts in meadows in the fall
the past two months good programs have migration.
been prepared under the direction of the
Why should this be, when the barn
committees appointed by the lecturer. swallow is not widely distributed over
Last Friday evening the initial degrees our continent, but, being a bird of the
air and feeding upon tbe wing, it runs
were conferred, and there will be work at
fewer risks in getting its living than do
the next meeting.
You
the birda of the trees or ground?
cannot tell, doubtless, snd yet you may
HARVEST HOME, 403, WENT ELLSWORTH.
Harvest Home grange held its regular also have noticed their scarcity; so let us
meeting Aug. 6, with twenty members spend a few minutes with the bird itself,
in attendance.
A short program was car- as well as tbe conditions that surround it.
ried out. The next meeting will be Aug. 20.
The barn swallow belongs to the family
There will be a show in the grange of.HirundtakUr (equivalent of swallow).
hall Aug. 11, for the benefit of the grange, j There are over eighty species of these
distributed
birds,
generally
by Frank Reynolds, of Boston.
quite

week.

last

of Price Cyr, of Presque Isle

sons

know it

occasion.

the
next
tee

The

members will meet

Sunday afternoo/i, and the

commit-

will decorate.

bathing at
swim,

not

376, AMHERST.

nine

wmn

are

vu

time of the year within
The
the United Htatea.

some

of

borders

purple martin,

of the

glistening purple-

the largest of our swallows,
trifle larger than either wood
thrush or catbird, while the dust-colored
bank swallow, whose coat blends well
with the bank of clay or loam in which
he burrows his nest tunnel, is the smallest, being less in size than our chipping
black. coat, is

being

a

Though there is considerable variety In
the plumage of these swallows, ail but the
bank swallow show
luster

feathers

in the

pleasing

heard

in

the

which

(if

we

less metallic

more or

of

mellow

simplest

the

voices
sort

of

back,

all

that

are

a

song,

except the martin's rather

At
deep hole.
Good Will grange held its regular sesplaintive notes) sound more like rippling
Nickerson s lake, near iloulton, Harry sion
Aug. 6, with a good attendance. bird laughter than an attempt at singing.
of
that
Berry,
place, aged twenty-two, There was one application for member- In addition, they are all strong and swift
was drowned by the capsizing of a canoe.
ship.
of wing and weak of feet; going to prove,
There will be a cobweb party and as one of the wise men puts it, that their
At Portland Tuesday of last week, the
breaking of an electric light wire during ice-cream social at grange hall Tuesday wings have been developed at the expense
a storm threw the current into the teleevening, for the benefit of the grange.
of their claws, and for this reason, when
i
phone wire of the Westbrook street railthey are forced to perch they must choose
JOHN DORITY, 381, SULLIVAN.
road. Harry C. Strout, conductor on one
some
very slender perch, such as the
I
John Dority grange holds regular meetof the cars, was instantly killed by a
telegraph w ires.
j shock received while attempting to tele- ings every Friday night. While there is
In a family noted for its beauty and
phone from one of the signal boxes. not much degree work or business during grace, our barn swallow is well able to
! Three other conductors
along the line the summer, the meetings ire quite a feat- hold his own; and his chief mark of
ure in the community in a social way, and
received severe shocks.
ideutity, the deeply forked, white-spotted
:
are enjoyed by all
who attend.
last
Central and Western Maine was visited
tail, tells bis name, whether on the wing
!
the intermission, or at
rest, so that there should be no difby another severe thunder shower Tues- Friday evening, during
home-made candy was served.
The lecAt South
day afternoon of last week.
ficulty in naming him. Then, again, they
has an interesting program, j are
always upon the wing, now following
Livermore, Leslie Morse, a farmer, 8ged turer always
which helps to make the meetings pleas- some insect
high in air, now skimming
forty, was killed by lightning while blueant and profitable.
low over the meadows, with a motion peberrying. At South Windham the farm
culiar to themselves a
flight that rebuildings of Lewis Brackett were struck
GREENWOOD, 363, EAHTBKOOK.
sembles swimming or rowing in the air—
and burned, with two cows and a horse.
Greenwood grange met Aug. 6, with
so swiftly does the rudder-Uke tail keep
At Litchfield Plains the (arm buildings of
members and eight visitors pres- the balance in the
Henry Hail were destroyed, with one forty-six
rapid gyration of the
ent. The first and second degrees were
body propelled by tbe long oar-like w ings.
horse, poultry and pigs. Near Lewiston
conferred on two candidates.
The barn swallow is found not only in
the fine farm buildings of Joseph S. True
lU
were burned, loss $8,000, and the barn of
iHB, uui
NORTH
HANCOCK.
and Greenland aa well, and it breeds in
Henry McCusker, loss $4,000.
waded

a

•»*

or
liobetts,
agea sixty-nve,
shot
his
fourteen-year-old

Marie

Madison,
adopted daughter
then

committed

ceived

Wednesday,

last

The

suicide.

bullet in her cheek and another
through her shoulder. It is be-

passed

lieved she will

recover.

Jealousy

is

George Golden

question

Danfortb,

are

and

his sister, Miss Ida,

visiting W. H.

Grass.

Miss Edith Marshall is with Mrs. M. B.
a few days.
Mrs. Joy is confined
to the house with a lame ankle.

one

Joy for

the

assigned for the shooting. While
Miss Bernice Cline accompanied Mrs.
girl had been legally adopted as a Ernest Abbott and daughter Nellie to
two
is
it
believed
daughter
years ago,
Fort Kent on a visit to friends last week.
Tibbetts ultimately expected her to marry
ANON.
Aug. 8.
cause

the

him, and he resented the interest shown

1

by
met

girl

the

in

recently.

a

young

Tibbetts

man

was

®Jbfrtwnncnt»

well-to-do.

I

!

Prof. Clark

Seelye

are

Seelye

at the

and

wife and

Islesford house for

ber of these

One Certainty.

few

weeks.
William E.

Sunday
little

Hebbard, of Boston, arrived
stay. His wife and

Ellsworth

Some

for two weeks’

son are

People

here.

Realize It Now.

Clarence Spurling had the misfortune to
forty of his choice thoroughbred buff
Oppington chickens a few days ago.

When the back aches from kidney ills,
When

A

These services are for all who
wish to attend. The appointed hour is 8
a.

S.

j

NORTH JLAMOINE.
Mrs.

Shirley Holt and family have
Phillips, and are spend-

moved here from

ing

a

few weeks at

the Elms.

Rev. W. H. Rice, of North Livermore,
is spending two weeks here repairing bis
preparatory to his
near future.
Aug. 8.
home

return

in

the

Y.

ACUTE OB CHRONIC—WHICH?
No matter if your kidney trouble is acute
or chronic Foley’s Kidney Remedy will reach
your case. Mr. Claude Brown, Beynoldsville,
111., writes us that he suffered many months
with kidney complaint which baffled all
treatment.
At last he tried Foley’s Kidney
Remedy, and a few large bottles effected a
complete cure. He says, “It hae been of inestimable value to me.” Q. A. Paacnnn.

sure

a

troubles annoy you,

certain way to

find relief;

way to be cured.

Doan’s Kidney Pills will do it.
Ellsworth people endorse this claim.

Wells.

_

urinary

There’s

j

Frank E. Fernald, Ellsworth Falla, Ellsworth, Me., says: ul am such a strong
advocate of Doan’s Kidney Pills that 1
never miss an opportunity to recommend
them, and have never learned of a case
where they have failed to give satisfaction. For two or three years 1 was bothered by attacks of backache. The misery
varied at times from a dull ache to sharp
twinges, and often 1 could scarely stoop.
If I sat down it was hard for me to get up,
and 1 was in doubt as what to do for the
trouble. 1 had read a great deal about
Doan 's Kidney Pills, and as they were said
to be

a

sure

cure

for

backache,

this

for the

cause

and

lacking.

Here

made of rnud

balls

reinforced with straw, after the fash-

*

°*

wh7

Ta’

autumn, i. usually in the
ricinkr
water, and before pairing, the
nightu
rooet of the birds is in the low
aome marshy meadow.
Two broods
reared in a Mason, the first
„es( J"*
“*
bnilt in early May and the aecond
in 7
and on two occasion* we hare
bad a
neat in our barn in the middle
of
The seta of eggs vary from four
to „ai7.
doxen. The ground color ,*
white .7
“
they are thickly .potted with v,ri
shades of brown. The
young bird, ,,
flrat are dull and brownish
looking m

S
bushjl
7.
,h'7

tug-.?

like bank

swallows,

and

even

the f

,rkJ

tailed ia not well developed in
the verv
™

younjf.

nature, they often go out in
grouj* ,Vhen
in search of food, their
happy

song when

umering

the

wing being one of the
sounds we should miss sadly. In
,ddilion to killing myriads of
mosquitos snd
their kin, flies are taken, amaU
beetle,|and
several species of winged acts.
on

Every

on. who, on a
cloudy dsv or lata
the afternoon, has stood
by a respond or other large body of forest aster
must have noticed these aw.llow,
,kimming low over the water, taking the gnats
that swarm there, upon
wings thst never
tire. It was often the habit of
boys, .die
and worse, to throw sticks snd
other
missiles at these low-flying
bird,, p. we

in

how many they ould kill, this
gsn,, being played in the nesting as well u the
flocking season. This sort of thing is,
of course, mere wanton
cruelty, as there
can

be

pretence of eating the b.rds.
whet it may, this swallow
„
decreasing rapidly here in southern Connecticut, and one day this spring, m a
drive of twenty miles through ii)e real
farming country where there was , f.jj
proportion of old-fashioned, weathered
barns, I saw only three small colonies of
the birds.
He the

no

cause

J

bird*,

rj:

martyr*’' among

“bonnet

that attracted

1 n>

npsj

familiar
the attention of bird
our

lover*

more than twenty-five
jeers egg
necessity of bird protection. The
breast and wing* of these beautiful birds
were used to such an extent for
millinery

to the

that

editorial appeared in Fores! and
entitled "Spare the Swallows.”
This agitation resulted in the urgemiation of the first Andnbon society, in 1S86.
In the latter part of Augnst, the
family
groups break op and the general docking
From this time on until their
begins
final disappearance, the barn swallow and
hia brothers, the bank and tbe tree swallow, lend life and beauty to the autumn
landscape, whether they perch u|«n waytide wires,
pluming themselves, or
whether they Hock and wheel over sand
dunes and meadows, as if preparing for
the Higbt of migration, which, an rdiug
an

Stream

to

my

own

observation, begins, al

l<w-t.

by

daylight.
The

ecason

of

the barn awaliows' dis-

appearance variea doubt lees according lo
season and locality.
Mr. Chapman gives

October 1-10 for its time of leaving tbe
vicinity of New York. Here in southern
Connecticut we have a good spinkling of
them until tbe third w eek of Oi l. ter, ugh
as individual and aa parts of the mixed
docks
in
which the swallow family

Everything concerning
simple, inuo

travels.

of

a

barn swallow is

the life
ent and

wild nature bad learned to be wily to
protect itself against tbe wiki of man,
as of
.t
yet this swallow is quick, of

wing, where tbe care of its young is
concerned, and 1 well remember the expedient resorted to by a pair of -wallows
who could not coax their belated nestings
to leave, on a rafter in our hay-loft.
The brood was ready to fly on warm
day in tbe early part of August, r the
parents at least thought so, but tfc* nestlings were perfectly content where they
were; the table was good ami tin- view
unexceptional. Coaxing did not avail, so
the next
on

the

day the parent* pushed them out
hay, and there they stayed for two

ion of human

the

1

finally

decided to give them a trial. 1 procured a
supply at Moore’s drug store, and the use
of one box effected a cure. I had a slight
return of my trouble some time after, but
again Doan's Kidney Pills relieved me.”
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents.
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York,
sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
no other.

with

mossed

and

weathered

coaxed to tbe

limbs of

a

he ink*

k, the

replaces the nearest tree to the window, but one thst
old in their haunts, many a pair of swal- offered perilous perching fo their weak
lows drop from their sky-high wooing to feet. Two of the four went in th
green
of the most steady branches. but two
Hud closed doors and tight roofs
staring
them in the lace.
So they move on. grasped twigs and swung over, head downWhere? That is the question, for there is ward, having no strength of grip *'itk
which to retain an
no reason to suppose that ther^has been a
upright ja m non.
greater mortality among these birds during Under one bird were tiers of soft gr«en
the last ten years than in the decade that
branches, under the other, a stone wall.
The old birds gavea few sibilant twitters
preceded it. That barn swallows existed
and darted almost invisibly high, in *•
before there were barns, goes without
saying; consequently, if this were all, a re- few moments the sky was alive » th
ine bird
turn to a barnless condition should
only swallows, who fluttered about
be a matter of time.
who waa suspended above the wail 1°
Caves are known to be used to a limited and fro they wheeled, keeping always
atextent, hut may it not be possible that in above the little oue, as if to attract »ta
one
settled places the barn swallow'
may be- tention. The parents stayed nearer,
come even further
domesticated, from the with a small moth in its beak, and seemed
habit of coming under the roofs of the to urge an effort to secure it. Still above
porches and piazzas of those who are the wall the little bird hung motionless*
not too particular about a little mud except that its head was slowly drooping
and litter, aa does the
phtebe, who was backward more and more, and the circling
originally a cliff-dweller? I have heard of birds became more vociferous.
several individual cases of this
Suddenly the parent who held the
kind, and
it would be very helpful if the readers butterfly lit on the branch at the spot
of this article would be on the lookout where the bird was clinging, while its
beneath*
this summer for any unusual
nesting- mate darted swiftly cloae
places of this bird, and make a report of Whether the darting bird really pushed
them.
the little one up, or only made the rush to
shingles;

K. H. White's steam yacht was here
Tuesday and Wednesday of last week.
On Wednesday Mrs. White entertained
at dinner on board the following guests:
William E.
Hebbard and wife, Mrs.
William E. Hadlock, Kusaell Hadlock and
Mrs. Lamont Spurling.
There will be held during August and
possibly a part of September, Episcopal
services, conducted by Rev. Hubert W.

Aug. 8.

and

windows with many panes

covered

lose

m., so as not to interfere with the regular 10.30 Congregational meetings.

birds,

“°"

brick-makers, to the side of days or more. But they either could not
hay-loft timbers or other convenient or would not fly.
The third day the parents refused to
places. This nest is usually so well lined
with the ^arious feathers picked up in the come further in than the window-sill*
barnyard below that before use has worn where they uttered a lisping chirp, flutit down it looks very much like some sort tered their wings and held out insects
of furry cap turned inside out.
temptingly. In this way tbe young were
Now-a-days, the new farming demands lured up, and Anally spent the uigbton
Fully
that barns and other outbuildings should the sill, cuddled together.
Next morning the youngster* were
be tight and neat with paint, instead of

Miss
a

Now,

its remedy. What is necessary in order to
make this swallow feel at home?
We associate him w ith the comfortable
old-fashioned barns, with open rafters,
doors that could not be tightly shut and

well

ISLESFORD.

here suit-

of nesting-sites is of great importance when we are trying to account
for, at least, a local decrease in the num-

cup-shaped clay nests,

N. 1. Bowditch and wife left for their
home Aug. 2.

w

the birds nested, either in single pairs or
more
often in colonies, fastening their

whom she

:

;

aiiR

the greater part of its range
able sites are to be found.

of

re-

H*

w*

Mrs. Ona Ford and children visited her
last week.

father

and

girl

tn

U;

t,|„ot^

—-

sparrow.

have

GOOD WILL,

me worm,

south
among

of birds famous for thslr
power „f
so ia alao tbla
flight and
for it a matter of great
interna,
In lbe middle stales, the
barn
appears after the flrat week i„ A
time when the flying insect,
upon
it feeds may be expected to be
It. flrat appearance,
well „

During the nesting season the food
Bight of the barn swallow i,
lncew,
telegraph ant, and, as tne birds are of a »„ci,We

This grange holds

was

elected supreme chancellor of tile Knights
of Pythias at the grand encampment in

Milwaukee, Wis.,

a

only

PENOBSCOT, 240.

Calais,

*™lion"i wintering u far
end, u It take* flrat nnk

Neighbors.

Under this head the Amsmcam will from
time to time print short articles relating to
birds, snd especial)? their relation to agricultural interests. Most of these article* will be
reprinted from leaflets issued by the bureau of
biological survey, department of agriculture,
or by tbe National Association of Audnbon

Tbit column Is devoted to the Grange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
The column it open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general Interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All com-

cup

Hhorteninf. two tablespoons milk la which
dissolve one teaspooon soda, two eggs, salt
and cinnamon, two and one-half cups rolled
oats, two and one-fourth cups flour.
A. M. B.

“Helpful and Hopeful.”

Human life la a great mystery.
If
benefit, and aluis to be helpful and hopeful
man alone were to map oat his own
Being for tbe common good. It Is fer the com
plan for bis life be would surely make moo use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
He knows not wbat formation and suggestion, a medium for the In
a failure of It
a day may bring forth, and how, there- terchangeof Ideas. In this capacity It aollclt*
fore. could be plan bis life? His plan communications, and ltssuccess depends largely
on tbe support given it In this respect. Com
might extend over years, as was the muntcatlons
must be signed, but tbe name of
case with the rich fool In Christ’s parawriter will not be printed except by permission
ble. and yet bis life ended that very Communications will be subject to approval or
night Had be known this one fact rejection by the editor of tbe column, but none
he would have planned differently. will be rejected without good reason. Addres*
But. it not being known, he could not all communications to
The amebicam,
have made a greater mistake than he
Ellsworth. Me.
did In laying plans for his Ufe.
of
Life Is also a matter
great responTHE LADIES' AID.
sibility. Man alone is Incapable of asWe've put a fine addition on tbe good old
suming this responsibility. What to
church at home;
do and wbat not to do, wbat duties to It’s
just the latest kilter, with a gallery and
assume and wbat not to assume, are
dome;
entirely beyond his ability because of It seats a thousand people—finest church in
all the town—
his deficiency In knowledge concerning
the ways of life. The man who takes And when 'twaa dedicated, why, we planked
ten thousand down;
his own life In his hands Is most foolThat is, we paid five thousand—every deacon
ish and unwise. The prophet Jeremiah
did his best—
well says, "O Lord, I know the way And the ladies' aid
society, it promised all
of man Is not In himself; It Is not In
the rest.
man that walketb to direct bis steps.”
W’e’ve got an organ in the church—the finest
He Is Incapable of so doing because of
in the land;
his Ignorance of Ufe as a whole.
It's got a thousand pipes or more, its melody
WhUe man cannot plan his Ufe. there
is grand;
Is one who can and wUl, if permitted And when we sit in cushioned pews and hear
the master play.
to do so—God. who knows the life of
It carries us to realms of bliss unnumbered
man from the beginning unto the end
miles away.
thereof. Moreover. God has a plan for
It cost a cool three thousand, and it's stood
each and every Ufe lived in the world.
the hardest test;
We can thwart the plans of God If
We’ll pay a thousand on it—the ladies' aid
we desire to do so through the freetbe rest.
dom of our wills. Not wishing to force
give a hundred sociables, cantatas,
They’ll
us to do bis wlU and desiring us to
too, and teas;
do It voluntarily. He has given us the
They'll bake a thousand angel cakes and ton#
power to choose, even
against Him.
of cream they’ll freeze;
even pertaining to the most vital IsThey'll beg, and scrape, and toil, and sweat for
seven years or more.
Of salvation, the most Imsues of life.
portant factor In life, Christ said, "Ye And then they'll start all o’er again, for a
carpet on the floor.
will not come unto Me, that ye may
like digging out the money
Man’s will can therefore No, it isn't just
be saved
from your vest,
Bnt all of man's
thwart God's will.
When the ladies' aid gets busy and says,
opposition cannot thwart the penalty
“We’ll pay the rest,"
of sin. Man may choose to sin even
Of course, we’re proud of our big church.
against God’s will, but he cannot esfrom pulpit up to spire;
cape the punishment for his sins.
It is the darling of our eyes, the crown of our
Therefore how foolish to rebel against
desire;
God. Rather we should obey the wise But when I see the sisters work to raise the
man’s Injunction: "Trust In the Lord
cash that lacks,
with all thine heart and lean not unto I somehow feel the church is built on women's
tired backs;
In all thy
thine own understanding.
And sometimes. 1 can't help thinking, when
ways acknowledge Him, and He shall
we reach the regions blest,
direct thy paths. Be not wise In thine
That men will get the toil and sweat, and the
own eyes.
Fear the Lord and depart
ladies' aid—the rest.
from evil!”
—The Presbyterian.
God's plans for us are always wise
and good. He has created us. "We are Dear Mutuals:
His people and the sheep of His pasl am not sure who should have credit for
ture.
He hath made us and not we sending the above poem, but there are few
ourselves. He preserves our life. He localities where the sentiment will not be
loves us and has manifested His love
appreciated, for everywhere are sales,
by giving His Son to die for our re- concerts and entertainments constantly
love—not
that
Herein
Is
demption.”
planned for and conducted for the objects
we loved Him. but that He loved us
named in the stanzas, or for others equally
die
for
us.
and gave His Son to
as worthy.
us
of
God
toward
The attitude
being
The busy season of the year! How
love and unstinted Interest, should we
much it means to the housewives! So
not appreciate It by conforming our
come all at once!
“Vacation
lives to His will, accepting His plan many things
time” company, reunions, concerts, field
and not one of our own? Trust In the
includes canning,
Lord, obey His commandments, and days, berry-time—which
thus we will submit our life to His preserving, jelly-making—picnics, rides,
clam bakes! Many, many good things to
will and make It fit Into His plan.
enjoy and even the particular housekeeper
BIBLE KEADIKOSmust find it necessary to let some things
Ps. xxvlll, 1-9; xxrilt. 12; xxxvtl, 1-5;
go undone if she is to get her share of the
CS, 1-5; Prov. xxxtll. 16; xxvll, 1; enjoyment. But the change from the
Matt, vi, 10, 25-34; Job xxill. 13. 14;
routine of the regular work, which, while
Luke xll. 16-21; Ex. Ill, 10; John xvU,
it may annoy to some extent, will be a ben1-4; Eph. 11. 10; Jas. lv. 13. 14.
efit. To
get out of the groove” once in a
while is simply to learn one can exist
Nothing Loot by It.
without following to the letter the “reguA young man had been In business
lar order of exercises” in the household.
for himself but a short tine when the
“To get out of the groove” means to get
Maryland State Christian Endeavor the train of thought and habit which has
Ills
convention was held In his city.
pursued a straight and unwavering course
business required very close attention for a
long time, turned into various
on acconnt of bis being a
begin- channels on the'“diagonal’*; but don’t be
ner.
At the same time he was an of- afraid of
running off the track. A little
ficer In the state union and felt that
digression from ^stereoptyped forms and
his duty was as much to the conven- methods
perhaps'will be the only thing
For the few that will
tion as to the business.
give the (practical, industrious
he
the
was
unbefore
convention
days
housekeeper the change which, in itself,
should
at
the
decided what be
do, but
is a rest.
time of the opening session he was on
Take this view*of|it (if you can) when
band and each day spent a large part the
pace of your^household arrangments
of his time at the convention performgets uneven, and;enjoy as much as possiing the duties that belonged to his of- ble the interruptions, the new interests to
Each morning he attended the which your attention is called, and gather
fice.
early Quiet Hour service and at that some pictures from nature, some greetings
time asked God for direction through from old friends, some vision of olden
the day. And each day be spent part times, some cheer for the future, some
of the time at his office and part at the knowledge which shall be helpful, as the
Some of his friends told busy days are passing.
convention.
him he was neglecting his business a Now, see how Dell is gathering up and
and would lose by It but he felt that distributing cheer in the changes she is
his first obligation was to God and experiencing.
that He would look out for the rest
Dear M. B.'»:
And so it happened. During the secWhen we are perfectly happy we want all
ond and third days of the convention the clan to know it. Now I have a new arbusiness came to his office almost un- tesian well. The water comes in so fast they
solicited. and telephone calls that he could not lower it with a steam pump that
attended to between sessions brought takes out fifteen gallons every minute. Now
him the largest volume of business he men are at work putting a pipe into the celhad for the month. In fact, he said
the business he had In those three
days amounted to as much as he had
during all the rest of the month, and
all because he had first served God.
This Is a true record and should certainly more strongly Impress upon owl
minds the necessity of living out the
Scriptural command to seek first the
kingdom of God. There Is no question In the mind of the true believer
that the teaching is true and that to
whoever will "seek first the kingdom
of God and bis righteousness” all
things will be added.—Alfred S. Day,
Secretary Maryland Christian Endeavor Union. In Christian Endeavor
World.

Oatmeal Cooeibb—One cap

"AUHT MADOB**.

thru

3mong tfje Granger*.

oatmeal cookies some time ago. Here is a
recipe which cornea from a reliable scarce:

glutnal Benefit Column.

As the

so

that,

as

the

new

barn swallow covers a wide sumso does it travel far in the mi-

startle

it to sudden action, 1 could not

discover, but in a flash Lne deed w as accomplished and the bird righted. The
s
visiting swallows wheeled and lisped for
a®*1**
to
sound;
avoid
the
.„To ofJee?
*ouF
the
iils
advancing years; to conserve your minute, and then were engulfed by
physical forces for. a ripe and healthful old
the
as miat in the air blends with
•*«» K“®rd VO** kidneye by taking Foley's sky,
kidney Remedy. G. A. Paschsi.
sun-light.
mer

range,

PRANKS.

LIGHTNING’S
things IT

qCEER
V

COOK'S HAIR,

A

DOES 80MB-

TIMES.
FTOPS A

CLOCK,

TUB CAT—OBBAD OF

KILLS

MANY PEOPLE.
strikes buildings withSometimes it
on Are.
dashes down the side of the
often

Lightning

wtong them

amorously

tosses the kitchen stove
aimm y,
(he floor and whisks out
ana over

shoot,
down

pipes. I«AVtng behind sulphur[Luster sod
frightened people.
a

ajsroell

known to whirl
I, has been

L.—

completely around,

heavy

a

to

molt

the

table, to kill
niter on the dining-room
leave the dog behind un(b, cst *nd
the crockery, atop the
Aum.d, to smash
cook’s hair of! and do
fleck, burn the
to frighten folk.
other goblinlike things
some record to show
But there 19 also
does good occasionally.
Ihit lightning
in Country Life in
Affording to a writer
with chronic
man suffering
Auertru. »
rheumatism, so tbit he could juat manage
whobble around was struck by lightning
cured. Chronic rheumaad immediately
better after being atruck
tum seems to get
It is never prethough
lightning,
ty
is even regtibed for such cases. It

waa
removed by
a tumor
ported that
a few cases of paralylightning, and not
the myeterious
ton cured by
m have
the discharge.
power* of

HIN'TISO I!« FLESH.

I

ills’* other

Lightning

i

pr&uks

with

people

it take** sudd m fancy to. It has been
known to print the monogram from a
metal' igar case or the facsimile of coins

flesh.
upon the naked

We read of

cases

pictures of animals
sad trees upon the flesh, but more often it
ju»l leaves unsightly burn*. Some people
tilled by lightning are horribly burned,
where

printed

it

and others

are

the

left dead

without

a

single

mark upon them. It is not unuaual for
lightning to Hash down and give a man a
haircut and a shave. Sometimes it Just

mustache.

burns the

It is recorded, and seems to be well
authenticated, that lightning has been
known to kill men and animals, leaving
them standing or lying in perfectly natural positions, but whon they were touched
they crumbled into dust; but 1 would have
As lightto see the ashes to believe it.
all the way from
the energy from the

varies

ning

a

gentle

leak-

clouds to the
gigantic flash of thousands and
thousands of horse-power, it is quite impossible to determine whether this could
happen or not. Certain it is that a heavy
bolt would kill so quickly that the body
age of
earth to

a

would not
the

unless it

move

was

by

tossed

discharge itself.

great many cattle are killed each year
This is because they invariably seek shelter under or near fences
during a severe storm. As many as 2,000
A

by lightning.

head of

cattle have

lulled

a

by

periment

been

known to

single flash of lightning.

be

Ex-

it takes less
it does to kill a

has also shown that

current to kill

an ox

than

strong man.
Sometimes lightning will strike

barn

a

and kill every other cow standing in the
stable; again it will strike a bunch of

all of those stendthe outside, leaving those in the

western

ing

on

horses and kill

centre without

injury.
Lightning
travel a long way along

has

been known to
fence and kill cattle.

a

wire

MORE FREAKS.

During

lower their retee on herns or other bulldinire equipped with lightning-rods.
The only wey to protect a
budding
eecorely from any ligbtning discharge
would be to encloee it in a metal
cage well
grounded, through which
lightning,
which always stays on the
surface, cannot
penetrate. Tho new concrete buildinge
re-enforced with a net work of steel rods
offers the very beet protection
against

lightning.
A large number of people run and
put
down all the windows and close the doors
as

as

a

through the lightest.
In spite of the almost universal fear of
lightning, characteristic of birds, fishes
as of human beings,
dangerous as going out of
the house on an icy morning, walking
down the cellar stairs, or a hundred other
things we do every day without a thought
of persoual harm. More people are killed
each year by falling building material,
more die from fright, than are killed by

and animals

as

it is not half

as

well

lightning.

in the cities.

sleeping

the

on

floor, killing every other man. This was
explained by the tact that it killed the
tallest men because their
feet came
nearest to an iron
pipe under the floor
near the opposite wall. In another state
lightning is said to have fused a watchchain in
any

a

man's vest

without

doing

him

serious injury.
the

remaps
the story of

clothing

off

a

most

common

item of all

lightning stripping all
person and leaving the

is

the
vic-

tim otherwise unharmed.
a number of trees
which

X have noticed
were struck by
lightning and stripped of their bark. This,
in the case of trees, is
explained by the
fact that the lightning followed down the
tree between the wood and the
bark,
where the sap is more
plentiful and the
traveling easier. The steam from the
boiling sap blows the bark entirely away,
it is hardly
logical, though quite possible,
to attribute this reason
to cases where the
human body has been thus

of its

rudely stripped

artificial covering.
is anything more uncertain and

If there

freakish than

the weather it is

lightning.

The expression that
“lightning never
strikes twice in the same
place” is far
from being true, and
yet it demonstrates
the
uncertainty and vacillating character
of the
phenomena. A house in England
b*s already been struck more than three
hundred times. They say that lightning
"ill not strike a beech
tree, but I have
8een u beech tree torn to
splinters by
lightning. It does the unexpected thing

always.

LIGHTNING
80

"'«»

very

RODS.

many years ago the country

lightning-rod crazy. Nearly every
building w a»equipped with lightning-rods

as

suggested by the late Benjamin Franklin.
from
stuck

Lightning-rods

up

The

dred

Heat and

killed 763 dur-

sun

ing the same year, 203 died from cold and
freezing and 1,393 were drowned.
as

the

moisture

drop to earth

as

soon

in

as

toe

they

air

Eng-

[From the New England Magazine.]

It has been said that “Emerson was not
great poet; that he was not a great
essayist; that he was not a master of style,
bat that he was the greatest force in the
letters and thought of his time.”
On April 28, a year ago, the Pilgrim genera]
and
local
circulation, the
Publicity association was launched, with volume and value of which will be diffia nucleus of eighty-three members,
all cult to compute. Special commendation
deeply interested in publicity, which de- has been received from boards of trade for
pends upon commercial life just as mnch this work, the first that "has ever been
as commercial life depends upon publidone to definitely advance goods manucity. The new association started out factured in the section of the country
with the avowed intention “to promote which has always stood for pre-eminence
among New England manufacturers and in manufacture.
merchants a thorough understanding of
This is a tremendous undertaking
the power of good advertising
which has been fraught with difficulties
and in other ways to assist in the developrequiring the most careful consideration
ment of New England’s commercial enter- and handling, but it has been successprises and resources.” dince that time fully carried through and to-day is fairly
there have been eight monthly dinners of launched, with limitless possibilities to
the club, and to-day its position forcibly the manufacturer and merchant of New
brings to mind the quotation which heads England.
this summary, for in this short year the
Among the speakers who have been
Pilgrim Publicity association is recog attracted to the monthly dinners are such
nized as a great force for the uplifting of men as Hugh Chalmers of the ChalmersNew’ England.
Detroit motor car, Erman J. Ridgeway,
With an increase in membership from publisher of
Everybody's Magazine;
eighty-three to three hundred enthusias- William C. Freeman, advertising manager
tic members, composed of manufacturers, of the New York Mail; Don C. Seitz, pubbusiness men, pubishers, newspaper men lisher of the New York World; James S.
and those identified with professional Storrow, of Boston; Richard C. Macpublicity in its various branches, the year Laurin, paesident of the Massachussetts
just closed sees the great organizations for Institute of Technology; Lorin F. Deland
the civic betterment of New England and Herbert Kaufman, well-known busia

constantly calling
licity association

upon the Pilgrim Pubfor advice and assist-

Pacific, and its

Atlantic to the

w'ork

unite

until

they

are

condense

too

rec-

ognized by

nerchants’ advertising
Boston; they have been

Publicity

eral

by

the

asked

city
on

such

of

and
information
organizations as the
of Commerce, Boston

for the message to be carried to them.
Boston 1915 is famous the country

When Boston

1915

was

magazine it offered

used for the

a

varied

of

a

of

whom

number

England

were

Very sincerely,

W. W. Whits
(Md.) U. E. Ckwrtk.
Will not soil akin or linen.
Will not injure your hair. Can be used without
dataction.
PtiMor Vienna

js no|

lines

of trade

associations
—

speeches

K

fruit! and shade trees in
June, to the number of about 300. The
the leaves of the

which we see, and not the
electricity itself. Electricity cannot be

should do

Lightning, traveling

from

one

cloud

cloud to the earth,
has no special direction any more than
As the
that it takes the easiest path.
atmosphere, especially in a storm, is full
of whirls, eddies and waves like water,
but unlike water being of different dethe
gress of dryness and conductivity,
lightning travels in a rather zigzag path.
A glance at
any thunder cloud will
to another

or

from

a

show that the distribution of moisture is
very uneven, parts of the cloud being
Pressure differgray and parts black.
ences in the cloud
gradually rise until
the

disruptive strength

air is reached and

a

discharge

of the

passes,

the voltage at that point.
This causes an increased load in another
part of the same cloud, so that the flashes
continue till the pressure difference* are
It acts very much like
levelled down.
a
roof—a little snow
snow sliding on
slides from one high point to another, and

equalizing

Mufferem from naaal catarrh say they that in torn becomes too heavy and slides,
splendid results by using an atomiser.
0r their
benefit we prepare Ely's Liquid
THEY HAVE A DEFINITE PURPOSE.
ream Balm.
Except that it is liquid, it is in
Foley Kidney Pills give quick relief in cases
*11 respects like
the healing, helpful pain-al- j of kidney and bladder ailments.
Mrs. Rose
•ying Cream Balm that the public haa been Glaser, Terre Haute, Ind., tells tbe result in
her case.
“After suffering for many year?
similar with for
nor
cocaine
No
years.
case of kidney trouble, aud
olher dangerous drug in it. The soothing from a serious
spending much money for so called cures, I
■Pray is a remedy that relieves at once. All found Foley Kidney Pills the only medicine
I am again
cure.
fuggiats, 75c., Including spraying tube, or that gave me a permanent
I shall
to be np and attend to my work.
®*iled by Ely Bros., SS Warren Street, New able
j never hesitate to recommend them.” G. A.
Piiosas.

such
that

and

which

are

swarming

over

was

the

Every branch] infested (with this

Ginger Ale
The best fresh ginger and the best
(not saccharine) are used ii
Clicquot Club, with a dash of pure
citric fruit flavor. The water (Clicquot
Spring water) is the best ginger alt
water in the world;
and the carbonating and bottling it
sugar

Only a Mask.
Many are not being beuefited by the summer vacation as they should be.
Now, notwithstanding much out-door life, they are little if any stronger than they were. The tan
on their faces is darker and makes them look
healthier, but it is only a mask. They are still
nervous, easily tired, upset by trifles, and
they do not eat nor sleep well. What they
need is what tones the nerves, perfects digestion, creates appetite and makes sleep refreshing, and that is Hood’s Sarsaparilla.
Pupils and teachers generally will find the
chief purpose of the vacation best subserved
by this great medicine which, as we know,
“builds up the whole system.”—Adel.

boards of

trade,

men’s

Other Clicquot beverages
BIRCH BEER
ROOT BEER
SARSAPARILLA
BLOOD ORANCE
and LEMON SODA

of other

j
1

by the

Sold

clubs, j

institutes and associations
lines of trade, as well as by

conventions,

1

one

other

university.

Who shall say that the Pilgrim Publiassociation has not, in one short year,
become a vital living force in the business
life of New England? But it has done
To carry out its purpose,
more than this:
“to assist in the advancement of New England and the development of New England’s commercial enterprises,” the better

city

%

PHI^DE^HIA

It cleanses, soothes,
heals find protects
the diseased membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
\
away a Cold in the
Head quickly. He- II MU CCUCTD
■ bfbll
stores the Senses of Hii I
Taste and Smell. Full siz<* 50 cts., at Druggists or by mail. Iu liquid form, 75 cents
Fly Brothers, 55 Warren Street, New York.
______

best grocers

a*Tvic«, how to obtain patents, trade marks, ■
B
rights, etc., )N ALL COUNTRIES.
iness direct zvith Washington saves ttme^m
the
B
and
patent.
ey
often
itent and Infringement Practice Exclusively. B
H
rite or come to us at
■lath I treat, opp Umited States Patent Often. ■
D. C._J

_WASHINGTON,

^Clicquot Club Co
Mills*. Mass.

special invitation before a committee of
Yale university, and their assistance has
been asked in preparing a course of
modern commercial publicity before at
least

|

Clicquot Club Gingei
Ale is non-astringent.

over

associations,

The only moderate priced hotel of
reputation end consequence in

perfect.

twenty men, leaders in their
“There’s a fellow out in Chicago who
I line, willing and glad to give ,their time
has written a book to prove that a college
| and effort to spreadingjthe word wherever
education ruins a man’s career.” “Ele’s
it may be desired, and their message has
an ass. Why, many of thejbest ball players
been hailed with enthusiasm by press
we

were]aigned right outjof college.”

Midway between Broad Street
Station and Reading Terminal
on Filbert Street

is quickly absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.

(Pronounced Kleek-o Club)

|

have

tried

Remedy
Ely’s Greem Balm

and

published

office with its cheering and
an
to come, and if the tree is in a weak con- many
i stirring uplift.
dition, it will kill it in the nextjjeasoo.”
A speaker’s bureau has been established,
I with

th*
kinds cl

are

|

states, and it to-day adorns the walls of

pest will lose its vitality for several years

rWINDSOR

HOTEL*

BRUBAKER. Manager.

undeniably superior.

brought forth additional editorials
uearly all the papers of Boston as
w'ell as the smaller cities. Copies of this
credo were requested by individuals from
every part of New England and by great
corporations, in lots up to five thousand,
for distribution.
It has been published
broadcast in trade journals and house
organs and placed in the hands of every
hotel
within the confines of the six

be found in almost any, door yard for
those who are interested.
“August is the time to kill the adult
trees.

instant

it

ELLSWORTH FALLS. ME

W. T.

all three
kinds, prefer Clicquot Club, because
it lacks the burning sting in other
ginger ales, caused by the red pepper,
and because its quality and taste a.
Those who have

from

the spread wings.

caterpillars,

MOORE, Ellsworth.

Imported qnd
CLICQUOT CLUB

and

meas-

three-quarters inches across
The caterpillar is a
hairy, mottled, striped] worm about an
inch and a half long. Plenty of nests may
ures one

Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.

Domestic,

torial pages of nearly one hundred newspapers in every section of New England,

this

pest.
white ]miller, and

G.

different
Ginger Ale:

spontaneous acclaim
in every, Boston
paper, and either onj the front or edi-

cycle.

sack from your grocer today.

a

rpHERG

this

The moths has*e increased to an alarming
stage, and it is "about time] the people

a

European. $1.00 per day and up
American, $2.50 per day and up

young

a

Order

were

meeting, and in which five
members of the Pilgrim Publicity association had contributed thirteen pages.
The Massachusetts state
board
of
trade asked for an affiliation of
the
of

harm.

“The moth is

making qualities.

II And Me. bottles, nt druggist*

of

is the gaseous particles composing the
heated to incandescence by
the electricial energy breaking down this

seen.

mouth—all out of one sack 1
That’s William Tell Flour—equally
good for every baking need.
William Tell is the most economical
flour, too—it makes more loaves to the
sack than ordinary flour.
That is because it is made from Ohio
Red Winter Wheat—richest in bread

Send 2c for books
the Hair and
Skin," Philo Hay Spec. Co., Newark, N. J,
U. S. A., and Toronto, Can.
REFUSE ALL SUBSTITUTES

an
Pilgrims
representatives

great enthusiasm which have
since been read by millions of people and
have cause the Pilgrim Publicity association and its work to be forcibly brought
to the attention of the readers of great

tail cannot live in Maine to do any serious

to extermine

Light, wholesome bread—flaky
pastry—cake that melts in your

made amid

to pay any attention to it.
“All who love the beauties of nature and
the preservation of the trees should go

seems

something

All-Around Flour

(Jye>
"The Care of

—

national

labw Me.—Jgc.

1 have UBcd half drzen or
more different hair preparations but I find Hay's Hair
Health th« very best preparation I have ever used for
dandruff and faded hair.

of boards of trade and New

and

E»«rr»Ur».

dandrnlf.

business men, more| than

half

an

William Tell
Flour

destroying

the
germ and loosening the
small particles from the
scalp. Its regular use,
followed by occasional
shampooing will keep
the scalp in a fine,
healthy condition and
free from oil traces of

page to be
the Pilgrim

atmosphere,
resistance,

Sold

removes

DANDRUFF
By

launching gits

exploitation of

Beecham’s

association.

positively

of Switzerland,
and men came the entire width of the
continent to tell their story to a crowded

new

eating,

End to
Stomach Ills
Put

Health

Federated railways

the

you will see the denuded branches of elms
and fruit trees on either side.
No one

its

sonable care in
Fills will soon

over

organization of its kind. At
exposition last November, it requested the Pilgrim Publicity
association to take charge of a municipal
advertising exhibit, and there was shown
there, both in picture and by lecture, the
the sort of advertising that is being done
by such cities as Atlantic City, N. J.,
Seattle and Spokane, Wash., as well as by

audience which included

therTfcrepeats

ing, hiccoughs, bitter taste in the
mouth, and flatulence. With rea-

model

insects have increased millions in
numbers.
Every orchard in the State,
highways and byways are infested with
this pest.
You cannot pass a road, but

and

quickly relieve the distress caused
by hurried eating. They act directly on the stomach nerves and actually help the food to digest and
assimilate. They are particularly
good for nervous dyspepsia, bloat-

the time of its

the

June,

Jtkedantt

awifttianiunta.

Publicity association, and on occasions
where they have had speakers about New
Will l>o More Harm Than Gypsy and England they have applied for the latest
information, that an up-to-date chronicle
Brown-Tails.
Prof. Carl Braun, entomologist, of Ban- of this great uplifting force might be
abroad.
gor, speaking of the fall web worm, says: spread
The Boston Chamber of Commerce, the
“For the good of the State and the information of the public generally, it is largest and most efficient organization of
about time that somebody pays attention its kind in the country, joined with the
to the ravages of this insect. The past Pilgrim Publicity association in itsJgFebfive years, according to my observation, ruary dinner, and to an audience of over
four hundred

next

Use your teeth on your food or your
stomach will suffer. Quick lunches,
hurried eating, bolting food, are sure
to end, sooner or later, in some
form of indigestion, more or less
troublesome.

Thompson,

"Doan’s Ointment cured me of eczema that
The cure was
had annoyed me a long time.
permanent.”—Hon. S. W. Matthews, Commissioner Labor Statistics, Augusta, Me.—Adot.

Boston Chamber
1915, Yale university, and various boards
of trade in Massachusetts, Khode Island,
Maine and Vermont have sent requests

as a

Indigestion

in

sev-

for

occasions

assistance

in

Hurry Ends

up the work for 1910-11,
they find newspapers lending enthusiastic
support to the movement, and a spirit
among the members which is bound to
accomplish far more than even the wonderful results which have been brought
about in this the first year of the Pilgrim
committees take

electricity is “damned back" unreaches a
pressure sufficient to
break dowm this resistance and dash to
earth a single gigantic spark or flash. It
This

til it

“Kalamazoo”

men all over the country.
Largely through the instrumentality of
the association and its members, enthusiastic and successful clubs have been started
in Springfield, Providence and
Worcester, Mass., they have absorbed the
local
association having
to do with

and tocaterpillars, after hatching, com- Pilgrim Publicity association,
day the younger association is repremence to spin a web around the leaf, simisented among the principal (officers and
lar to the tent caterpillar, and after moulton
a
special committee on publicity
ing for a time, the caterpillar extends its
and promotion of the state board.
web all over the ^branches. jJAt maturity
A credo, “I believe in New England,”
the caterpillar spins a cocoon on the
the association and distrunks of the trees where it has fed, and copyrighted by
before New Year’s, had
will emerge from this] stage] the tirst of tributed just

the world.

writers;

ness

atmcrtisrountt.

E. E. Fowler, of the Boston Sales Managers’ association, and others.
As the year comes' to a close and new

from the

The associaton is known

ance.

con-

heavy to
float. The particles of electricity gathered in the upper air, which is moist
enough to be a good conductor, are effectively insulated from the ground by
layers of more or less dry air, w hich is
the best non-conductor of electricity in
and

*et

•*ork.

New Vital Force in New
land*.) Commercial Life.

energetically to work to destroy this pest.
denses into raindrops and showers the The remedy is simple—bisulphate of lead,
magazines, of trade journals and of newsearth, even so the particles of electricity one'pound to fifty gallons of water, with
both metropolitan and local,
condense and unite until the air, or, bet- an ordinary garden sprinkler if nothing papers,
to number. Two
ter speaking, the water in the air, be- ele, will do the work. If left alone in its well-nigh impossible
editions were necessary of the monthly
comes overcharged, and vfrt have a shower
ravages, this insect will do more harm in
the Chamber of
of electricity. The particles of moisture this State than ever dreamed of by gypsy journal published by
Commerce which contained the report
accumulating in the upper air are free to and brown-tail. The gypsy and brownJust

gable somewhere

roofs, towers and chimneys. There is no
question that lightning-rods aro a good
thing if lightning does happen to strike a
udding, but lightning is so very unlikely
to strike
buildings and lightning-rods are
8uch feeble
protection in case it does that
he
large insurance companies do not

part of the year has been spent in the
very careful preparation of six advertisements which shall exploit to the American public at large the advantages of baying New England-made goods.
The association has already obtained
publicity to the value of thousands of
dollars, to begin in July, for the insertion
of the these advertisements, which shall
advertise New England made goods, with
more
to follow in
mediums of both

PUBLICITY ASS’N.

j hall.

•even

were

A

—

census bureau shows only one hunsixty-nine people killed by lightning
in this entire country during the year 1906,
and only thirty of these people were killed

workmen

PILGRIM

thunderstorm approaches.
she is more afraid
than of satan and all his After a spell of
intensely hot weather the
imps. “Why do yon close the doors and air has picked up a great quantity of water
windows?” I asked one day. “Leave vapor and
electricity. A sudden current
them open and we can watch the storm. of cold air
condenses this vapor into
There is nothing more beautiful than a clouds and from clouds
into raindrops.
thunderstorm in all its magnitude and This rapid condensation causes severe
grandeur. There is less danger in watch- lightning and
consequently terrific thuning a real thunderstorm than in listening der.
to the sheet-iron thunder at the theatre.”
The nearer we get to the heat of the
“l^jave the windows open, indeed!” she tropics the livelier the thunderstorms.
answered horrified.
“Do you suppose 1 They have severe thunderstorms in New
would have a draught in this house
during England, but those storms wouldn’t be
a thunderstorm?
We’d be certain to be considered indicative of a
change of the
struck 1”
weather in the southwest. There
they
No argument that I could give con- have the
very essence of thunder and
vinced her differently, and I gave it up lightning. In
where
the
water
Colorado,
in despair. Yet this.“no| draught” argu- power is
extensively developed, the
ment is one of the most common
electric
transmission
Lines
are
superfrequently
stitions in the world. A great many peo- struck a dozen times in a
single storm.
ple actually believe that lightning can be
The lightning surging over these transblown into a bouse with a strong
draught. mission telegraph and telephone lines
With the terrific speed of lightning-186,- would destroy the electrical
equipment if
000 miles a second
there is no danger of it were not for little devices
very approits being blown aside from its
called
course, priately
“lightning arresters,”
only that the wind might and probably which perform the very service their name
does change the direction of the air implies. These little “arresters” also
precurrents, but not to such a degree as vent the lightning from visiting the
greatly to affect the direction of the houses over the telephone wires.
discharge and carry it into a building.
Thunderstorms would not be so terThere is absolutely no record that I rifying if it weren’t for the
mighty peals j
know of where a discharge of lightning and crashes of thunder. It is
very easy
from the sky struck the side of the house to escape from the brilliant glare of the
and came into an open window or an open flashing lightning by
seeking a dark- j
door. Houses are struck, but thev are ened room or by tying a black silk hand- !
always struck on the roof first and al- kerchief over the eyes, but it almost I
ways on the very highest
point of the impossible to get away from the heavy I
roof at that, unless the current leaps off a thunder which at times seems to rock the
telephone or electric light wire. This is very earth.
aii snuna is out toe vibration of the air.
because, with the enormous voltage or
pressure of lightning, dry wood is almost Thunder is the vibration of the air on a
as good a conductor as copper wire is to a
large scale, and, as everyone must know,
weaker current, and lightning, traveling thunder is the product of lightning. It
always in the easiest paths, quickly leaves has been shown that lightning, in leaping
the air, which is a non-conductor, to run from one point to another, must first
break down or destroy the non-conductdown the w*ooden timbers of a building.
But even the electrical engineer must ing air. In other words, lightning tears
admit that
the lightning-scared person and burns a hole through the air in its
who seeks the comforting folds of the passage, leaving a vacuum behind it. This
family featherbed whenever the lightning hole may be miles long. The natural
flashes, shows good judgment.
Dry pressure of the atmosphere is fifteen
feathers are excellent insulating material,
pounds to the square inch.
Supposing
and while they would not stop a bolt of that lightning tore a hole in the air six
inches
in
if
diameter
the pressure on a
lightning it actually hit the person, yet :
they would prevent a dangerous discharge j square foot of this vacuum would be
from passing through the body in case : nearly 5,000 pounds, or more than 10,000
another portion of the bouse was struck, tons a mile. It is this mighty pressure,
Still other persons think they are safer ; and consequent rush of air to fill and
in a dark room. Perhaps they feel better ! equalize the vacuum caused by the lightwhere they cannot see the flashes and ning destroying the air as it travels,which
where the thunder cannot be heard so dis- produce the heavy vibrations known to
tinctly, but they are not safer. Lightning our ears as thunder.
is not afraid of the dark, and it will travel
FALL WKB WORM
through the darkest room just as well as
soon

My landlady does this;

of ligbtning

hot summer months when
thunderstorms are of frequent occurrence,
the daily papers are full of stories about
I And
one
lightning freaks.
where
ligntning struck a small shed in which
the

and so on until the snow all slides off onto
the ground.
Lightning flastfes nearly always occur
within clouds, and very rarely from cloud
to cloud, and still more
rarely from a
cloud to the ground. It is very probable
that discharges from a cloud to the earth
take place only when a cloud
heavy with
moisture is carried by a current of air
part way down to the ground, evidenced
by the fact that lightning discharges to
the ground are
nearly always followed by
a heavy
downpour of rain.
Thunder showers depend upon the rapid
condensation of water vapor in the air.

Pauper Notice.
TWO

LARGE

GLASSES j|

z1

contracted with the City of Ellsworth to support and care for those who
during the next five
may need assistance
Haworth, I
vearr and are le*al residents
forbid all persons trusting them on my account, as there is plenty of room and accomodations to care lor them at the City Farm
M. J. Drummit
house.

HAVING

The more eyes an advertisement catches
the more dollars it is worth.

<£Ueroortt) American.
▲ LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL
PUBLISHED
EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON
AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
BT THB

H iNCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO
if. W. Rollins, Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.

are

reckoned

at

the

of $2 per

rate

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.
Business communications should be addressed
to, and all checks aud money orders made pay
Able to Thb Hancock Countt Publishing
Co Ellsworth. Maine.

This week’s

edition

will

have

masonic

new

a

of The

Ellsworih-Bar Harbor electric road talk
by recent land purchases
Bar Harbor people say
at Bar Harbor.
has been revived

they would not be surprised to
begin on the road next spring.

work

see

celebrate
the anniversary of the “battle of Norwood’s Cove” this year, has been abandoned, owing to the inability of the
promoters to secure the presence of men
of prominence whom it was desired to
Southwest

have

plan

Harbor’s

to

participate.

North Penobscot correspondent
“Rain, rain, rain! Plenty of it
and a
little to
thoroughbred,
spare
drenching showers. The soil is satisfied,
Our

2,395

writes:

—

WEDNESDAY AUGUST 10, 1910.

the brooks

REPUBLICAN NOMINEES.
STATE ELECTION, SEPT. 12, 1910.
STATE TICKET.
F.*r

Governor,

For State Auditor,
CHARLES P. HATCH, of Augusta,
For representative to Congress,
(Third District)
EDWIN C. BURLEIGH, of Augusta.
COUNTY TICKET.
For Senators,
WILLIAM A. WALKER, of Castine.
J. HERBERT PATTEN, of Bar Harbor.
For Sheriff,
FORREST O. SILSBY, of Ellsworth.

the wells

are

rising,

and vegetation of all kinds is leaping for
joy. Grain is very heavy and lodging in
many places. Garden crops are rank, and

pushing
front,
potatoes
withstanding the pullbacks of bugs and
machine planting.
Old fields that were
to the

are

not-

August,

last year in

are

For County Commissioner,
ORLANDO W. FOSS, of Hancock.
For County Attorney,
WILEY C. CONARY, of Bucksport.
For Register of Deeds,
WILLIAM O. EMERY, of Sullivan.
For County Treasurer,
ROBERT B. HOLMES, of Ellsworth.

lne chorus

was

re-enforced

hy about

singers from Ellsworth and as many
from Bangor.
The soloists were Mrs.
Mabelle Monaghan Swan, soprano, forof
merly
Ellsworth, now of Boston;
Randall Hargreaves, bsritone, and Miss
Ethel Altemus, of New York. Mrs. Swan's
| singing of the “bird song" from David’s
“Pearl of Brazil” with flute obligato by
Arthur Brooke, was the gem of the evening. Her rare, pure lyric soprano was
never heard in this section to better advantage. She graciously responded to s
vociferous encore. It goes without .saving
dozen

Boston symphony orchestra,

plsyed

de-

From Ellsworth,
John A. Peters, of Ellsworth.
From Eden,
William H. Davis, of Eden.
From Bluehill, Surry, Hancock, Lamoine
and Trenton.
Frank L. Hodgkins, of Lamoine.

lightfully.
Mr. Hargreaves

From Sullivan, Winter Harbor, Sorrento,
Franklin, Oouldsboro, Eastbrook, Waltham and townships and plantations

The excellence of the concert throughout, especially the proficiency of the
chorus, was greatly to Mr. Rumsey’s

7, 8, 9, 10, 21, 33,
Bedford E. Tracy, of Winter Harbor.
From Deer Isle, Stonington, Sedgwick,
Isle au Haut and Eagle island,
Fred A. Torrey, of Stonington.
From Cranberry Isles, Tremont, Mount
Desert and Swan's Island,
A. K. McBride, of Mt. Desert.
From Bucksport, Penobscot, Dedham, Otis,

Verona,
Horace E. Snow, of Bucksport.
From Brooklin, Castine, Brooksville,
Orland, Long Island and Aurora,
Thomas F. Mason, of Orland.
Amherst and

Ellsworth last
candidate
for representative to the legislature
Hon. John A. Peters. Mr. Peters was
a member of the
last legislature;
from the beginning of the session to
its close he was one of its most conas a

spicuous members,

and proved himself an able and useful legislator. If
elected—and there is little reason to
suppose that he will not be—he will
be a candidate for speaker, with every
prospect of being chosen. An able

just judge,
man, intensely

successful
interested in

a

business

a

an
public affairs,
indefatigable
worker, Mr. Peters is by nature and
training unusually well equipped for
such service as is needed at Augusta
duriqg a legislative session.

Changes in Postal Service.
Among recent changes in mail service
are the following in Hancock county:
Brooksville

South

to

July 29. 1901, end

at

Penobscot—From
Penobscot, increasing one

mile.
Steamboat
Bluehill and

service, Rockland to Brooklin,
Sedgwick—From July 81 to Sept.
11,1910, permit contractor to perform service
between Rockland and Brooklin once a week
(on Sunday) in addition to the required
service, without additional expense to the

has a fine baritone
voice, and both in his solo work and in
the difficult role in “Fair Ellen” he sang
most acceptably. The pianist. Miss Altemus.

though

made

a most

credit ; he

favorable

was

neither pains
affair

unknown

this

section,

impression.

indefatigable,

nor

a success.

in

expense in

Following

and spared
making the

was

the

pro-

gram:

“Oberon".Weber
The Symphony orchestra
“Here they Come" from “Carmen".. Bizet
Overture,

Chorus and orchestra
Piano—(a) W'altx, op. S4. No. 1,
)
(b) Nocturne, op. 27, No. 2.
Chopin
<c) Etude, op. 2a. No. 2,
)
Miss Ethel AlUmut
“dong of the Vikings".Faning
Chorus and orchestra
-Bird Song** from “The Pearl of Brazil",
David
Mrs. Mabelle Monaghan Swan
Flute obligato by Arthur Brooke
Intermission
“TbeChalleoge of Thor" from

[

“King Olaf".Elgar
aooRs-ia

Chorus, unaccompanied
Piano—(a) Melodie.Paderewski
lb) Arabesque.Leschetizky
(Cy Etude.Arensky
Miss Altemus
Cantata “Fair Ellen" op. 24
Max Bruch
Mrs. Swan. Mr. Hargreaves, chorus
and orchestra.
....

Hancock Unitarian Conference.
The nineteenth annual session of the
Hancock county conference of Unitarian
and other Christian cnurches will be held
at Prospect Harbor Wednesday evening,
August 17, and the morning and afternoon of August 18.
The conference
is almost wholly, a
gathering of the congregations of the
summer
chapels around Frenchman’s
bay. The president of the conference.
Rev. Henry H, Sa under son, of Cambridge,
Mass., is in Europe tnis summer, and the
program is being arranged by B. C. Reynolds, of Bar Harbor, and Rev. E. M.
Siocombe, of Augusta, who is at Bar Harbor this

of

Han-

information to
make

to
of taxes and to

assessors

an

inequable
vestigate all cases of concealment of profrom
of
taxation,
perty
under-valuation,
assessment

and of failure to
taxation.

assess

ing

was

know

does not

many laps made a
have been interesting

how

property liable to

The Thomas B. Reed Statue.
The Thomas Bartlett Heed memorial
association announce the unveiling of the
statue of Maine’s great statesman to take
on the Western
promenade, Portplaoe on
land,
Wednesday, Aug. 31, at 2 p. m.

which

be-

in the

an

established

Perhaps

Harbor Gambling House Raid.
Sheriff Silsby, with Deputies Richardson and Madden,
of Bar Harbor, and
Smallidge, of Winter Harbor, raided a
cottage on Atlantic avenue last Thursday,
and arrested the lessee, a man named
Swain, and three others, charged with

Claw hammers had better

the

change their name or their team before
they ran up against such an all-star
aggregation as the Solid Muldoons again.

Googms

William

was

the

umpire,

and

beard from, was doing as well
The prize, a peck of
as could be expected.
peanuts, was rather widely distributed.
After this came the game between the
boys’teams—the Matches and the Toothpicks. This was more evenly contested,
w

hen last

and

was

The prize

ing

by

won

was one

each

winner

Toothpicks, 9 to 8.
hundred suckers, leavonly eleven, and the
the

the sucker was soon heard iu the
land.
The sail up the river was made more en-

sound of

joyable by

the old-time songs that

were

The entire party were landed in
good season, well satisfied with their outsung.

ing.

so

would

antiquity

far back into

yet the phrase is not

seera

as

“log rolling;”

as

so

to reach

ancient,

if

even

HANCOCK.

MiM Mary Hinckley is a guest at
home of A. B. Foss and wife.
Mias Edith Foss left Wednesday for
visit with friends at Charleston.

of the

intereata

Uari^

Ellaworth-Bar

threaten*!

road, which

electric

haa been
for some time past
ouuT
tracts of land have been
purchaaed
apring, one of which, bought about
thr~
months ago of W. M.
Roberta, contain
about eighty-two acre, and
adjoin,
Aah land now acquired.

a

to materialiae

Miss Gertrude Foss is the guest of Miss

the

H,rbo'
load

w“uj £2?

fashionable, and the
omnibus lighthouse
bills, omnibus Indian bills, omnibus
bridge bills and omnibus public land bills
passed. Years ago, 1 am told, river and

Miss Nellie Crabtree and MiM Nellie
are attending the C. E. summer
school at Charleston.

not been chairmau of the committee

Circuit Court.
Mrs. C. A. Crabtree and daughter Caro- torney and counsellor of said
J*mh 1. Bbwr
lyn left Tuesday for Boston, where they
or
DltoOLDTlOX
PAKINr.KxfilP.
will join Capt. Crabtree and go for a short |
is hereby given that the partner; VOTIOB heretofore
sea voyage.
1.1
existing bet wren the
ship
and Charles W. Hurlev. under
Boyd Foss, of the schooner John undersigned

and

more

last

more

Congress

saw

keeping a gambling house.
Gambling
paraphernalia valued at over fl,000 was
seized.

Bar Harbor municipal court the
sentenced to a fine of fl and
costs each, and the gambling paraphernalia, which included a roulette wheel,
was forfeited.
The proprietor of the remen

were

public buildings and grounds and
everything cooked up to lake care of

hall.

Mrs. Swan will be assisted by Mrs.
Katherine Forristall, of Boston, a talented
pianist, of Boston, and probably by Randall Hargreaves, baritone, who scored
such a success at Bar Harbor last Monday
evening, where Mrs. Swan also sang.
In its report of the Bar Harbor concert
the Bangor Commercial said: “The ar-

had
the

Tree State ahead of all others.
Men who had been fortunate enough to

reported,

have their bills

after

one

another

economists
a

dozen

and,

fought them

or more

states

called them up
although the

from time to

were

cared

time,

for the

The second day there was a
first day.
great scramble for place, and men watched
the proceedings with csre to see if their
bills would be reached.
Late in the afternoon, with a dozen bills
still on the calendar, the excitement became intense.
Finally, one of the econo-

Good aa new. Juat the thing for H«hl
In town which hu waterworks. Will
cheap. Address P. O. Box 4*1.

annual

The

reunion

po...

tfZu

Abbott

Ellsworth.

of the Stratton

Qtantcti.

the

from

flute
her

pure.
David’s

Her aria, the ‘bird
‘Pearl of Brazil’,

obligato by Arthur Brooke,

best,

and her beat

was

entranc-

ing.”
Village Improvement Concert.
west side branch of the Village
improvement society has arranged for a
musical entertainment to be given at the

reached, but high above the din and
was heard the voice of Tom Clunie.
Clunie wa? a democrat, representing a

next

John A. Peters and wife

Wednesday evening, Aug.

17.

district,

and

was one

of the

“Hold on!
Hold on there!1" shouted
Tom, and his voice rang out so loud that
everybody stopped. “Don't adjourn till 1
get my piece of pork!*’
He went on with some other

explana-

tion, but it was drowned in laughter. It
won.
The House refused to adjourn and
the appropriation for a public building in
Tom Clunie’s district in Han Francisco
was

passed.

to look

after their states.

their states would be

If they did not
neglected and wbat

could not remain in Conmore,
gress unless they procured a share of the
appropriations for necessary improvements in their districts.
is

men

Water Aids Digestion.
Medical investigators have reached the
conclusion that instead of being harmful
to drink quantities of water with meals, it
is distinctly beneficial.
Recent experiments along this line are described in the
New York Medical Journal. The writer

widely distributed

Davis and wife, with the
children, Charles and Ella, w'bo have been
visiting their daughter, Mrs. Crawford
Webster, have returned to their home in
Medamac.

supply

MANSET.
to work.
All the
hotels

cottages

are

occupied

and the

rapidly filling.

Newman and wife spent last week
Revere Beach, Mass.
Pearl Kaler and wife, of New York, are
visiting Mr. Kaier’s mother and sister.

Lyle

HD Or THANKS
wish to express their
thanks to all those who so
us by their many expressions
for
the beautiful floral Oderof sympathy and
logs in the death and burial ot our beloved
daughter and sister. Isabelle Woodbury Dyer.
Ma aki> Mat. A B. Dvsa.
Ma. Axn Mas. Zbi.man K. Dyss.
Ma. a an ku. Pskov Walsh.
Mk. asp Mrs. Jkkky Ly&ox
Miss Lola E. Dvbh.
Miss Eva Q. Dybr.
(A

The gasolene launch Isabel
river

'undersigned

Is

in

THEheartfelt
assisted

the

to-day.

(kindly

as

eating,

the desire
an

to drink

appetite

in

seen

many animals as well as in man, was
perfectly safe guide to trust, and that

so

obviously

was

a

provision

water which

was

a

it

of nature to
needed at this

time.
“Recent experimental evidence seems to
confirm the latter view'. The work of Foster and Lambert has shown that water is a
distinct stimulant to the gastric mucosa,
and that instead of the presence of water
in the stomach resulting in a diluted gas-

juice, it,

the other band, occasions
the secretion of a juice of higher concentration than under ordinary circumstances.
“More recently Fowler and Hawk have
made a study of the metabolis influences
of copious water drinking with meals. A
tric

on

normal man,

twenty-two

studied for

preliminary
five days, during

for

a

a

period

drank three
his meals.

years of age, was
period and then

of

which

he

quarts of water a day with
The result showed an increase

weight of two pounds."

at

in

Clifton Foss, who had been employed in
Portland the past few months, is home.

Morrison Family Reunion.
The ninth annual reunion of the Morrison fam Jy will be held at Dr. C. C. Morrison’s farm at Mariaville next Monday,

amoug the
View house.

are

late

arrivals

at

NOTICE.
selectmen of the town

rPHE

of

1

Tremout

hereby give notice tbst the highway between K. L. Latly’s dwelling at Heal Co vs and

'■

Miss Christina Koch, of Winn, was re|
cently the guest for a day of Mias Haror a joke for everybody, be was beyond
j
Cole.
riet
donbt one of the most popular men in the
Miss Ayers and Miss Thomas, of Boston,
House.

at the time of

Thomas Fernald has gone to Monhegan

C.
SEDGWICK.

best fellows imaginable. Everybody liked
Jovial, smiling, with a good word

Capt. Roscoe G. Lops us and wife, who
are at F. W. Lunt's, have been calling on
all their old friends and relatives, who are
glad to welcome them.

Charles A. Rideout and children,
Gertrude and Richard, who have been
visiting her uncle, George W. Lunt, went
to Manset Saturday to visit her aunt, Mrs.
L. A. Clark.
Thelma.
Aug. 8.

this place.
Ang. 8.

! the firm name of Kief ft Hurley, hat been
dissolved by mutai consent, and John O. Kief
i is to have and collect in all bii n «i ,• »»,<! firm
and assume and pay all bills and demand*
against said firm to date of dissolution
Jomx <» Kicr.
1
Dated at Ellsworth. Me Aug l. i»io.

him.

their vacation.

Mrs.

Capt.

of O. W\ Fom and wife, of

James Winslow and son, of Orange, N.
J., are guests of C. A. Holden at Reach
View.

The artists for the occasion are Mrs. C.
J. Swan and Miss Bertha Giles, sopranos;
Mias Margaret Bragdon, of Brockton, a
young lady who is showing remarkable says:
“Not long ago it was almost the rule for
talent as a pianist, and Prof. George Porter Paine, violin.
; physicians to discourage the habit of
The proceeds are, of course, for the drinking water except
in
minimum
benefit of the society.
| amounts with meals, on the ground that
i the gastric juice was thereby diluted and
that digestion was impaired and delayed.
WEST TREMONT.
This opinion is still held by many physiThe sewing circle met with Mrs. Lena
cians, and is the pet hobby of a great
A. Robbins Aug. 5.
Fourteen members
many diet cranks-professional and amawere present.
teur.
Misses Nettie and Beatrice Lunt, who
“On the other hand, there have been
are employed in Boston, are home to spend
many who believed that an appetite as

W.

son

here.

The

residence of Hod.

the

the

been

were

song’

Foss is

at

uproar

audience

and true and

Ospt.
Maxwell, is ill of typhoid fever
Melrose hospital, Melrose, Mass.

the

on

Ever since that time everything that
applauded to the echo, means any
appropriation for a congressled
into
instant man's district has been labelled
being
“pork”,
Mrs.
Mabelle
Monacaptivity
by
and congressmen have been abused bea
ghan
Span,
dainty
singer of cause
were
barrel"
statesmen.
they
“pork
choice interpretation, and of tone sweet
It U natural for aenators and congressmen

tists

an at*

The Misses Tapley, of New York, are
republican side moved to guests at P. H. Smith’s.
Miss Lilysn Lake, a friend of Miss
adjourn. Instantly there was a great
clamor among those whose bills had not Mosely, is at the Moselys’ summer home
mists

Han Francisco

Song llecital.
Mrs. M a belle Monaghan Swan, who is
spending a short vacation at her old home
here, has offered her services for a song
recital to St. Joseph’s Catholic society,
and the affair has been arranged for next
Tuesday evening, Aug. 16, at Hancock

on

Pine

______

Bar

In the

The remarkable fact is recalled by the
death of Chief-Justice Fuller that at one
time in our history both houses of Con-

conference,

institution
religious life of the county.
come

so.

(Jeorge

summer.

this summer’s

Meet.

assessors

secure

done they both sweated.
The Clawhammers had the choice and
took the held, and then the Muldoons began their round of the bases. The writer

s

practice is. Arthur W. Dunn, for Gladys Ayer at Dexter thia week.
years the congressional reporter of the
Winfield Stratton and wife were weekAssociated Press, and now representing
J
end guests of friends at Waterville.
the Lewis publications in Washington,
TheannouncT
Mrs. E*ne#t Abbott and daughter Nellie ment t hat work ia to begin on
of
this
of
t
the
tells the story
phrsse
he huildin,
origin
were recent guests of friends at Fort Kent.
of the electric road next apring
as it is now applied to omnibus appropriawould not
of
Banbe
a great aurpriae to
and
Charles
Mrs.
son,
Hodgkins
tion bills.
many Bar
and
for
Walter
it
of
to
are
for
the
Hodgkins
look
people,
begin,
aa
was
guests
Tom Clunie
gor,
if the proresponsible
picnickers, everybody reporting a good
motera were paving tbe way for
the
expression “pork barrels”. It was in the wife.
time.
ia
earnest.
Heed
good
famous
the
of
WalMrs. Ralph Wooster and son,
The feature of the day was the baseball Fifty-first Congress,
those
In
tham, Mass., are visiting Mrs. Aubine
game between the old-time rivals—the Congress, that it happened.
Ever notice what nice thing,
Wooster.
Clawhammers and the Solid Muldoons. days they did not have omnibus public
people
bills.
claims
of a man who ia down and out?
omnibus
The game was a disappointment to many, buildings bills, or
of
Dorand
Blatcbford
wife,
Joseph
the
invented
more
especially to the Clawhammers. Dave Mercer, of Nebraska,
chester. Mass., sre guests of P. E. Walker
Keelcy Inal’late, Portland. Malar
The Solid Muldoons seemed to be satis- omnibus public buildings bill when he and wife.
Curea drunkards, drag-user,.
on
cigarctt.
public
fied with the result. The pitcher for the was chairman of the committee
Dr. ». C. Neales, of Lawrence, Mass., smoking and tobacco-amoking and chew
I do not rebuildings and grounds.
latter team was Rev. O. G. Barnard, permg and loaa of nerve force
came Monday to spend his vacation with
(neurastheniai'
*
omniwas sponsor for the
W rite for information.
haps the solidest Muldoon of the team, member who
his family here.
bus claims bill, that measure in which
while Philip Mason took care of everyAlbert Carson and wife, of Lexington,
of claims are bunched
jfot Salt.
thing that came over the home plate. a large number
are guests of Mrs. Carson’s mother,
The battery for tbe Clawhammers were in order to bet tbc legislation through. Mass.,
Foss.
MOTORRose
Mrs.
7\V'to'f
Killstn and Swett, and before the game At all events,-omnibus bills are becomBelknan -l.lttl.OI.nl"
WATER

was

.Schubert

Die beiden Grenadiere”
Schumann
Randall Hargreaves
At the piano, Lindley H. Varney
“O Hush Thee".Sullivan

o’clock,

to meet town

The annual excursion of the Methodist
and Baptist Sunday schools was held last
Wednesday, and about 400 took advantage
oi the opportunity for a sail down the
The vessel used
river to Newbury ^ieck.
was the Nellie Grant, Capt. Bellatty, in
tow of the tug Little Round Top, with
Capt. Holt at the wheel. The weather was
idea! for such an occasion, and there was
no accident to mar the enjoyment of the

"iju Dial aie Kuti

b)

The State board of assessors will be in
session at the county court house in Ellsworth next Saturday, beginning at 9
county, and
enable the State

phrsse
congressional appropria-

it

Chorus and orchestra

expected that ex-President Eliot,
of Harvard, Rev. Francis G. Peabody,
D. D., of Harvard;
Rev.
Charles
F.
Dole, D. D., of Jamaica Plain, Mass., and
other noted Unitarian clergymen and
laymen, will take part in the sessions of

cock

to certain
bills that

with

It is

department.
State Assessors to

long ap-

tion

a

that the orchestra—twenty members of the
FOR REPRESENTATIVES.

lawyer,

gress.

■

For Judge of Probate,
EDWARD E. CHASE, of Bluehill.

The republicans of
Saturday renominated

Famous Phrase In Con-

the

plied

1 Contributed. |

must be

work.

For Clerk of Courts,
JOHN F. KNOWLTON, of Ellsworth.

Marxaville,

Origin of

thirty bourn. About fifteen acres of ti
“*
Harding road and L*dgel.wn „
ia cleared, and tha remainder i.
vo™
with a growth of latge
pine ium!”
the This land, it is believed, la
acquired mtL

family will be held at Hardison’s grove,
harbor improvements were appropriated
men and women of rood
laughing with greenness now, and in- mile, but it would
Franklin, Friday, Aug. 19.
I*r (high school graduate*
YOUlfO
each project
preferr*'
spiring the farmer with promise of future to know how many miles were reeled for on the piecemeal plan,
is employed in Ban- to enroll at the Dover Business Collage
who
Daniel
Foss,
Then there was the
N.H. Young ladies can make
off by the Muldoons during that six standing by itself.
plenty.”
krrs^VimSu
ia spending his vacation at the borne to cot
gor,
to
half by obtaining board
expenses
inning game. They piled up ten runs dur- omnibus river and harbor bill in which of his
and room free. Chance* for young men u-T
parents, A. B. Foss snd wife.
Positions paying # 10 to #12 per week
Concert at Bar Harbor.
ing tbe first inning, and kept up the fun all meritorious projects were cared for.
secured
and
N.
for graduates. Write now!
Daniel Findall, of Berlin,
H.,
But to return to Tom Clunie, and the
The tenth annual concert of the Bar every time they had a chance.
That was a Miss Effie Walker, of Ellsworth, were reIn the meantime the Clawhammers
Harbor choral society was held at the
expression “pork barrel”.
xpmal Ratio*
wonderful session, taking it altogether, cent guests of P. E. Walker and wife.
Casino last Monday evening. It proved to were doing the best that they could, only
There will be a prize ball at the town
and one of the interesting features was
be one of the best, if not the best perform- it was not as good a best as the other felsumcrl
lows'best. When the game was finished the public building legislation. Two days hall Thursday evening, Aug. 11. Music by
ance ever given by this organization.
IT. 8. Cigcvrr Cocat, Maisr Distbict
PoBTUAst.. July 21, i8io. \
M. C. Rumsey, formerly of Bar Harbor, the official score-keeper, Roy C. Haines, were set apart for the consideration of Monaghan's orchestra of three pieces.
to the rules of the Circuit
It is doubtful
announced that the score was only 30 to 6 public buildings bill.
now of New Yoric, has given practically
Capt. O. L. Crabtree, of the schooner PURSUANT
Court of the United Hut** for the Disall his time for the pa9t five weeks in in favor of the Muldoons, and did ao whether Tom Heed would have allowed Alice J. Crabtree, is at home for a few days trict of Maine, notice is hereby giten that
Herbert L
of Bar Harbor, in Mid
training the chorus, which did splendid without the quiver of an eyelid. So it that time if Beth Millitcen, of Maine, had while his vessel is unloading at Frankfort. district, b.*sGraham,
applied for adm1*-.
**
and brown

sere

BERT M. FERNALD, of Poland.

happy,

are

Muldoons too Hard a Nut for
Cluwhuntiuers to Crack.

COUNTY NEWS.

“PORK BARRKLS.”

EXCURSION.

“Pork barrels” is

The spot marking the first settlement of
Bluebill, in 1762, has been marked by
bronze tablets, which will be unveiled
with appropriate exercises next Wednesday, Aug. 17.

American is 2,300 copies.
Average for the year of 1909,

Solid

lodge, to be constituted Aug. 18.

_

•■bscrlptlen Price—$2.00 a year; $1.00 for six
months; 50 cents for three months; If paid
strictly In advance, ft 50, 75 and 58 cents
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. A11 arrearages
year.

McKinley

SUNDAY SCHOOL

GOSSIP.

COUNTY

Harbor

Prof. Butler and Prof. Lyman G. Smith
and son, of Roxbury high school, spent
Sunday with H. A. Small.

K. of P bail at West T'emont
closed to nubile travel on sod
25 until further notice.
Teams
passing to and from West Tremout to *e*i
Cove will ose tb* road through the Kelley disA section of State ro*-i i» betrict. to called
ing built near James It. Kellev's dwelling.
L. W kcmill.
E. M. Staxlky.
Ww H. Thckstob,
Selectmen of Tremout.
West Trcmont, July IS. 1910.
the turn
will be
after

near

July

Ergal

Mrs. Mary Bracy, Miss Florence and
Master Wesley are spending a week or
two at Burnt Island with Y. U. Osin and

>*oticta.

notice or roKKCLosi he.
Ellas if. Bowden, of Oriand,
Hancock county, Maine, by hi* mortfamily.
I gage deed dated the eighth day of August, io
nine hunMrs. Alma T. Small, grand warder oi the year of our Lord one thousand
dred and eight, and recorded In th*- Hancock
the O. E. 8., attended the field day of the J regiatry of deeds, book 451, page 443. conveyed
of real
Knox county association at Rockland, to roe, the undersigned, a certain parcel as
foiestate in said Oriand. and bounded
l Iowa.
Wednesday.
I
Beginning at a stake and stones on the
Roy Dority, who is with the Danieli , northwest corner of land occupied by Frank
D. Boper, near the western line of -ot No. 58.
Shoe Co., Boston, is at home for his vacaaccording to the plan of Oriand: thence
tion. He has as a guest Miss Florence north 8 degrees east
about IK) root to the
range line, thence south 32** degrees east by
Brown, of Marlboro, Mass.
said range line 94 2 5 rods; thence southwestAt the Sunday morning service at the erly by a large ledge of rocks about 100 rod#
U> line of lot# No*. 5* ft 58: thence by said
Baptist church, Mrs. Henry Cole, of Pitts- j lice to southesat corner of s*id Boptr'* Isad;
burg, Pa., sang a solo which was most thence uorth 15 degrees west 100 rod# to stake
and stones; thence south 57** drgrses west#
beautifully rendered. Mrs. Cole is the rods to place of beginning
Containing 13
guest of her husband’s parents, E. C. Cole acres, more or less, being the same premises
conveved to me by Warren J. Bowden by
and wife, at “Twin Oaks".
deed dated February 6. 190*. recorded n Hanpage Jir». to
H. A. Small, while driving Friday night, cock regiatry of deed*, vol. 447,and
whereas
which reference way be had;
ran over an
obstruction throwing him the conditlou of said mortgage has teen
from the sulky. He expected the young broken;
Now. therefore, by reason of the breach of
stallion which he was driving hsd run the condition thereof I claim a foreclosure of
said
Evosns K. Omos*.
mortgage.
away, but he found him waiting in the
By W. C- Conary, his attorney.
road. Mr. Small escaped with a dislocated
August 5, 1910.

WHEREAS

j
■
<

elbow.
The entertainment under the direction
Miss Eva Gerry Tuesday evening was a
decided success. Every number was well
rendered, especially the piano solo by
Miss Elizabeth Holden and the solos by
Mrs. Cole and Miss Hamilton. The colored trio in their songs, jokes and dances
were very funny.
Proceeds, (30, which
w ill be given to the
cemetery association.
H.
Aug.

Aoarrtuu minis

of

8._

SOUTHWEST HAKBOK.
C. F. Dole ;wilt preach at Manset
Sunday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.
Key.

Key.

John

occupied
church last

Adams, D. D.,
pulpit at the Methodist
Sunday preaching, a fine serColeman

the

mon.

Hubert W. Wells, rector of St.
James church, Wilmington, Del., will
occupy the pulpit at the Methodist
church, Sunday
morning,
Aug. 14.
Special music.
Key.

of fancy articles and all
good things by the ladies’ aid ol
Methodist church will take place at Masonic hall Aug. 18, concluding with an
entertainment in the evening.
Spec.
Aug. 8.
The annual sale

sorts of

_

BAK HAKBOK.
Oscar H. Emery, of this town, passed
the har examination in Portland last week.
A. Bleeker Banka, of Albany, N. V., died
at his summer home here Saturday.
He
was
seventy-two years of age and bad
been U1 a long time. Mr. Banka was
torrnerly mayor of Albany and was prominent socially and politically in that city.

<&park<&Pollard n

DRY-MASH

LAY
OR BUST
The Park A Pollard Growing

Feed also makes your hens fPoW
Feed it to them a month Wore
marketing and they will lay more
in
egg* and gain a pound each
weight. Your chickens *liould have
Sold
time.
by
it before them all the
fat.

H. F.

BAILEY,

Bangor,

Write today to The Park & Pollard Co„
46 Canal Bt., Horton, Mas*., (or their
*

Poultry Almanac—worth $1.06,them
they’ll send it Free. Also send
axe paying
your Poultry alive. They
for

ti>w.i»

15

to

i6e; chiclcu*

MAINE STATE NORMAL
The opening dates ol
Schools are as follows:

the

i<> i<»

«?L-

SCHOOLS:
Normal

State

Aroostook State Normal School. Ang. JJ.
Eastern State Nornul School. Sept, a
Washington SUM Nornul School. Sept.
Farmington State Nornul School. SeptWestern SUM Nornul School. Sept. IV.
For catalogs and all Information
the schoola, address the principals-

I a-

regarding

Albert F. Klehardson. Castlne
William U Powera, Machlss.
lsie.
Ham Lorenzo Merrlman. Presque
W. O. Mallott, Farmington.
Gorham.
Walter Bussell.
limited edition.

A

Just published. In a
Land lying along Harding road and
Genealogy of the McFarlands
ladgelawn avenue, fifty-six acres in all,
8. W. Newman is having an addition Aug. 15.
gress and the highest judicial tribunal of
of Hancock County. Maine.
All related to the family are cordially and a parcel of about four acres at Squawthe country were presided over by sons of
built on his house. Charles Stanley has
Y McF«l»i«l
By
,
invited to be present. A picnic dinner Hollow, on the Cromwell Harbor road,
Maine. Mr. Frye was president pro tem. sort promised to leave town.
of the work.
charge
ol In pages has required sere™
This
work
will
be
served
in
the
o«
grove.
of the Senate, Mr. Reed was speaker of the
The gambling paraphernalia was brought
were sold last week by Nathan Ash to
Its
of
In
preparation. It has «*
years
study
Mad.
Aug. 8.
House and Mr. Fuller was chief-justice of to Ellsworth to be
carefully edited, and may be had. postpaid.
manufactured into
George B. Dorr, who, it is said, is acting One
of the supreme court. And by a further
Dollar. Address.
Impatient people water their miseries for other parties, for the sum of (30,000.
coincidence all of these men were gradu- kindling wood under the supervision of
The only place to get bargains is at the
DANIEL y. McFarland.
***•
and hoe up their comforts.—bpurgeon.
ates of Bowdoin college.—Portland Argui. Sheriff Silsby.
that
advertises
trade.
The
HoUow
store
land
is
for
your
Squaw
North Laroih*.
occupied by
[

COUNTY

NEWS.

ii»y with hi* brother George in thl*
village.

ELLSWORTH

FALLS.

S6bmi»nnnu».

WEST ELLSWORTH.

Eugene P. Grindie and wife, of Lynn,
Mrs. John Carter is quite ill of rheunorth castine.
Maes., are visiting their parents here.
matism.
I.
convalncant.
Sutler
Miss Millie A. Treworgy was home from
jjrj. Hurry
Ralph H. Carter and Gracia Hoopei
wife who have been
the East Maine general
Mrs. Fred B. Stafford, of
Howard 1-owell and
hospital at Bangoi caught sixty brook trout Friday.
Faneuil,
Maes., for Sunday.
is
HI, arc better.
visiting her parents, Hiram Harding
Amy F. Astbury and her sister Lucy
Annie B. Conner is visiting f-iCnda and wife.
Whitcomb, Haynes and Co. commenced called on friends here last Sunday.
sawing long lumber Monday, after a shutMrs. Cara Clapp, of North
South Pcnobacot.
Mrs. Vinal R. Guptlll is visiting hei
Sedgwick, down of three weeks.
Arch Wescott and children an has been visiting her
jIr.
father, Marcus Morgan, East Surry.
Mrs.
daughter,
hen.
Asa C. Flood and wife are
Fred J. Sargent.
spending a
visiting relatives
George Cunningham and wife visited
few days in
is at home putting
Tremont, guests of Dr. her brother, Irving Carter, at Bluehill
Misses Gertrude Gower and
Frank rt. Ward well
L. Thomas S.
Mar;
and
wife.
on to hia bonee.
Tapley
Rendall, of Melrose, Mass., are guests of
id addition
Sunday.
A. W. Ellis is building a boat-house at
end eon, of Caatine, an Mrs. Lydia Gower.
Miss Annie Csrter was the guest of her
Mrs Colby Ony
his
at
Branch pond for the launch
F. E. Williams and
camp
Miss Vera Harding left for
viiiting her iwnnte,
sister, Mrs. Martin Giles, at the Falls
Charleston
Monday as a delegate to the Christian En- recently purchased by him.
wife.
Sunday.
3
Mias Bernice H. Lord came Saturday
deavor summer school.
a brief visit
Miss Vernie G. Carter, of Old Town
Cburl'" F. Ward well, after
3
from Portland to spend a week with her
for
left
RockThursday
Mrs.
Waldo E. Kingsbury and
Witb hi* family,
hospital, is visiting her mother, Mrs. •g
daugh- parents, Henry Lord and wife.
m
ters Miss Lina and Clara
land.
Henry Csrter.
Olive, are visitDr. Frank Whitcomb and party, of
R. C. Douthit, of Castine, preached ing Mrs. Clara Bowden.
Mrs. Kate Hooper, who has been serischoolbouae Sunday afterHarold Dunn and wife, and Misses Orono, have been here for several days, ously ill at her home In Ellsworth, is able 3
at the Perkins
3
guests of Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Ellis.
Amelia
and Lillian Dresser are
to be out again, and is visiting her par- 3
noon.
spending a
Mm. Albert Parker and
children, of
Portsmouth, are guests of Mrs. Fannie
Parker.

!

Established 1828

I
—

\

—

—
—

Mr* Mary L. Leach and Miss Marion
are the guests of Miss Josephine

Hinckley
Daobar.

Fred Weacott and family, of Buffalo, N.
y are guests of his mother, Mrs. Mary
Weacott.
Mrs. Bernice Wallace and children, of
Berwick, were guests of Mrs. Edward
West last Friday.
Mr*. Augusta A. Leach ia spending
several days with her daughter, Mrs.
Wilbert E. Ordway.
M. Ijeacb and wife will leave Tuesday
to spend the remainder of the week at
C.

Rortbport campground.
Mr*. W. C. Wallace, with two children,
after a month’s

leaves torday for Berwick,
visit st her old home.

Winslow Lufkin, of Brooksviile, superintendent at HalPa mill, has so far recovered from a recent injury, as to be able
to resume work.
Rev. f. W. Fessenden, of Balem, Mass., a
pastor, preached at the Methodist
Beveral of the
church in Castine Sunday.
parishioners here took the opportunity to
former

bear him.

W. Hutchings has been st
days, while his vessel, the
Wesley W. Sennell, was undergoing repairs for damages received, by going
ashore on Green island during a thick fog.
L.
Aug. 8.

Capt.

Frank

home for

a

few

BUCKSPORT.
Mrs. Abbie Nason, of Portland, is visiting Mrs. D. it. Hagerthy.
Lewis ( handler la spending bis vacation
with bis parents, George Chandler and
wife.

Bucksport.

D. Back, who has spent the
year in the West, arrived Thursday for a
visit with his parents, A. K. Buck and
John

wife, Oriand.
Mrs. J. W. Tripp and little son Norman,
of WatervlUe, and Mrs. Mitchell, of Orrington, are spending a few days with K.
B. Stover and wife.
Maurice Prince occupied the pulpit
at
the Franklin street church Sunday
morning. Mr. and Mrs. Prince are guests
of Frederick Wood and wife.
Rev.

The

their cottage here.
Elmer E. Cummings and
family have returned to their home in Portland.
They
were
accompanied by Miss Phebe Hinck-

ley.
Au«-»-

Wednesday.

Guile

realized.

was

to-day to attend
school at Charleston,

summer

home

from

many friends of
of Bangor, a former

opens Aug. 9.

the school

George B.

Floyd

wife, both of
whom have
been ill, are improving.
Their daughter, Mrs. Jude, is with them.
Mrs. Walter L. Smith and Rita Seeds,
of Portland, and Miss Zelma Montrose,
of Lynn, Mass., are visiting
at Vin

not.

or

Agnes Mayo leaves to-day for
Hornell, N. Y., where she will spend a few
week with her uncle, Elmer Reed and
wile.

Real Estate and Insurance

Howard Dollard is home from Machias,
has had employment.

where he

I

Mrs.

and

Frank Davis and wife,
ill, are much improved.

who have

been

with

j

FOR SALE

FOR SALE OR RENT

Maynard Whittaker place, Ellsworth, Maine.
A large 2 story house, barn and outbuildings,
with 30 acres of land, in goo<J repair, about 1
mile from postofflce.

Two story house, shed and large stable, alt
connected with city water and electric lights,
and about 1 acre of land. A bargain 01 easy
terms.

Other Properties in Ellsworth and Vicinity
Rumps,

house.

Services at the church

Sunday

were con-

NORTH KhLSWORTH.

ducted by Rev. William Slocum, of the
Unitarian church, Bar Harbor.
Alton

Grover

congratulations

and
on

are

home

Massachu-

in

setts.

Buckaport boy,

G.

8.
_

BIRCH HARBOR.

are

the

was

scene

of

receiving
gathering Saturday evening,
daugh- barn dance was
in

a

(Thelma Belle) born July 31.
Mrs. Annie Harriman, who has been
visiting her mother, Mrs. Veazie Young,
has returned to her

The pleasant home of J. A. Phillips and
wife

wife

the birth of

ter

Aug

Eugene].

PUNKER—At franklin, July 81, to Mr
Mrs Walter L Bunker, a son.
DONNELL—At Franklin, Aug 5 to Mr
Mr8 Percy W Donnell, a daughter.
HOOPER—At Deer Isle, July 28, to Mr
Mrs Herbert Hooper, a daughter.
MOOR—At Ellsworth, Aug 7, to Mr and
Everard L Moor, a son.
MEADE—At Orland, Aug 4, to Mr and

Edward Rice has painted his house.
Rev. W. H. Rice, of North Livermore,
visited relatives here last week.

a

merry
when
a

given
guests, William Warren, jr., and
Williston Clement, of New York city.
The barn was prettily decorated with
green and the national colors. H. N. Joy
furnished music for dancing, and Miss
Frances Jordan gave several piano solos
during the evening. Cake and ice-cream
were served.
Those present were
Mr.
W’arren, Mr. Clement, Mrs. Myra Jordan,
Miss Frances Jordan, George Dunham and
wife, Mrs. Harriet Hastings, Arthur Ciement and wife, J. Sargent and wife, L. H.
Phillips, L. D. Patten, Miss Bessie L. Patten, Miss Julia Higgins and Dorothy
honor

of

and
and

j
|
|

|

HEBRON ACADEMY

WATER STREET

school. Certificate
right to other New England
Three
Courses, College,
Colleges.
Twelve
English, Scientific.
instructors.
Sturtevant Home
accomodates 70 girls.
Atwood
Hall, new, barrows Lodge and

Colby fitting

Cook

Gymnasium

Kerosene Oil

Washington

Mrs. Otis Littlefield died suddenly Monday night, of paralysis. She bad been out
in the evening, and was taken ill soon
after arriving borne. She was
forty-eight

the Barrel
1

i

;

I

boys. All dormitories under the
of
instructors.
supervision
Rooms in private houses for a
few. Expenses moderate. City

conveniences, country air. There
may be a Hebron student near
you.: Talk with him. Write for
catalog. Fall terra begins Tuesday, Sept. 13. Address the Prin-

cipal,

W. E. Sargent Hebron, Me.

Mrs
Mrs

Teachers Wanted
during

Life

vacation to sell

Insurance

MARRIED.
EDNIE —M’H ENA N—At Rockland, Aug 3, by
C M Walker, esq. Miss Alice M Ednie, of
Stonington, to Everett S McHenan, of Swan’s
Island.
HOWARD—COUSINS—At Bluehill, Aug 6, by
Rev Charles Hargrove, Miss Eloda B Howard
to Frank L Cousins, both of Bluehill.
M’DOLE—CRANE—At Bangor, Aug 8, by Rev
George S Robinson of Old Town, Miss
Emma E McDole, of Bangor, to George Dana
Crane, of Bucksport.

years of age,
five children.

Aug.

and leaves

a

husband and

9.

spending

summer

with

his

grand-

parents, A. H. Winslow and wife,

and

As she

ductor:

BABB HARBOR.

Miss Alice Orindie is spending a few
in West Brookaville.
The Unitarian society will hold its annual fair at Emerson hall Thursday after-

days with friends

noon and

Mrs. Lizzie Benson and daughters Fanare visiting friends here.

nie and Blanche

Bumford, of Cambridge, Mass is
spending a few wee)ts with his family
Kirk

here.

Mrs. Sophia Morey, of Richmond, Va.,
L. S
is having a cottage built here.
Springer is doing the work.

balem. Mass., preached at
dist church Sunday morning.

at

Metho-

The ladies of the Methodist society held
their annual fair at Emerson hall Tuesday

afternoon. In the evening special reading
by Miss Maude Andrews and music by
the Castine orchestra were enjoyed.
Q.
Aug. 8.
SARQENTVILLE.

Percy Q. Sargent
Haven, Conn., where

is

has returned to New
he is employed.

William Higgins, of the schooner Pendleton Sisters, is at home for a few weeks.
Arthur H. Harding and wife left Saturday for their home in Cambridgeport,
Maes.

John

Jordan,

want

she

said the

conductor, and the

Nothing happened until L
reached, when suddenly the old

—

lady looked up and asked: “His this hell?”
“You bet it is,” said a big, perspiring
man, and soft, low cries of “Hear! heart”
mingled with the laughter that rippled
through the car.

Apply

•TWO layers of Coal Tar Pitch
between two layers of
| rolled
the best grade of waterproofed
felt with a top layer of real mineral
matter, form Amatite Roofing.

to

Coffee Ice-Cream.
“Scald

with

one

and add

Combine

EAST LAMOINE.

a

and cook

Pine Hill Concrete Co. has the conbuilding a tomb for the East
Lamoine cemetery association. The comThe

for

pany has just finished a tomb at Sedgwick, and work on the one here will begin

mixture thickens.

Cool,

blood

add

Beetle

Fighting.

Hood’s

quart of thin cream, strain through
double thickness of cheese-cloth and

of Rockland, spent Sun-

Sarsaparilla

which corrects the acid condition of
the blood and builds up the system.
Get it today in usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatabs.

freeze.

Did you ever try serving coffee
ice-cream in halves of cantaloupes?”

of beetle
its
to the

fighting.

In

a

miniature

way,

corresponds
popularity in Chinatown
popularity of bull fighting in

Ellsworth,

“Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is a

J. P.

sent for

C. W. GRINDAL, Agt.

Whether it’s a range or a fur-

Maine

ELDRIDGE,

5 CENTS

i

!

BANANAS AT WHOLESALE

ELECTRICAL

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND FIXTURES.
MAIN STREET, ELLSWORTH Estlastcs oo Wiriaf tad Supplies Cheerfully Qt*ea.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
i Estey Building. State St..
Ellsworth.

PINE HILL CONCRETE CO.

tBcafceemnal ®at6e.

Makers of all kinds of

Spring Is the time to give your horse

KILL THE GERMS

DR. A. C. DANIELS’

Horse Renovator
Powders

That’s the Only Way to Cure Dsndraft, and Parisian Sage Is the

Only Killer.

WIRINC.

Full Lines of

LUCHINI

Zbbrrtietmrnte,

—

—

CLARION.

purifying and tonic medicine

once.

What is probably the least known and
at the same time the most curious sport in
New York
or, for that matter in the
is the Chinese pastime
whole country

Anyone can do the job.
Free sample and booklet
the asking.
^

THE—

great

in double

one
a

Amatite is made in convenient rolls
ready to be laid on the roof.

one

mixtures

boiler until

5

Rheumatism

and one-half

one-third of

You don't have to coat it or paint
it after you lay it. It is there to give
protection without further attention.

aofortfeantnts.

Spain.

Charles B. Law, of Muskogee, Okl.,
joined his wife here last week.
Mrs. Melvina Harding, of Brewer, is
visiting Mrs. Charles Simmons.
Pitt W. Danforth, of Orange, N. J.,
spending his vacation at Ashlawn.

said to the conto get hoff at Hem

car

on.

was

New

X. Y. Z.

Aug. 8.

tract

the

“Hi

the

cupfuls of milk
cupful of ground
of
coffee,
sugar,” says
cupful
Is A Constitutional Disease.
This Fannie
Merritt Farmer, in Woman's It manifests Itself In local aches and
Home Companion.
pains,—inflamed joints and stiff mus“Beat the yolks of three eggs slightly cles.—but it cannot be cured by local
of
Mabel
Stockton
Mrs.
Condou,
and
add
one-fourth
of
a
of
cupful
sugar applications.
Springs, with little daughter Harriet, is
It requires constitutional treatment,
and one-fourth of a teaspoonful of salt.
visiting her father, T. W. Jackson.
and the best is a course of the

Charles Hooke was taken to the hospital
in Belfast
Friday, and was operated upon
for appendicitis.
At last reports he was
comfortable.
K«v. Mr. Fessenden, former pastor of
the Methodist church and now preaching
in

went

street

evening.
Prof. Richards and family, of
Miss Helen Foster, of Wood fords, is
Haven, Conn., arrived last week.
spending the week with her grandmother, is their fourteenth summer here.
Mrs. Wheeler Webster.
Miss Mary Perkins, of Bangor, is spending August with her sister, Mrs. W. A.
Walker, at the Acadian hotel.

on

right,”

“All
car

l>r. E. E. Phil brook is spending several
%
st bandy Point.
A. H. Folsom, of Roxbnry Mass., is at
bis cottage for August.

got

street.”
C.

Aug. 8.

CASTINE.

days

Bean, aged 81 years. 2 months, 26 days.
BLAIS DELL—At Orland, Aug 8, Willard W
Blaisdell, aged 49 years, 11 months, 22 days.
DOWNS—At Deer Isle, July 80, Mrs Elizabeth
H Downs, aged 83 years, 2 months, 11 days.
GRINDLE-At Bluehill, Aug 5, Mrs Nancy
Grindle, aged 89 years.
HAMMOND—At South Gouldsboro, July 27,
Mrs Eliphalet Hammond.
HEATH—At Bucksport, Aug 2, Mrs Nancy G
Heath, aged 82 years, 1 month, 28 days.
LITTLEFIELD
At Bucksport, Aug 8, Mrs
Otis Littlefield, aged 48 years.
STAPLES—At North Penobscot. Aug5, Samuel
D Staples, aged 81 years, 6 months, 25 days.
SMITH-At Bluehill, Aug 5, Mrs Mary S
Smith, aged 87 years, 4 months, 21 days.

are

other relatives.

J.

very hot day.

8he looked rosy, but cool and comfortreceiving letters from
Misses Persia and Carrie Vose, who are able, while the others on the crowded car
were mopping their brows, fanning themspending the summer iu England.
selves and cursing inwardly.
Lloyd Winslow, of Fitchburg, Mass., is
the

by

accomodate 126

Chester).

_

Friends here

prices.

C. W.GRINDAL

nn tip

Miss Lillian Ames, assisted by Miss
B. T. 50WLE, Mgr.
Mary Weston, of Bangor, violinist, and
Mrs. Unabel Tracy is spending a few
Arthur Tiscber, of New York, pianist,
weeks in Dubloi9 for the benefit of her
gsve an enjoyable musical, at the SpofTord
Hancock Co. Agencies
health.
school Friday evening, Aug. 5.
Miss Susie Hamblen, of Vinalhaven, is Hagan.
The camp meeting at Verona park
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INS. CO.
visiting the family of her uncle, J. W.
Guessed Right.
opened Sunday, Aug. 7.
There are a Pettee.
DIED.
A little old woman with soft, blue eyes,
large number at the park and many inMrs. W. F. Davis has taken a trip to white ringlets around her ears, and a BANKS—At Bar Harbor, Aug 6, A Bleeker
Me.
Ellsworth,
teresting speakers will be present. There Machias with her husband in schooner
quaint purple gown got on a Ninth street | (Banks, of Albany, N Y, aged 72 years.
will be tine musical and literary enterBEAN—At East Sullivan, July 26, Mrs Harriet
Grace Stevens.
car in
on a
tainments.

and

and

Roy Mead?, a daughter.
QUINN—At Lander, Wyo, July 23, to Mr and
Mrs Everett J Quinn, a son. [George Winfield].
ROBBINS—At Opechee Island, July 25, to Mr
and Mrs Chester Robbins, a son [Watson

their

Fittings,
Water Systems.
Write us for low

BORN.

Massachusetts.

Ripes,

C. M. & H. T. PLUMMER, Sal«» Dept. Portland, Maine

Garland.

AME8—At Deer Isle, Aug 7, to Mr and Mrs
Merton K Ames, a daughter.
BUNKER—At Franklin, July 22, to Mr and
Mrs Eugene 8 Bunker, a son I Charles

L. MASON

C. W. &

LIST._

Dr. Harold H.

pleased to learn of hia appointment as
one of the examiners on the C. S.
pension
board.

EIGHTY-SECOND YEAK BEGINS SEPT. 14, MO.

Frank H. Lowell, who has employment
Smith’s.
the Maxwell-Briscoe Motor
Co.,
B.
Aug. 8.
Tarrytown, N. Y., came Sunday for his
annual vacation.
Mrs. Lowell and son
MOUTH OF THE RIVER.
Erdman have been here for several weeks
E. A. Carter and family, and Mrs.
; with Mrs. Lowell’s
parents. They went
Charles D. Klttredge, who is
employed to North Penobscot Tuesday for a two- Carter’s mother, Mrs. M. F. Tenney,
in Massachusetts, is
spending his vaca- weeks’ visit with Mr. Lowell’s parents, spent Sunday at Mrs. Tenney’s old home
tion with his parents, C. W.
in Marlboro.
Kittrcdge E. A. Lowell and wife.
and w ife.
R. O. Smith and wife, of East Holden,
State secretary of the C. E. society. Miss
are
visiting Mrs. Smith’s sister, Mrs.
LAKEWOOD.
Margaret Kocb, accomfianied by her BisGeorge Fullerton, at Valley Hill farm,
Ralph Garland has returned from hay- Bayside, aud her niece, Mrs. L. C. Hodgter, Miss Christina Koch, were guests at
ing in Holdeu.
the Hillcrest house last w-eek.
kins, of Chestnut Hill farm, Ellsworth.
Miss Sadie Franklin is spending a
Mrs. Lillian Hamor, who has been employed at J. J. Emery’s the past few month at home.
MARINE
Alexander B. Moore is driving the stage
weeks, came home Friday, and will leave
Monday for Charleston. Mrs. Hamor is to Ellsworth Falls.
Ellsworth Port.
the delegate from the Mt. Desert local
Edward Garland is at work for Charles
Ar Aug 11, sch Henrietta A Whitney, New
union of C. E. societies.
Miss Octavia O. and Martin A. Garland.
York, coal, F S Lord
Bid Aug 6, sch Ann C Stuart, Rockland,
Hamor is the delegate from West Eden
Norris Moore is making weekly
trips to heads. Whitcomb, Haynes & Co
society and will also attend the school.
Bid Aug 10, sch Nellie Grant, Boston, lumBar Harbor with garden produce.
ber. Whitcomb, Haynes & Co
Aug. 8.
M.
Mrs. Grace Barron, of West Ellsworth, is
Hancock County Ports.
visiting her sister, Mrs. Ellen Franklin.
OTTER CREEK.
■West Sullivan—Sid Aug 4, sch Maud S, Boston
Ernest Garland and Alick White, of
Miss Clara Davis has employment with
Bid Aug 6, sch Abbie G Cole, New York
Bid Aug 8, sch Willie L Maxwell, N Y
Ellsworth Falls, are haying for Simon
Mrs. James Davis.
which

Splendid equipment; a finely-appointed school building, containing the best science
laboratories to be found among the fitting schools of Maine; a dormitory lor boys; a dormla new athletic field of twelve acres now under construction and
designed
to be one of the finest in New England.
Coburn has the privilege, through the maintenance of high standards of scholarship,
of sending its graduates without examination to Ainberst. Bates. Boston University.
Bowdoln. Brown, Colhy. Dartmouth. Mount Holyoke. Smith, Tufts, Universitv of Maine,
University of Vermont, Wellesley, Wesleyan ana Williams. The regular courses of the
school afford sufficient preparation for passing the most diffruitof the admission examinations set by Harvard, Yale and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
The Principal will be glad to send to any address a catalogue of the school, together
with complete information concerning admission, choice of studtes, room, board, scholarship aid. opportunities ot earning money for self help, etc.
tory for giris;

ents, James W. Carter and wife.

The annual picnic of the l/nion Congregational Sunday school will be
held
Thursday at Frank Aladdocks’ shore,
Branch pond, or, if stormy, on Friday.
Fish chowder will be furnished, and ail
are cordially
invited, whether members of

number leave

a

E.

the C.

About |8

is

Black.

WEST EDEN.
Miss Mildred Mayo spent the past week
at Northeast Harbor.
The C. E. Society bad a sale of ice cream
last

Crocker

Preparatory School of Very High Standards, for Boys and Girls
of Ambition and Capacity for Hard Work.

~

Sim.

___

Ethel

WATERVILLE, MAINE.
A

Bangor for a visit of several weeks with
O. S. Stevenson, Principal
her parents, George E. Gray and wife.
Vin Smith is having an artesian well
Ti
1111 rill I mill II11IIIII111M111111 III 11111III III mi 111IIIII111IIIIIIIII ■ 1114 ni!i 11II ■ 11II III ni.ti 111,1
Miss Mildred Black, of
Bangor, who has driven.
been visiting relatives
Mrs. Addie Barron, with children, spent
here, went to Mariaville Monday to visit her
aunt, Mrs. Emma last week here with relatives.

Augustus Danico and family, of Green
have been spending a few days at
A small building is being built for Lake,
their old home.
Florentine Davis for a confectionery store.
Miss Effie Franklin and Miss La Blanch,
Frank Ilatnlin has purchased a piece of
past land of F. A. Stanley and is building a of Massachusetts, have returned to their
work in

Fred Edwards and wife, of Boston, are
guests of A. D. Snowman and wife. Mrs.
Edwards was Miss Sadie Alby, a native of

Crane,

Miss

few weeks at

Coburn Classical Institute

CONCRETE BUILDING MATERIAL.
W. A.

Ellsworth,

Bonsey, Prop’r.
...

DR.

C.

E.

Maine

HOLT,
BANGOR,

ELLSWORTH

Steam

Laundry and

•NO

PAT,

NO

Bath Rooms. DENTIST.

WASH II.”

H.
Parisian Sage soaks into the scalp, Gives Vim and Strength,rnakes New Blood, All kinds of laundry work done at short notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.
and when it reaches the roots of the Acts on the Kidneys and Urinary Organs.
SPECIALTY MADE OP
DR. DANIELS’ book on Horses, Cattle,
hair It not only kills every dandruff
TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
H. B. ESTEY A CO.,
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
and Cat, FREE at
Ellsworth. Me
Kstey Building state St..
perm, but it supplies the hair with Sheep, Swine, Dog
of the Uuion Safe Deposit & Trust Co., of
a
Agent
bowl
with
sides,
large
&
Co’S,
sloping
porcelain
WhlTCOnB, HAYNES
just the right kiud of nourishment to
Me., for furnishing Probate
Portland,
white dot having previously been painted put vigor and strength into it and
The procession of low prices is moving
and Surety Bonds.
A. PARCHER’S.
and
GEORGE
that
back
of
one
in
order
on the
they may make it grow.
headed by advertisers in
along,
right
Cor. Mam and Water Sts. (over Moore's Dm*
be distinguished. All the fighting is done
Parisiau Sage is the most delightful
THE AMERICAN.
Store). Ellsworth, Me.
with the mandibles, or pinching claws,
which are carefully tested for strength be- hair dressing in the world, and is not i
Use
it
one
or
week
forehand. The fight continues until one sticky
greasy.
of the contestants succeeds in pinching and you will never give it up.
SUPPLIES COMPETENT
BUSINESS
the other to death.
Parisian sage is guaranteed by G.
8”0R™*ND
HELP TO BUSIOFFICE
From an American standpoint, the so- A. Farcher to
stop falling hair; to cure
called sport would hardly seem to be inNESS MEN FUSE OF
dandruff; keeps hair from lading; to
last
several
INDIVIDUAL
sinoe
a
combat
may
teresting,
hours. The oriental, however, manages to stop itching of the scalp, or money
INSTRUCTION
CHARCE
TEL. 830 BANOOR
Price &0 cents a large bottle.
enthuse, since the contests are always back.
From May 1, 1909, to July 1, 1910, the riangor Jaii.y Commercial had in its columns 266 instances of
watched with untiring interest by good- The girl with the Auburn hair is on
students of the Sbaw talcing positions. Results count.
Free catalog.
sized audiences.
every bottle.
A first-class beetle fight is an important
matter and is generally the cause of much
betting. The combatants, a couple of
two-inch beetles, are placed in a large

■■

■

_
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ALICE

SCOTT,

COUNTY NEWS.
WEST SULLIVAN.
B. B. Havey was in Bangor on business
Wednesday.
Mrs. M. Tracy spent a few
days in
Corea last week.
Newman is in Prospect Harbor

Mrs.
Visiting relatives.
N.

Miss Edna

Havey

is

library.
Aug. 8.

Emma Thurston has returned to hei
home in Southwest Harbor.
Misses Vera Smith and Beatrice Gordon
have returned fromStueben.
Ambrose Mattocks, of Albany, N. Y., is
at his old home spending his vacation.

Oscar

Gertrude Frye, of Augusta, was in town
last week soliciting funds for the Children's Home in that city.

Crockett is in Camden.

for

a

Ford,
Devereux,
few days.

is in town for

Gladys Klark Co.

The

nights

this week at

have gone on
Desert island.

in

Miss Bessie

E.

Gordon has returned from

and Miss Florice Clark

from

Farmington
Castine both having attended summer
schools while away.
George Felker and wife, of Carmel,
have been guests of E. F. Clapham and
wife who are also entertaining Mrs. Folsom and Mrs. Frank Pike and children, of
New Hampshire.
The annual

lairoi tne uoiaen uuie socie-

ty held at K. of P. hall Tuesday,
respects surpassed anything given before
by the society. The hall was made exceedingly attractive by the booths for the
display of fancy articles made by the
ladies of the society. A curio table was
arranged, among other things exhibited
being in inkstand brought from Oberamxnergau and made by one of the players in
the passion play, which attracted much
in many

play

visit to his

1. O. O. F. hall.

The

Lynch

and

a

Harold

camping trip

Wasgmtt
to

ball

game

circle

between

Mt.

of

been the

William Annis, wife and little daughter Sarah, of Dorchester, Mass., are guests
of F. H. Annis and wife.

the

visitors and

Robert K. Hatch, of Maynard, Mass.,
who has been the guest of his grandfather, Capt. Wjlliam P. Lowe, the past
week, returned home Sunday.
Davis and wife, of Port Clyde,
guests of Mrs. Dsvis, parents, Levi
Knight and wife, a fow days last week.
Mrs. Knight accompanied them home

Sidney

evening, Aug. 3. The fair was a great
The large room was prettily
decorated with tir and spruce trees, and
The fancy,
green and white bunting.

the

success.

tow

6%

ia what you» moony will
toTMlrd Id ahana at the

grandmother’s recently.
Mrs. Roxie Albee, of Rockland, visited
at her

her

cousin,

Mrs.

Lottie

and daughters, Gert
and Claribelle, arrived borne Friday
from Rockland, where they have been
visiting Mrs. Lowe’s parents, A. A.
Carter and wife.
rude

Mrs. Ellen Hayes and granddaughter
Louise returned to their home at North
Deer Isle Sunday, after spending the past
month with Mrs. Hayes' brother, Capt.
William P. Lowe.

occupy the Wellington cottage foi the
remainder of the season.

community was saddened last
Monday morning by learning of the death
This

spot where the first settlement of the
made by Joseph Wood and John

of Morton H. Holden, who was drowned
Mr. Holden
at Rockland Sunday night.
was a genial young man, and was greatly

u

A NEW SERIES

Andrews, last

fa

DOW

open.

week.

Mrs. C. 8. Higgins and two children, of
Winter Harbor, are in town for a few

WHY

Sham, II each. monthly
M.’’
menu, II per than.

PAT REXT

when you can borrow on your
•harea. flee a Brat mortgope and
reduce tl erery month? Monthly
payment* and Intereat toeetlier
will amount to but little more
than you are now paying lor
rent, and In about ten yean you
will

weeks.

Mrs. Msude Trask, of Southwest Harbor, was the guest of Mrs. Flora Allen

recently.
Will B. Richards, who has been at Bar
hospital for treatment, has returned home in improved health.

OWX TOUR OWX HOME.

Harbor

For

Mrs. John Mitchell and daughter Doris
snd Mrs. George Mitchell snd two children, of Bar Harbor, are guests of Mrs.
O. B. Leland.
Mrs. George W. Richards snd Miss

4

particulars Inquire ol

O. W. TaPi.ev.Hec’y
«rat Nnt’l Kank Bldt
W. Krwo.FrealdenL

HafltoaOa anD Snamboiu

Marie, who have been in Bar Harbor the
|iast eight months, are in town for a few
weeks. All are glad to welcome them.
V.
Aug. 8.
BARTLETT’S ISLAND.
Laura

Burns visited Miss Josie Billings

Farei Between

her

Bar Harbor and Boston

aunt, Mrs. George Kay, returned to

Sunday.
A party from Quincy, Mass., called on
Mr*. Katie Bartlett Tuesday of la*t week.
Mr*. Jessie Duffy, who ha* been visitiog

!

Hummer ». T. More* leave* Bar Harbor p m
lUrt or. North-’

L.

Aug. 6.

week day* and Sunday«, for Sea!
ea*t Harbor, Southwest* Harbor.

Brookl.n, Deer
I*le. Sargeotvllle. Dark Harbor and Rockland,
connecting with »learner for Uo»ton.
Steamer Booth bay leave* Bluchlil 2pm
week day# and Sunday*, for South BiuebliJ*
Stoning ton. North Haven and Rockland, con-’

BEECH HILL.
Mrs. Elisabeth Kadcliffe is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Francena Rich.

Franklin several weeks

netting with

*t«*mer

for Ho* ton.

Steamer father!tie leave* Sedgwick 3pm
week day* and Suodar*, for Herrick’*
South Hrook*vHle, Eg*em«>*a1n. DUIgo a*n{
Rockland, connecting with Heamcr for Beaton.

Landing’

busineas, is

on

;

Wny; M.OO Round Trip.

Out

•4.W

her home at Seaville

Mrs. Agnes Hanna is visiting her parHerbert Snow, wife and child. Misses
Josephine Leonard and EUa Averill, of ents, Ambrose Blsnchard and wife.
Arlington Heights, Mass., arrived Sunday
Chi mage Richardson, who ha* been in
to

nara

Hlnntk Loan aad BnlliUae ak’l

Miss Rosa Richards, of Providence, R.I.,
was

recently.

Tuesday.
Mrs. Myrtle Lowe

n was

home.

RETURN I Mi

R.

Aug. 6.

Ia«ave Bo*too
for Rockland.

In buying a cough medicine, don't be
afraid to get Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy. There is no danger from it, and relief is sure to follow.
Especially recommended for coughs, colds and whooping

5pm week day* and Sunday*

I<are Rockland 5.15 a m. or on arrival of
from Horton. week day* and •‘uodayn,
for Bar Harbor, Hlaehlll, Sedgwick, and intermediate landing*.
«teamer

April 7,
Beverly, Mass.,
following speakers will address liked by the young people of this place.
E. L. Smith. Agent, Bar Harbor.
L.
Ward
Peters, Boston; His death, which came so unexpectedly,
gathering:
A. H. HRHKICK, Agent, BluchUl.
cooked-food tables
were
decorated in Victor J.
Loring, Wellesley Hills, Mass.; was a shock to the entire community. The
Sold
all
dealers.
E. 4. Eaton, Agent. Sedgwick.
cough.
by
The flower table was
green and white.
Capt. K. G. F. Gandage, Gleasondale, bereaved family have the sympathy of all.
attention. The program was splendidly
decorated with red and white, Mass., John F.
very
tastily
Bluehill.
Louis
L.
Wood,
carried out. Proceeds, about |75.
Aug. 5.
and the many flowers made a pretty
Vox Populi.
Bostelmann, conductor of the Bluehill 1
Aug. 6.
bower. Ice-cream and cake were served Choral
of
the
muSTONINGTON.
will
have
charge
society,
Adelbert Gordon and Bessie Gordon are in the dining-room, while the ‘‘grab in” sic. Theodore Nevin has written a poem
Mr. and Mrs. Veazie, of Bluehill, are
in Portsmouth for a short stay.
occupied a conspicuous place on the stage. for the occasion.
Dr. Otis Littlefield, guests of Mrs. Ashworth.
In Kfleet June 20, 1910.
are due the many people who are
Thanks
week-end
with
Frank Springer spent the
president of the BloehiU Historical soBAH HARBOK TO BANGOR.
Sundays
Quite a number of people from this town
the
summer in town, as well as
spending
and
wife.
will
as
Mrs.
act
chairman.
Nevin
his parents, J. H. Springer
ciety,
are at Northport for the week.
AM
A M
M
P M | P M
f M
PM
A M' A
AM
those who were guests for a short time, has
kindly offer**! the use of her cottage !
*7 10
Msnsel.de.
* «0 *11 oo
Galen Young and wife, of Hancock,
Miss Minnie Thurlow has returned from Southwest Harbor.
for their aid in making the fair so sue- ; for the
7 20
9 00 1120
day. A clam-bake and picnic din- j
spent Sunday with (J. H. Abbott and wife. cessfal. Net
Northeast Harbor...
7 90
9 to 11 90.
a three*weeks’ visit in Gastine.
*
proceeds, fl0O.
ner will be served.
All are cordially in- 1
Seal Harbor.
9 90 11 30.
7 SO
Harriet E. Conners, of Boston, was a
Une Femme.
9 00 O
5 40
1 IV •« 15
Aug. 8.
Mrs. E. J. Garter and son Bernard are Bar Harbor.de 6 00 ©
10 30
vited to attend and make this one of the \
K.
Mitchell
home
of
J.
Sorrento.....
'<
10 29
356.
>
Capt.
guest at the
visiting their old borne in Brook 1 in.
largest gatherings of the season.
8 83
Hancock Point
10 so.
4 4ft.
Monday.
NORTH BROOKUN.
11 10
4 80
5
g
Mrs. J. F. Smith, of Lansingborg, N. Sullivan ......
4 30
9 30
Mi Desert Perry.
7 00
II 46
1 OS 5 10
Mrs. Lizzie Joy, of Camden, and Mrs.
g
g
Fred Candage visited relatives at East
OBITl'AHY.
is the guest of C. H. 8. Webb and wife. Waukeag.
6 37
7 07
1 II H 1 12 5 17 9 57 X
u.
Y.,
Maud Nutt, of Rockport, are guests of D. Bluehill Wednesday and Thursday.
« 40
5 90.
Hancock-Ml 36.
The death of Mrs. Mary Allen Smith,
7 15
ford
and
of
E.
M.
Jamaica
wife,
Hay
Franklin Road. *7 22
5 ».
A. Patchen.
which
occurred
removes
one
August 5,
Lewis Candage has erysipelas in one of
7 01 10 00
Junction.
» 10 33 li 14
5 44
11
00
7
Washington
are
of
Miss
Gaaaie
guests
Plain, Mass.,
more of the older generation
from our !
Mrs. Ralph Farrell and children are his legs, and is confined to his house.
Ellsworth,. 7 37 11 00 12 90 3 38 5 50 10 2t 11 07 7 07 10 (7
Small.
7 11 10 12
Ellsworth Falla.
7 42 11 03 ell 94
11 12
5M.!
midst. Nearly her entire life was passed
spending the summer with Mr. Farrell’s
NlOOltn
t? 55 *11 17 ell 27. *4 10.Ml 36 47 25 *10 25
Mrs. Grace E. Gott and son Carl, of
Capt. John Barbour, with schooner Ida Green Lake. 9 04 11 25 e 12 4*.: 6 20
1194 T7 84 10 34
here in her native town.
She was the
parents here.
Stonington, are visiting Mrs Gott’s father,
is laying up a stone wharf for C. U. Phillips Lake
*3 11 n at elf 33. *« 29.‘Ml 41 *7 41 *30 41
1
May,
oldest daughter of the late Hon. Isaac S.
Mrs. Eva Gordon returned Friday from Adelbert Seavey.
Holden.
9 19 Ml 43
6 99 .1 11 41 17 4* 10 46
00
el
8. Webb.
ft OS ll OH
Brewer Junction.
ft 3* It 00
12 00
6 M.
lb.
Osgood, and of a large family of brothers
Borrento, where she has been visiting her
John Candage, of East Bluehill, came and
Bangor.. ft 45 12 03 1 IV*3 45 *7 00 Ml 25 12 15 ft 10 10 15
Allie Stanley, son of Capt. Adrian Stansisters, but one survives ber—Mrs.
PM
AM
A
M
A M
PM
r M
A M
l* M
Bister, Mrs. E. Jellison.
Monday with his team to work for Fred Fanny Angelotti, of San Francisco.
145
4 50
ft 4V
5 55i 7 5ft 12 50
4 50 12 9)
ley, of steamer Monhegan, is very ill of Portland.ar
Vox Populi.
Aug. 8.
Boston.ar
B CO
ft ju
885 17 00
6 90
7 00
Candage for a month.
905JU05
fever.
In her early womanhood she became the typhoid
New York.
7
07.1.!.
ar.!.j.j
Philip Pervear left Wednesday to re- wife of George Allen, but was left a
Mr. Hildreth, one of the managers of
SURRY.
f Stop* on signal to conductor,
e Stop* to leave passenger* from east of Washington
sume his duties on the steamer Mayflower,
widow in a few years. She taught some the Deaconess Home in Boston, is a guest Junction. •
Daily Sundays included. ° Daily except Sunday morning, t Mondays only.
Eddie Dunham is in town.
domestic,

home-made

Roundy,

EDEN.
Mrs. Hannah Harper, of Dorchester,
Mass., is visiting friends here.
Irving Roiaillard, of Boston, was In
town calling on friends this week.

were

Miss

and

mother, Mrs. Clara Holden,

H. Holden.

ton

Passadumof

short

a

Cspt. A. F. Holden came home Tuesday,
called here by the death of his son, Mor-

Mrs.
Among recent arrivals are:
George Fenno, Brookline, Mass.; Henry
keag,
guest
Bernice Mayo, returned home Sunday.
Clough and wife, Hoxbury, Mass.; Henry
Allen Meader and wife, of Eldora, Iowa, Kennedy, Boston; Mrs. Maurice Bullard,
V.
P.
Kline, jr., Mrs.
and Mrs. Jesse Meader, of Surry, were the Manchester;
John Teagie, Cleveland, O; Mr. Oliver,
guests of their cousin, B. O. Dollard, last
Boston; Charles Stover and wife, Camweek.
bridge, Mass., F. G. Haseltine and family,
Hollis Stanley and a friend from Bangor,
of Boston; C. H. Richards and family,
who have been spending their vacation
of Cleveland;
Edward Bonaack, Philwith T. C. Stanley and wife, returned
delphia; Mrs. John Tobin, Troy, N. Y.;
home Sunday.
Miss N. J. Newson, St. Paul, Minn.; Miss
Mrs. H. M. Pease, Capt. Hiram Bartlett L. E.
Keene, Miss Burbank, Rockland;
and wife, Foss Cunningham and family, Mrs. E. M.
Bedford, C. R. Bedford, J. P.
Mrs. M. A. Blaisdell and Miss Edith Kane,
Bedford, Scranton, Pa.; R. L. Olds, Dexter.
who have been on a camping trip to
Wednesday, Aug. 17, at 11 o’clock in the
Isle au Haul, returned home Saturday.
morning, the bronze tablets will be unThe library circle held its annual fair in veiled at Mill
island, near the summer
the library building Wednesday afternoon home of Mrs. Ethelbert
Nevin, to mark

Twaddles,

who has

guest of

Misses Licsie and Pauline Hon bach, of
Boston, are spending their vacation at
Oakhurst farm.

Bluehill took place
ou Wednesday, Aug. 3, at Academy field.
It was a pitchers' battle, and from the
second to ninth inning, not a score was
made.
Underbill, for the visitors, and
Dodge, for the natives, had the opposing
batsmen at their mercy.
The score:
/
Visitors, 2; Bluehill, 1.

Harry Brandt, wife and baby are visiting Mrs. Brandt’s parents, E. E. Bracy
Charles

annual

summer

home.

the

this week.

sale Thursday and Friday, Aug. 4 and 5, in the town hall. The
sale was well attended. Mach credit is
due the ladies in charge.

three

was

Lloyd K. Allen, of Boston, made

held their annual

Miss Gertrude Parker, who is employed
Boston, is spending her vacation at

Miss Mazie

at the home of F.

will

Congregational

Haskell

Miss Nellie

Edna Carter at Rockland last week.

Nathaniel

The ladies of the

Irvin Stanley, of Boston, is visiting his
mother, Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley.

and wife.

Conn., are guests
Pettingill.

REACH.

!

a

wife, of Portland, and
Mrs. William Moore, of Prospect Harbor,
H.
were recent guests at the home of H.

also Mrs.

i

__

Bowden, P. J. Grindle and Mrs.
Slaven have had telephones established in
Mrs. Lettie Smith, of Providence, R. 1.,
their houses.
few weeks.

Fred Hollis and

Spaulding, wife and daughter,
Adria Johnson, of New London,

of

G. K. Allen and wife haro moved into
H. B. Hooper’s house.

Helen Mortimer, of Winterport,
and Mrs. Harriet Nason, of Bar Harbor,
are guests of Henry Bunker and wife.
Miss Ada Farnsworth has returned to
Portland, after spending her vacation with
her parents, G. M. Farnsworth and wife.

Edward

ill, is better.
Castine, is in town

who has been

Rosmar

Miss

Havey.

Friday, Aug. 12, will be the annual field
day of the county grange at Bluehill
mineral spring. All are cordially invited
to come early and stay late.
Mr. and Mrs. Carghill, who have been
spending a few weeks in town, the guests
of F. P. Merrill and wife, have returned
to their home in Attleboro, Mass.
F. H. Skelding, F. H. Wills, E. F.
Haskell, Mrs. Dahlquist, A. F. Gillis,

Hanking.

COUNTY NEWS.

week.

a

The dance at the hall Saturday evening
All enjoyed the music
wa* well attended.
by Sanborn’s orchestra, from Rockland.
There will be another dance Ang. 17, with
the same orchestra. Ice-cream and cake
were served.
H.
Aug. 8.

Miss Doris Merrill accompanied Mrs.
Clarence Stevens to her home in Lowell,
Mass., to spend a few weeks.

BROOK UN.
Walter

Charles Huntington and Charles Clapham have returned from Massachusetts.

for
BLUEHILL.

Tramp.

visiting relatives in

South Uouldsboro.

port Sunday with Wiley C. Conary and
wife, in their automobile, to viait relative*

COUNTY NEWS.

are:
President, E. M. Curtis;
secretary, Mrs. R. A. Coggins; treasurer,
G. M. Cunningham; Librarian, to be
chosen when the home of the library has
been decided upon. It is hoped ail of the
townspeople will feel an interest in this
good work, and that all may feel free to
join m it and have the benefit of the

officers

1762.

candy, punch and

of

on

The

the

...

....

..

....

......

Boston-Nantucket line.

of the

Mary J. Beede has gone to Bayside.
Allen Ray, of Brewer, is visiting

in

town.

Mrs. M. E. Linniken is visiting in Vinalhaven.
Mrs. Souverins and

daughter

Lilia

in the

have

Candage has the contract to build a
driveway for John Butler at Brooklin,
from the highway to the shore.
for

guest

of

firm

Charlena Smith has returned
home in Ellsworth.

Mrs. Jennie Grindle is entertaining two
schoolmates and intimate friends
of her girlhood —Emma Martin and Annie
Whipple, of Providence, R. I.
Xenophon.
Aug. 8.

Mary Treworgy

spending

is

a

days

with Mabelle Clark.

Funeral services

a

some
were

this

One of the
week

here

Clothing Co.,
Strong.
Capt. Stillman Hendrick, of Sailors’
Snug Harbor, formerly of this town, is
spending a few weeks with old friends

been
fore-

here.
of

last

old-fashioned

barn

interesting

was

the

events

Aug.

were

Eliza Ginn is visiting in Mill vale.
A daughter was born to Lorenzo Blaisdell and wife Aug. 3.
Ira Gross and wife, of the village, visited
friends here last week.

present. The music was furnished by Albert P. Atherton and Earl Gott.
H.
Aug. 8.

Edwin Dodge, of Ellsworth, was the
guest of his sister, Mrs. Coleman Gruy,
Saturday night.

barn of Theodore W. Nevin. The
barn, located in the wroods back of the
bouse, was lit up with Japanese lanterns,
which made a beautiful effect among the

pleted

trees.

About

twenty-five couples

Mrs. Gertrude Moore and Mrs. Callie
of Holden, were at W. P. Dodge’s

BLUEHILL FALLS.
i

Blood,

Mrs. Frank Mason is visiting Mrs. D. E.

days last week.
After a week’s visit with friends here,
Mrs. Julia Ginn is now with Mrs. Amos

a

Allen.
Sheldon

Loring

is

spending

a

week

at

“Craneswater”.

few' weeks.

:

;
;

_

__

Aug. 8.

Dillon, after spending a few
days with friends here, returned to Brooklyn, N. Y., Inst week.
George

There was a small cake and coffee lunch
■erred at the church last Friday evening.
The proceeds, $1.15, will go to help build a
There will
new chimney for the church.
bekecf-bean supper Wednesday,
be ■
Ang. 10.
Mach interest is manifested in the new
A full meeting
public library association.
was held yesterday, and the organization
The trustees are
ia nearly perfected.
Mrs. K. A. Coggins, E. M. Cunningham,
Mrs. Hattie Curtis, John Young, Mrs,
Eunice Rich, Calvin Young, Hollis BonM. Curtis. The
jey, Willis Rich, Edward
FOLKY KIDNEY HU*.
in
Tonic In quality and action, quick
salts.

For

nervous ness,

matism.

headache, dizziness,
irregularities and rheu-

backache,

urinary

re-

O. A. Paacnna.

_

A.

Jordan River
camp, 9096, M. W. of A., last Monday got
in the hay of Neighbor Wilson, who has
been laid up the past winter and spring
with rheumatism. There were eleven men
and four teams, a good day’s work being
done.
A.
Aug. 9.
Some of the members of

M’KINLEY.

special communication of the Grand
lodge, F. and A. M., will be held here
Thursday, Aug. 18, at 2 p. m., for the
purpose of constituting McKinley lodge,
No. 212. The ceremony will be performed
by the grand master, assisted by grand
A

season.

Aug. 8.

few

Johnson,

William W. Norcrosa is with friends at
ing the summer with her grandmother,
Rev. A. B. Carter, wife and son Guy, of East Bluehill for a few days.
Mary Ells Gray, has returned to her home,
Miss Maud Beacon, of Bluehill, spent
accompanied by her aunt, Miss Lizzie East Machias, were in town a few' days recently, visiting relatives.
the week-end at Millhrook farm.
Gray.
Mrs. L. B. Bridges and daughter Myrtle,
The annual Sunday school picnic will
Miss Eunice Chandler, of Wellesley
take place next Tuesday, Aug. 16, at Capt. who have been spending a week at home, Hills, arrived Monday to visit friends.
have
returned
to
Seaville.
Albert Treworgy’s shore. If stormy, first
W.
Aug. 7.
B.
Aug. 8.
pleasant day. All are invited, it is to be
Miss Lizzie Gray, of Hurry, is here for a
a union picnic.
PARTRIDGE COVE.
short stay.
Axon.
Ang. 8.
Miss Mildred Lord, w ho has been visitMrs. Ed. Ober, of Sedgwick, is visiting
Mrs. Elva Conary.
SOUTH SURRY.
ing here, has returned home.
Mrs. Ruel McFarland and daughter
George Bickford is at work for B. A.
Bayard Tirfill, of Holden, was a guest
Helen, of Melrose, Mass., visited here last Gray at the point sinking a well.
at Calvin Young’s recently.
week.
Mrs. Merservey and daughter, of CamHarvey Treworgy, of East Surry, was
Mrs. How ard Lord, with daughter Ray, den, are visiting her sister, Mrs. Chatto.
the guest of Clifford Coggins Sunday.
and Helen Haines, of East Surry, were in
Mrs. John Teagle, of Cleveland, O., is
Will W. Mayhew and wife and Will
town Sunday.
at “Shore Acre” for the remainder of the
Minchin are at Mr. Wilder’s for two
weeks.

Nihil.

8.

NORTH ORLAND.

dance given by Miss Margaret Hay and
Miss Frances O’Brien, in the newly-com-

!

mana-

ger for the Combination
has resigned and moved to

time.
held

BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

Daniel Leighton, who has been

_

The blueberry factory has a new manager—Henry Kane.
WEST BROOKLIN.
Capt. D. McKay has had the front side
A son was born to Cleaves Clapp and
of his store painted green.
wife July 4.
Earl Young has returned from FrankMyra Cooper and Lena Young spent
lin, where he has been visiting his sisters.
Saturday in Rockland.
wife
and
little
son
Thomas,
Benjamin
Miss Lena Young, of Bangor, is the
are visiting Mrs. Thomas’ father, E. N.
guest of Mrs. Myra Cooper.
Osgood.
Miss Bertha Carter, of Boston, is visitRev. J. D. McGraw, wife and daughter
ing her parents, Allen Carter and wife.
Florence returned to their home in West
Fred Moor and wife, of Lynn, Mass.,
Pembroke last week.
are occupying Benjamin Fogg’s house for
Little Lucy Gray, who has been
spend-

She had

years.

score

in health for

Hanscom.

of Rev. W. A.

years ago. She had been a
the Baptist church for more

three

failing

of her
few

mar-

noon.

week.
her

than

in

Later she

some

member of

Lynn, Mass., is the
Albert Gott and family for a

a

schools.

common

Herbert Smith, of Lynn, Mass., who

died here

William W. W’ardley, automobile salesman

returned home.
to

ried

Fred

Crumbs.
SOUTH BLUEHILL.

Mrs. Emma Bowden and Mias Emily
visited at North Brooklin last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Hull, of Boston, and Misa
Swanson, of Brooklyn, N. Y., are at

returning

before

officers.
FOK QUICK RELIEF FROM HAY FEVER
Asthma and summer bronchitis, take Foley’s
From Sickness T« “F-xeniient H n»th*\
Honey and Tar. It quickly relieves the disthe annoying
So says Mrs. Chaa.
Lyon, Peoria, 111.: “I comfort and suffering,It and
soothes and heals
round in your Foley Kidney Pills a prompt symptoms disappear.
and speedy cure for backache and kidney the inflamed air passages of the head, throat
trouble which bothered me for many months. ; and bronchia] tubes. It contains no opiates
Refuse substitutes.
1 am now enjoying excellent health, which 1 j and no harmful drugs.
owe to Foley Kidney Pills.”
PancHxa. I O. A. Pancana.
I
ti.
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•Daily Sundays included. T Stop* on signal. ♦ Except Sunday nights, q Sunday ouly.
a Sundays leave Boston at 9 a m.
Stop* to leave paaaengers holding tickets from points
west of Bangor,
d Stops at Sorrento Sunday* only to leave passengers from point* west of
MORRIS McDONALD,
Vice- Piesident and General

P. E.

BOOTH BY.
General Passenger

Agent.

Manager.
PORTLAND.

ME.__

5bbtrti«nnmt«.

to her home in

Orland.
Mrs. Caroline White, who is nearly
eighty-six years of age, fell to the floor
July 39, injuring her hip. Dr. Brow n, of
Orland, was called, but could And no sign
of

a

fracture

or

bruise.

ceptible change
writing.

in

her

There

is no percondition at this

Clarion Furnaces
wonderful
heaters. Careful

are
B.

Aug. 8.

I’

HANCOCK POINT.
the hotel.

manufacture

ac-

employed
Sidney Tracy, of Sullivan, is working
for C. A. Penney.
Daniel Foss, of Bangor, is visiting his

counts for this.
One will solve your

parents, A. B. Foss and wife.
Mrs. Hale, son and daughter, of Massachusetts, is visiting Mrs. J. M. Hale.
Mrs. George Haven is spending a few
weeks with her mother, Mrs. Hackett.

Write forcirculars.

Mrs. A. B. Foss, of Hancock, has a hydrangea which has twenty-eight blossoms
on it.

WOOD & BISHOP CO.,
BANGOR, MAINE.

Marcia Ash is

at

party of friends from Ellsworth spent
M. Hale and daughter
Katherine.
A

Friday with Mrs. J.

Duffy’s for a few weeks.
Arthur Smith, of Worcester, Mass., and
Mias Harriet Brownelle, of Bryn Mawr,
Misses Crumley and Smedley, of PhilaPa., is visiting her sister, Miss Jane
at
Mr.
are
Hodgdon’s.
delphia,
Brownelle.
Alexander Wards worth and wife, of
E.
Aug. 8.
Lexington, Mass., came in their automobile for a ten-days’ stay at Mr. Hodgdon’s.
Dysentery is a dangerous disease but
Mrs. Martha Sylvester went to Backscan be cured.
Chamberlain’s Colio CholAhram

ruruana

I

era

and

Diarrhoea Remedy has been

cessfully used

in nine

epidemics

of

suc-

dysen-

tery. It has never been known to fail, it
is equally valuable for children and
adults, and when reduced with water and
sweetened, it is pleasant to take. Bold by
all dealers.

heating

problem.

ESTABLISHED 1839.

J. P. ELDRIDGE,

I

'mv■

•

Ellsworth.

TheUnfversa/

LLlS JZH'P

Liniment

All dealers sell Lee’s Liniment for 25c.
The bottles
are large size containing TWICE THE USUAL 25c
QUANTITY

NEWS.

COUNTY^

bur, went to Lakewood last Tuesday to
attend the fnneral of B. J. Franklin.

Rav. C. A. Gifford, of Brewer, with his
SOUTH OOULD8BORO.
family, is tenting at the shore. He held
p. K. Haskins and wife apent Sunday in services at the chapel Sunday evening.
gorrento.
E. C. Alexander, wife and three chilWillis Sperry, of Oouldaboro, is visiting dren, of Houlton, are visiting Mrs. AlexBanker’s.
w. H.
ander’s mother, Mrs. Clara Ford.
Mr.
Miss Edna Havey, of West Sullivan, 4a Alexander will return to his home in
Houlton to-night.
visiting relatives bare.
Abb.
Aug. 8.
and family, of Seawall,
A p. Katnadell
at F. F. Pike’s.
W(P> guests Sunday
DEER ISLE.
Mrs. O. F. Bunker and daughter Hazel,
Mrs. Susan Barbour recently lost a famof Brighton, Mass., are guests at C. L. ily horse, over thirty years of age.
Bunker’s.
Miss Sadie Holden, who has been quite
H f, Freese and wife will leave this ill of a
fever, is much improved.
where
have
Massachusetts,
for
they
ww.k
A party of New Haven people are ocemployment.
cupying Capt. Charles Greenlaw’s house
Mrs. Rill* McGregor has for gnests two for the summer.
0f her neicea—the Misses Johnson, of
William Annis and family, of DorchesMassachusetts.
ter, Mass., are spending their vacation
with
M.
w.
Pettee,
daughter
Reta, with relatives here.
Mrs.
of Ajbrule, ha* been visiting her sister,
P. S. Knowlton’s fine knew cottage is
and
other
relatives
W.
Hooper,
Mrs. H.
nearing completion. It will be oue of the

COUNTY NEW S.
udfiUUmm OmnIi .Veys*
tawraavr^zT.--—
"*•

tthm mom
--—" .!■■>.

jrt

EAST FRANKLIN.
Roscoe B. Blaisdell, of Auburn, R. I.,
Is spending a vacation with his parents,
F. E. Blaisdell and wife.
Edwin A. Spaulding, wife and little

daugber Mabel, of Worcester, Mass.,
visiting relatives and friends here.

CAN’T AFFORD IT?

are

_

here.

attractive residences in the village.
Maurice Greenlaw, who has been on a
two-weeks’vacation to New York on the
yacht his father sails, arrived home Saturmoet

H>

Ang. 6.

_

Mrs. Georgia Hammond died Wednesan illness of eight
day. July J7, after
and
wwka. She was a great sufferer,
everything that loving hsarts and willing
bands could, do was done for her comfort. She leaves a husband Eliphalet Hammond, one non-Harold, and a sister—Mrs.
Annie Gilberts, of Bar Harbor. She was
loved by all who knew her, and will be
greatly missed. Funeral services were
held Thursday afternoon, Rev. E. 8.

j
|

came

Blackwell,

Saturday night

of East

Boston,

is

Ruth Powers

Miss

accompanied by

her

home Sunday,
cousin, Jennie Grin-

came

dle.
The steam yacht Rambler passed through

Monday

Reach

way to Bar

her

on

Hattie Shaw, who haa been in New I Harbor, setting Franklin Hardy ashore
Hampshire, cam* Monday to spend a few i for a short visit. Mr. Hardy left the next
for Bar Harbor to rejoin the
days with her aiater, Mrs. Charles H. morning
Miss

|

yacht.
A

Mrs. John Mitchell, of Bar Harbor,
son Fred, of lawrenoe, Mass., visited st
F. P. Noyes' last week and called on their
old friends. A11 were glad to see them.

and

will be giveu Tuesday

2, and Miss Lassie Stover for the same disease on Friday Aug. 5.
Both operations
were performed by Ur.
Phelps, assisted by
Drs. DeBeck and Bridgham, and the patients are doing well.

12, for the benefit of the church.
Dryden, who sang here four

play

dal will

Aug.

H.
SWAN’S ISLAND.

Miss Mae Stinson is home, after
in Belfast with friends.
J.

Mrs.

of

a

week

B. Delaney and Miss Pearl
Waltham, are spending a few

days at the lighthouse.
Allen Greeu

Schooner

L.

York Thursday, but
COREA.

on

for New
account of fog,
sailed

returned to the harbor.

were

much

Wednesday

in

August,

1911.

Aug. 8.

B.
GOTT’S ISLAND.

Philip Moore got

fine salmon from his

a

weir this week.

Mi9s Alice Brewster Mains, Newark, N.
J., who has been at the Hillside (or a few
days, left Friday.
Miss Mary W. Ovington, of New York,
with two lady friends, came Saturday for

George Crowley

is

visiting

her

sis-

ter, Mr.-. Mittie Burke, and other relatives
at Miibridge.

kept

the search

j the search

w

as

Wednesday

until dark.

resumed

by about 100

men

and boys but to no avail. Thursday moruiug he was found on the beach on the
Mr*. Walter Young has gone to East j
hack side of the island, after having been
Hull!van to spend a few days with her sisand nights within the woods three

days

ter. Mr*. Charles

Doyle.
Harvey Perkins,

Mrs.

or water.
Although weak from
exposure, be is doing as well as can be

out food
of

Stonington,

children, is visiting her
parents, Nathaniel Young and wife, and
with

her

two

expected.
Aug.

other relatives here.

There

was a

the church

Miss Augusta Dyer is employed at Southwest Harbor.
Prank Dorr and

under the

pastor, Mr. Knight.
their parts weU, and
large congregation was present.
8.
Aug. 8.

management of the
The children all had
a

Philip Roulliard,

of Boston, is
aunt, Mrs. Kben Salisbury.
E. L. drover and wife were in Bangor

his

Eddington

on

a

of

Boston,

are

business

visit

days.
The south branch of the Gray reunion
will meet at the home of S. D. Gray
Aug. 23.
O.
Aug. 8.

last

week.
Herman Salisbury made another trip to
Bar Harbor Friday with produce from his
farm.

BROOKSVILLE.
in

Albion Classon, who has been employed
Stonington, is at home.
who has

j

MARUBORO.

8._A.

j

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

son was

Allie Stanley

is

still very ill.

Mrs. Susan Hatch, of Somerville, Mass.,
as the guest of Maud Robbins.
Mrs. Nellie Boardman, of Los Angeles,

housewarming was given to Harlie
Cal., is visiting her old home here.
Hodgkins and wife Saturday evening.
Mrs. Elvira Thurston has opened an
I
Nathan King and bride, of Malden,
ice-cream parlor in C. C. Warren’s store.
Frihere
Mass.,were calling on relatives
Rev. Mr. Roberson and two sons, of
day.
Spec.
Milford, N. H., are spending their vacaAug. 6.
tion at Gray’s point.
Miss Luella Hodgkins has gone to Bar
Rev. Mr. Roberson is intertaining
Harbor to work for Mrs. Fairfield HodgHarold Gardiner, of Milford, N. H., at
kins.
his home at the point.
Mrs. Willis Hodgkins, of Bar Harbor,
Aug. 6.
is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Albert
Hodgkina.
A

_

Mrs. 8. H. Remick and son, Homer WilPrompt treatment of a slight attack of
Diarrhcea will often prevent a serions sickness.
The beet known Remedy is Dr. Sbth
Askold's Balsam. Your apothecary, W. 1.
Partridge, Blnehill, Me., warrants it to give
satisfaction.

Mrs. C. H. Hodgkins, of Attleboro,
Mass., with Mrs. Hattie Graham and her
two children, from Pawtucket, R. I., are

spending a few w’eeks w’ith Mrs. Hodgkins’ mother, Mrs. Maggie Trask.
Some of the summer people who come
here to spend their vacations have found
a new fishing ground.
A large number of
rock cod have been

caught from the black

gully, one weighing
Aug. 8.

Point for

over

twelve

pounds.
Chips.

few

a

days.

congratulate Ray
the birth of a son.

Friends
wife

on

Lewis and

Horace McFarland and family, of Brighton, Mass., are here for their annual vacation.

Gertrude

Junction,
her

is

McFarland, of Washington
spending a few weeks with

and take a bottle of Chamberlain’s Colic Cure and Diarrhoea Remedy
with you when starting on your trip this
It cannot be obtained on board
summer.
the trains or steamers. Changes of water
and climate often cause sudden attacks of
diarrhoea, and it is best to be prepared.
Bold by all dealers.
Be

sure

spending
home, have

few

mother, who

days

have been

a

summer

gone to Ellsworth.

Aug.

iLcrjal Xoticcs.
taught during his life more than a hun- j
dred schools. For forty years he had been
NOTICE OF PORKt'LOSURB.
teacher of the bible class in the Sunday
MAK1AVILLE.
THERE AS, Fied M. Keyes, of Bucksport,
school, and was an earnest and enthusiHancock county. State of Maine, by
▼
f
Waiter Jordan, of Hull’s Cove, is visitHe leaves a
j his mortgage deed dated September 17, 1904,
astic student of the bible.
his grandfather, N. C'. Jordan.
and recorded in Hancock
county registry of
The death of ing
wife and two children.
deeds, in book 412. page 299, couveyed to Frank
Walter Dunham has leased the home of F. Smith, of said
Frank Gross, of Orland, removes another :
Bucksport, trustee under
the last will and testament of Fred M. Elteacher of the same period—well known i Mrs. George Carr, and is moving there.
dridge, late of said Bucksport. deceased, cerEarnest Dunn and wife, of Bangor, were tain real estate situated in said Bucksport, deand popular in his day, and probably the
scribed in said
us follows: A certain
mathematician
advanced
at
the
home
most
of George Frost aud lot or parcel of mortgage
self-taught
guests
land with the buildings standwife Sunday.
ing thereon situate in said Bucksport, and
in Hancock county, if not in the State.

COUNTY

Aug.

8.

at

town for

PROSPECT HARBOR.
Harvey Ray has been confined to the
house for the

Capt. and
party on

ner

their

FRANKLIN.

week

Mrs. Lydia Smith.
Miss Grace Moore and Miss Margaret
Moore have arrived from Brooklyn. N.
opened their house for a month.

Y.,

and

Stevens and his mother, Mrs.
Stevens, of Columbia, were guests at
Capt. Deasy’s, the first of the week.
Irene

8._C.

the

Grindle, who has
mill, returned to Hull’s Cove Satur-

day.

Fellows’ ball will be held* Fri-

burned to the

Bangor,
Miss Luta Smith, who has been in leading
9 o’clock.
Amesbury, Mass., two years, is expected ground Thursday night about
fire
caught in the chamber from a
her
home to-night to visit
parents, The
lamp, or from a defective chimney, it is
Norman Smith and wife.
The Clark reunion will be held Thursday, Aug. 25, at the home of Mrs. Asenath
Springer. If stormy the first fair day.
There will be a lawn party in the evening.
All are invited.
Ch’e’er.
Aug. 8.

were

The house

not known which.

Highland
after

a

grange

met

Farmers report

Friday evening,

month’s vacation.

Frank Staples and wife, of Brockton,
Mass., are spending a vacation with neighthe old homestead he sold
thirty-three years ago. His hair is slightly
tinged with gray; but for that he has all
bors here

the

on

youthful appearance

of

his

former

self.
of Samuel D. Staples, aged
on Friday, Aug. 5, removes the oldest citizens of this town—
known in this
an old teacher, widely

fruit is

years,

county fifty years

ago,

and

who had

your liver is sluggish and out of tone,
you feel dull, bilious, constipated,
take a dose of Chamberlain’s Stomach and
Liver Tablets to-night before retiring and
you will feel all right in the morning.
Sold by all dealers.
If

a

one

a

a

SURRY.

large crop of hay, but

failure.

Mrs. Frances Moore and Mrs. Thomas
B. Lufkin are in South Bluehill visiting
friends.

visiting
Mrs. Elijah Partridge
her parents, Frank Conary and wife, the
has

been

past week.

Aug.

L.

8.
_

ATLANTIC.

The death

eighty-four

was

and one-half story building in good repair. It was valued at f1,000, and insured
for f800. About one-half the furniture
was saved.
WEST

NORTH PENOBSCOT.

ASHVILLE.

Robbins and wife are receiving
congratulations on the birth of a son, on
July 25.
Chester

Frank Foster and wife, of Rowley,
Mass., are visiting at Mrs. Edwin Joyce’s.
8Aug. 1.
__

and

Impure blood runs you down—makes you
easy victim for organic diseases. Burdock
Blood Bitters purifies the blood—cures the
cause—builds you up.—Advt.

an

a

short visit.

Carroll Clarke is spending his vacation

Morancy pond.
Hugh Pettee spent several days at the
home of Emerson Preble recently.
Franklin Anthony, jr., celebrated his
fourth birthday by a party Aug. 5.
Mrs. Georgia Robertson, of East Sulli-

at his old home at

visiting her son, E. J. Robertson.
Mrs. W. M. Pettee aud daughter Rita
and Mrs. Joan Sargent are visiting in
van, is

Mrs. Cora Pinkham and Harry Weeks,
Bangor, were week-end guests of Mrs.
Piukham’s sister, Mrs. E. A. Hanna.

of

Aug.

Charlas A. Homer and situated about one
and one-half miles out on the shore road
to

S.

South Goulds boro.

BUCKS PORT.

day evening, Aug. 19. Monaghan’s orchestra, of Ellsworth, will furnish music.
been employed
barn owned by
The house, ell and

Thomas

8._

E. H. Smith is at home for

Mrs. Charles Blance went to Ashville
Sunday to spend the ^eek with her sister,

The Odd

is in
home

G. A. Frost and wife.

Aug.

family.

Aug.

Johnston, of Waterville,
a few days, a guest at the

Vernon L.

Miss Ruth Allen, of Waterville, arrived
Saturday for two weeks’ visit with J. B.
Cole’s

X KWw.

Hanscom, who is secretary of
by illness.
the Western Automobile Co., at St. Louis,
dina
Mrs. Deasy gave large
Mo., is spending a two weeks’ vacation at
Sunday for the L. B. Deasy’s, his old home here.
past

Mrs. Eugene Orcutt is employed at the
Tarratine house, Hancock Point.
at

of

of Bar Harbor.

G.

8.

WEST

Alice

__

Arthur

aunt, Mrs. Lena Stewart.

sev-

home.

Aug.

born to Mr. and Mrs. Harry
Bodick Auguat 2.
Miss Viola Black, of Island Falls, is
employed at Mrs. C. E. Ford’s.
A

der at Bar island.

Mrs. Stella Shaw and her

spent
Miss Lyda True, of Ellsworth, is speud- i Mias Grace Bowden,
is at home.
inga few weeks at the Warren farm with eral months in Connecticut,
her aunts, Miss Warren and Mrs. Bowl by.
Paris Carter, who has been living in the
house, has moved to
Visitors who come fishing at this season James Uriudle
at Heech Hill lake for the large white Snow's Cove.
perch, find new attractions daily. Every
Prank L. Hooper and Mrs. Mary Weshour is a delight for those who corne for a
cott have a crew on in their pastures pickat the cottages at this beautiful and
>>top
blueberries. They report a small
secluded resort among the bills. The past ing
week the Watts and Salisbury cottages crop.
were
by Mr. and Mrs. Adams,
occupied
Ralph Apsley and wile, ol Texas, who
Mr. and
Mrs. Mayo and friends from Ban- |
have beeu visiting Mrs. Apsley'a cousin,
and
gor
Brewer.
Fred W. Orcutt and wife, have returned
Davis,
Aug. 8.

at home.

ings island, with a party of thirty-one,
were here Friday, ana ate their fish chow-

__

Charles Bunker and Mr. O’Ree, of Bangor, joined their family, who are stopping
here, for the week end.

Maynard Ford spent Sunday

Colton, in yacht Falcon, from Green-

S. J.

S.

Royal Wales and w ife, of Kingston, R.
I., are visiting J. S. Blake and wife.
visiting
Capt. Lester Blake, of steamship California, of New' York, is at home for a few

OTIS.

and

family,

AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY.

short stay at “Calico Rock”.
Charles K. Ovington and wife, w’ho have
been at their cottage, “Calico Rock,” for a
month, left Wednesday for Bar Harbor.

D. Gray.
FRANKLIN ROAD.
Miss Ella Maddocks, of Portland, is j
Lee McKay ie working in Aroostook
visiting Mrs. Wales Howard.
Mrs. Eugene Redman, of New Haven, is county.
Eddie Graves is visiting at Hancock
at her old home, B. R. Dyer’s.

visiting

Sunday school concert at

Saturday night,

8._Spec.
CAPE HOSIER.

John Dodge, of Boston, is spending the
summer here with his sister, Mrs. Mary
Dodge, and his nieces, Mr*. Hattie Lufkin
and Mi.*.* Ethel Dodge.

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE

a

John Brooks, who has been at Petit
The people of the island were alarmed
Henry Bryant, who has been ill six
Plaisants, the guest of Miss E. S. Peterweeks, is not able to get out yet.
Tuesday morning by the disappearance son, left Friday for his home in PhilaMrs. Ed. Noyes and Mrs. Sidney Dawes of Irvin Gott, who went berrying Mondelphia.
About five
have gone to McKinley to visit relatives day, and did not return.
W. F. Dreer, in his yacht Yuroskii, and
o'clock a searching party started and
and friends.
Mrs.

If you need further details as to cost, ask
your Local Manager to send a Contract Agent
to see you.

enjoyed by

After all had joined in singing, the
meeting adjourned to meet again on the

second

Telephone?

a

and others in which many
of
bygone days were

out which

I Afford to be Without

Can

all.

the violin.

8.

Johnson,

reminiscences

stormy day,

The expense of a telephone is not figured by
what it costs for a whole year, but by how much
it saves each time it is used. Therefore, with all
these things in mind, ask yourself—

Short speeches were made by Pres.
T. M. Blaisdell, Marcus L. Urann, of Boston, E. A. Spaulding,of Worcester, Mass.;
Mrs. Adria Blaisdell Johnson, of New

London, Conn.,

a

How much would it be worth, in case your
child were taken suddenly ill at night, to be able
to summon the doctor at once, and, perhaps by
special instructions from him by wire, to be able
to give temporary relief pending his arrival or
even to save its life ?

of Sullivan.

brought
even-

Kenneth
years ago, will help in this concert. We
are fortunate in having him, and greatly
appreciate his help. Miss Jennie Grin*

the late train.

Aug. 8.

concert

ing, Aug.

Among the late arrivals at the Wayside
Inn are Dr. Gibaon. of New York; Constantine Pope and wife, A. H. Pope, Philadelphia; Amanda and Elvira Hood, of
Waltbam, Maaa.
Mr*. Florence Blaisdell, with a party
of friends, came Saturday from Ellsworth
to spend Sunday with her mother, Mrs.
Mary Kingsley. They took a buck board
ride around town, returning to Ellsworth

an

men

Mr-*. Charles I (askt-U's.

the

How much would you give, on
to be able to visit a distant friend ?

Myra Springer
operation for appendicitis Tuesday, Aug.
underwent

was spread on the grass, and the
had indulged in a short smoke talk,
ail gathered in a circle and listened to the
reading of an interesting letter from Kev.
S. A. Blaisdell, of Lewiston.
The meeting organized as follows:
President, T. M. Blaisdell; secretary,
Fred E. Blaisdell; treasurer, Frank Blaisdell; historian, Mrs. Adria Blaisdell Johnson; assistant historian, Miss Mina (Jrann,

Mrs. Alice

three weeks with

on

Miss

see.

How much would you charge to go to the
grocer’s or the provision dealer’s ?

at

which

Rex.

8.

NORTH DEER ISLE.

j

gala day

a

Coombs’ camp on the shore of Abram’s
pond, where a large party from Franklin
and Sullivan gathered for a day’s outing.
Fishing, rowing, eating and story-telling
were in evidence, and all
report a good
time.

result.

ai

Let’s figure it out and

cou-

BLAISDELL REUNION.

Miss Hazel Hardy
from Portland.

K. F. Hill returned to Dorchester, Mass.,

Wood.

sin, Miss Helen Blaisdell.
Saturday, Aug. 8, was

her

The first reunion of the Blaisdell family
was held Friday, Aug. 6, on the
ground
where once stood the home of the first
Blaisdell who ever lived in Franklin. The
weather was beautiful, and by 10 o’clock a
goodly number had gathered and a general handshake was in order.
After partaking of a bountiful dinner,

Aug.

I)r. F. L. Wood spent Sunday, at J. B.
Wood's with his family.
Mias Lydia Hill, of Bar Harbor, viaited
Miss Iiorothy Noyes last week.

Friday, after spending
bis family.

home, accompanied by

The ladies’ aid society will hold its annual fair at the chapel next Tuesday.
Proceeds for paying for the new church
organ.
Master Walker Pickering, on his first
birthday, gave a party to all the babies
born in the village within the year, and
a most interesting “baby show” was the

WEST OOUU38BORO.

week.

returned

day.

Drew, of Winter Harbor, officiating.

Mrs. Annie Sargent and Mrs. Hannah
Kingsley visited at Mrs. Eunice Jones'last

Miss Hazel Blaisdell, who has been visitin Lewiston and Ocean
Park, has

ing

8.

Phcebe.

ILnjal Notices.
COMMISSIONERS' NOTICE.
undersigned, appointed by the Judge
of Probate for the county of Hancock,
commissioners to receive and examine the
claims of creditors against the estate of William P. Gatcbell, late of Orland, deceased,
represented insolvent, give notice that six
months are allowed to said creditors to present and prove their claims; and that they
will be in session at the selectmen’s office in
Orland, on Saturday, August the twentieth,
1910, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, for that
Kbe.n W. Mayo,
purpose.
Prank P. Grbk.vb,
Commissioners.

THE

NOTICE OF FOKKCLOSlKk
given that the Union
of Ellsworth, corporation, bolds a claim by mortgage upon a certain parcel of land situated in Sedgwick, and
thus described in the mortgage deed heretofore mentioned:
Beginning od the eastern side of the highway leading from North Sedgwick to West
Sedgwick at the southern corner of land of
William Emerson; thence by said Emerson’s
laud in a northeasterly direction 74 rods,
more or less, to a stake and stones; thence S.
11 degrees E. 44 rods, more or less, to a Btake
and stones; thence S. 58 degrees W. 61 rods,
more or less, to first mentioned
highway;
thence by said highway in a northerly direction to first mentioned bound and containing
18Hj acres, more or less, with all the buildings
thereon standing.
Said mortgage was given by George A. Astbury, of Bluehill, to Mary E. Warren, of Castine, dated June 1, 1908, recorded July 14,1908.
book 451, page 284, of Hancock registry, and
assigned to Union Trust Company, of Ellsworth, by said Mary E. Warren by assignment dated August 3, 1908, recorded in said
registry, in book 459, page 447. The conditions
of said mortgage have been broken, and this
notice is given for the purpose of foreclosing
the same.
Ellsworth, Maine, August 2,1910.
Union Trust Company op Ellsworth,
By Leonard M. Moore, Treasurer.
By J. A. Peters, attorney.
is hereby
■^TOTICE
Trust Company,

bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at a stake standing a little above
the water’s edge of Dead Brook mill pond
when full; thence south twenty-one degree*
east nineteen rods to a stake and stones;
thence north thirty degrees west fourteen
rods and ten links to the corner of Edward
White’s fence supposed to be standing on the
northerly side line of said White’s lot; thence
south thirty-three degrees east one hundred
and nine rods and three links to an oak stake
marked W; thence north fifty-five degree*
east forty-nine rods to the
southerly side
lines of lot numbered 96; thence north thirtythree degrees west one hundred and ninetyone rods to a small birch tree standing on the
shore of the full Dead River Brook mill pond:
thence following the shore of said mill pona
at the highest water mark southerly to the
first mentioned bound, containing
lorty nine
and 63-160 rods, same being the southerly half
of lot number 96 iu the seventh range of lots
in said Bucksport.
The premises are the
same occupied by the said Fred M. Eldridge
at the time of his decease.
Being the same
premises conveyed to me this day by the said
Frank F. Smith, as executor and trustee.
Also the following described lot situate in
said Bucksport, and
adjoining the above described lot and bounded and described as follows, to wit: Beginning at a stake and stones
at the southeast corner of land of William
Wilson, in the said seventh range; thence
north
thirty-three west by said
Wilson’s land fifty-six rods and nine links to the
center of a small brook now covered with
water by the flowing of Dead
Brook mill
pond; thence by said brook southerly to the
southerly side line of lot No. ninety-six, one
hundred eighty-five rods to a line which run*
over Mast Hill on a course N. 55, E. across
lots Nos. 96, 97, 98 and 99; thence ou said line
N. 55, E. 46 rods and 1 link to the southeast
corner of lands of Ebenezer and
Reuben
Stubbs; thence north 33 W. 110 rods to the
first-named bounds, containing ?»0 acres and
138 rods, and being a part of lot No. 96 in the
7th range of lots and the same premises conveyed to said Fred M. Eldridge by deed recorded in the Hancock county registry of
deeds, book 197, page 304, and whereas the condition of said mortgage has been and now remains broken, now therefore, by reason of
the breach of the condition thereof, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Frank F. .Smith, Trustee,
By T. H. Smith, his attorney.
Bucksport, Maiue, July 8, 1910.

COMMISSIONERS’ NOTICE.
Hancock ss.;—Bucksport Maine, July 20, a d.
1910.
having been duly
\ITK. the undersigned,
If
appointed by the Honorable Edward
E. Chase, judge of probate within and for
said county, commissioners to receive and decide upon the claims of the creditors of
George M. Warren, late of Castine, in said
county, deceased, whose estate has been

represented

insolvent,

hereby give

pub-

lic notice agreeably to the order of the
said judge of probate, that six months from
and after July 5, a. d. 1910, have been allowed
to said creditors to present and prove their
claims, ard that we will attend to the duty assigned us at the office of T. H. Smith, in said
Bucksport, Friday, August 26, a. d. 1910,
Friday, November 4, a. d. 1910, and Friday,
Decentoer 16, a. d. 1910. at ten of the clock m
the forenoon of each of said days.
Thbodobb H. Smith,
Albb&t R. Buck,
Commissioners.
subscriber

hereby gives notice that
has been duly appointed adminisTHE
tratrix of the estate of
she

CHARLES E. OSGOOD, late of DEDHAM,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law direct*.
All persons having demands against the estate off
said deceased are desired to present the atne
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Emma 8. Osgood,
Dedham, July 29,1910.

telephone lines ire connected with the
central switchboard In town, so that
a toll call will get an; one In the conn
ty or In the atate. Market and weath

HI.—How the R. F. D., Telephone, Trolley and Good
Roads Are Modernizthe Farm.

ing

COUNTY NEWS.

COUNTY NEWS

relatives here the past week, returned to
Bar Harbor Sunday.

I

25

2

r-sac:-—'

H. H. Hopkins and family left Sunday
LAMOINE.
morning for Penobscot, going as far as
ia spending a few days
Vera
Mian
THE COMING CONGEST.
Berry
took
There
with
bis
Ellsworth
team.
they
er reports are sent out over the rural
The concert to be given Friday evening at an automobile, went to Penobscot and with friends at East Larooin^r
lines at certain hours each day. If the
the town hall by the chcral society prom- attended the funeral of Mr.
Wednesday morning all tha men who
Staples, were
market Is especially good the farmer
ises to be of an exceptionally high order. back in Ellsworth at 4.30 and home at 8-a can are to meet and work on the cemetery.
can call np the local buyer and conMr. Boatleraann baa been indefatigable in distance of seventy miles.
Mrs. Millie Houillard, of Boston, is the
tract his hogs at once, or If he prefers
bis efforts with the chorus, and its memi>r. Lutner Bunker and wife, of Water- guest of Capt. Charles Hodgkins and wife.
he can call np the railway freight ofbers havg nobly responded; they have
fice and arrange to have a stock car
ville, came Sunday to visit his sister. Mis*
The Davis homestead is occupied by
been faithful at rehearsals and have enBelle Bunker, at the old homestead. They William Hewitt and wife, of Saugus,
ready for him the next morning. In tered into the
of the occasion in fine
spirit
have been calling on friends snd relatives Mass.
communities the practice of
most
shape. Not far from sixty singers will in town. All were glad to greet him once
“changtng work" at thrashing time Is
Grafton Covey returned to Cambridge,
participate.
more.
He came in his fine automobile,
Still followed. This used to necessitate
A fine array of soloists will assist the
Maas., Tuesday, after a week with bia
and will return home Tuesday.
a day’s work notifying the neighbors,
parents.
chorus, and the program, printed in full
8.
and then frequently It all had to be
Aug. 8.
Dr. Harry Reynolds returned to New
below, presents a musical treat rarely ofdine over again on account of a breakfered to the public outside the larger
Haven Sunday, after two weeks with his
NORTH BLUEHILL.
down to the machine or bad weather.
cities.
Frank Candange returned to Seal Har- mother, Mrs. Addie Reynolds.
Now the notifying Is all done In a few
The soloists are: Mrs. Ida Walsh, sobor Saturday.
John Coolidge, wife and son Fairfield, of
moments by phone.
prano; Norman Mayo, baritone; Samuel
William Grindle, of Sailors' Snug Har- Waltham, Mass., arrived Friday for a two*
On many occasions a prompt tele- Gardner and Base ha Jacobsen,
violinists;
weeks’ stay at their summer home.
phone call has brought the nearest Miss Elenore Altman, pianiste; Benja- bor, visited friends here last week.
El wood Allen, who for the past month
doctor to the bedside of a sick child min
Frank
Lowrie and wife, of East brook,
Elias
Curtis, accompanist;
Breeskin,
has been the guest of Joseph Hodgkins,
who would not have lived until a trip
are visiting at A. P. Soper's.
’cello.
is
Peter
violin,
ljuinn,
Following
returned to his home in Melrose, Mass.,
could be made to town for the doctor. the
Mr. Chatto and granddaughter, of
program:
Monday.
This Is one of the reasons that a telelisle**.
at
are
The Crusaders.Pinsuti Rockland,
visiting
Maggie
Dr. John Chamberlain and wife, of Bosphone Is seldom taken out after it has
The Choral Society
B. F. Stover, wife and son Frank, of
In a hundred minor
once been put In.
ton, arrived Sunday to spend a few weeks
“Any Old Port in » Storm".Petrie Hopedale, are visiting at P. J. Qrindlc's.
with Mrs. Chamberlain’s parents, W. R.
ways the telephone has become necesMr Msyo
Karl Kittredge and son, of Westboro,
Often after the Suite, op. 71 for two violins
sary to the farm folk.
King and wife.

REV. J. G.

BLUEHILL.

*

Writes:
My n-,f, km ktl.„
„
W stat* of ktaltk.
Nothing srtmta
to do ker any good until ,k,

krg

TO USE PERUNA

_

®y

Co V. GiRICOl&Y..

fCopyright. 1910. by American Prea* Asaoclatlon.J
farm is no longer the Isolated. lonely place that It used

THE

to

he

or

that

many

people

think it is yet. Farming under modern conditions is a business and in most cases is coming to
be run in a business way. The first
step in the modernizing of the farm
came with the introduction of the rural free delivery in 1SU7. Put in at first
as a sort of experiment, a concession
to the Insistent demands of the national grange and other farmers' organizations. It spread rapidly and soon
became indis[>ensable. It was a potent
factor in waking up the farmers. One
of the first and greatest results was
that the daily paper for the farm was
made a possibility.
Before the advent of the rural free
delivery the farmer who kept within
seem

to

farmer has left for town his wife will
think of something she wants him to
get. All she has to do is to call up the
store where be does bis trading and
When the
leave a message for him.
young folks want to give a party the
telephone will quickly bring In every
one
In the neighborhood.
A stray
horse Is soon located and brought back
home. In weather loo bad for the mall
carrier to get through Important letters can be received over the tele-

sod piano.Moszkowski
I—Allegro energfco
II—Allegro moderate

1X1—Lento assai
IV’— Molio vivace
Masters Gardner and Jacobsen and
Misa Altmar
Soldiers* chorus from Faust.Gounod
The Choral Society

Songs—Selected
Mrs Walsh
Souvenir de Moscow.Wieniawski
Master Gardner
“Good Night. Good Night. Beloved.”
Pinsuti
The Choral Society

were

week-end guests

of William Wescott

and wife.

Jobn Mclntost returned to his borne in
R. L, Friday, after a twoweeks' visit with relatives here.

Providence,

yacht Alice, Capt. Ansel Reya trip to Rar Harbor Sa.orday
i to meet Albert Whittaker and wife, who
j will spend their vacation at the Perkins
The

nolds, made

|

Harvey Cunningham returned Monday j
the East Maine general hospital

from

where he

has

been

the

past week for

|

treatment.

Ang.

D.

8.

SOUTH PENOBSCOT.

MRS. J. O.

Mrs. Lionell Hodgkins snd son Merle
sre occupying their summer home at the
Corner. They have as their guests Mrs.
Betsey Young, Mrs. Walter Stanley and
son Norman, cf Dlesford,aud Mrs. Frances
Gibson, of Corinth.

TELEPHONE BAS BANISHED
LONELINESS.

FAHM

week of the markets was doing well.
a
result he usually managed to
strike all the slumps In the market
when he had stock or grain to sell.
With a market paper delivered at his
gate each morning he could follow
prices of farm produce closely and
take advantage of a rising market.
This one factor alone has paid the cost
of the rural free delivery many times

a

As

over.

The

market

reports

were

not

the

only part of the paper that benefited
the farmer. He no longer got bis news
old, bat had It served up alhot as if he had lived in town.
This daily contact with the things that
were happening In the world brightened him up, rubbed off the dust and
gave him a new interest in life.
The shiftless farmer who went to
town two or three times a week on the
pretense of "getting the mail,” only to
waste half a day or so each time and
maybe come home "boozed up" in the
bargain, was deprived of his excuse
and fell into the habit of spending bis
extra time fixing up about the place.
The farmer who had been enterprising before became more enterprising
and had more time to put his ideas
into practice.
Along with the R. F. D. came better
roads, and when the farmer did go to
town he could make the trip in much
less time than he did before. His dally papers and magazines made him as
well informed as any of the business
men of the town.
The days of the
"hayseed" were numbered.
Along with the It. F. D. came a
great Increase In the circulation of
the agricultural papers. The old type
of papers edited by men who had seen
little of farming except from a car
window came to an end about this
time, and their places were taken by
papers edited by men who had grown
up on the soil and who had never got
These pavery far away from it.
pers taught the farmers the value of
better methods.
They taught what
these methods were ami how they
could be applied. Above all, they inspired the fanners to do the best they
knew how, to respect their ( ailing and
to put it on a business basis.
Along with the R. F. D. came the
telephone. Some of the first lines were
little more than cheap Instruments
connected to a barbed wire fence, but
they served the purpose. Then followed lines put up ou willow poles and
finally modern lines as substantially
built and as efficient as money could
buy. An automatic device to prevent
any one listening except the parties
talking Is in use in some localities.
Most communities prefer the party
line, however, because of its social
features.
Often after supper on a
stormy winter evening some one will
put In a general call and furnish some
Instrumental music for the benefit of
every one on the line. Then some one
else will sing a song, some one will
run off a few musical records on a
phonograph, and an otherwise lonely
evening will be passed pleasantly.
Immediately after dinner is generally
conceded to be the “women folks’
hour at the phone
They will stand
and visit, often a dozen of them at a
time, until the proverbial loneliness of
farm life Is entirely forgotten.
The principal use of the telephone Is
for business. The modern farmer relies upon Ills telephone as much as
Most of the
does the business man
a

week

most

as

_

stop
any
crossroads to pick up a can of
cream, a crate of chickens or a passenger. Trolley lines are a great factor In hastening the “back to the
land" movement.
The farmer who
lives near a trolley line has no desire
to go to town because he has all the
conveniences of both town and counor

try.
Wherever a trolley line punctures a
city the crowded population spreads out
Into the country. At first the city people move Into the country only to have
a pleasanter place to live while still
carrying on their business In the city.
Once in the country few of them ever
regret the change. Most of them say
that they would not go back to the
city to live under any consideration.
What the trolley lines are doing for
the more thickly settled districts, good
roads, automobiles and driving horses
are doing for those communities which

aprons, candieB. ice-cream and the
display of fancy articles. A New
England dinner will be served at 12.30.

sale

usual

lobster smacks Friday night, report lobscare all along the shore.
C.
Aug. 6.

sters

merry party went to Steeple island
Thursday, and after a call at the clam flats,
A

improvised fireplace provided the
means
of
cooking a delicious clam

an

chowder and coffee.

haymakers had
dinner call

was

In the meantime the

CENTER.
Mrs.

Ansel Harper, who has been quite

called here by the illness of his
brother, (apt. Luther Gilpatrick.
Capt. Luther Gilpatrick was taken seriwas

His atously ill last Friday morning.
tending physician, Dr. Simonton, of Ellsworth, at once called Dm. Hunt and Mur-

ill, is improving.
W iliiam Johnson and wife, of Sedgwick,
at Mrs. Ida Bartlett’s last week.

phy, of Bangor, and It was decided that an
operation for appendicitis was immediatcly necessary. The operation was successfully performed, and although Capt.
George Pervear, of North Brookiin,
Gilpatrick is not yet out of danger, it is
spent a few days here with his son
hoped he will soon recover.
Charles, last week.

busy, and when the visited
given, there was a hearty
been

response. The table was decorated with
wild roses, lilies and ferns, and loaded

with good things to eat when the hay
been
raked
had
and
loaded.
An
exciting time ensued ou the way to the
beach, but the expert driver, though he
had no reins, brought all safely home.
Sadie.
Aug. 8.

home of J. H.
morning, Mrs. A. T.
Ober was badly burned about the chest,
face and arms, from the flames of burning alcohol. Through the prompt action
of Mr. and Mra. Turner, the flames were
qnickly extinguished. Although Mrs.
While

employed* at the

Aug.

9._N.

Turner Saturday

EAST ORLAND.

DUKES.

Rev. J. O. Puke*, Pastor of the UtilChurch of Piaelovru, X.

tarlan

C<

write*:

“My wife lias been in

very bad ,t»t3
of health for several year*, and
nothing
seemed to do her any good until »he
la gan to u»e Peruna one month
age,
Since then the color has returned to hi r
face, and she Is gaining in flesh every
dsy, and X boliove she is a well wotnaa
a

«
to-day.
“My little boy. ten years old,

svn*

;.-'3

anil bad but little life. He !>•
to
use I’eruna the day Ills mother
*-tn.
To-day his face Is rosy, and he is it in
the yard tunning and Jumping with tie
rent of the children.”
Stomach Trouble Relieved
Mr*. T. J. Ballard, Pry.-r Creek,
Ind.an Territory, write*: “Iai.i:, ;,ny
to tel) you that I keep free from i-.-. -. >!d
stomach trouble; feel no catarrhal
symptom* at all. I am able to do my
work, eat and drink what I v .it. and
rejoice that I found a *uro cure in your
valuable medicines, which I fai>d to
flud in Hie best of home pity* :.-a: is."

<

THE

7*8

WK....

house.

*
A jolly crowd of young people spent the
George J. Babson, of Foxcroft, was in \
(iast week at Eben Googins’ bungalow at
One other step Is necessary to enable
town over Sunday.
j Berry's cove, chaperoned by Mrs. Sumner
the fanner to make the greatest nse of
This program offers a rare musical treat,
Norman Staples and family spent Sun- i Foster, of Cambridge, Mass.
Hosting,
the rural free delivery and the tele- and is well worth
bearing on its own day at his father’s here.
i bathing, fishing snd general merry-makphone. It Is the parrels post. Local merits. In addition it should be borne in
Miss Belle Wight has returned from | ing were enjoyed.
Wednesday the party
merchants have objected to a parcels mind that the
proceeds are for the benefit
took a trip in the launch Evelyn, landing
post on the ground that It would favor of the choral society, that it may be able Waltham for the summer.
the mall order bouses at their expense. to continue ita rehearsals
Union services were held in the Metho- on Burnt Porcupine island for dinner,
through the
This can be overcome by giving a lowdist church Sunday evening.
j thence to liar Harbor for the afternoon.
winter, and for this reason it is hoped that
\ During the week about twenty-five guesta
er rate to packages that go over a rural
the concert will be well attended.
Angus Peterson and family are visiting
route only. A parcels post of this kind
j were entertained, which added much to
his mother, Mrs. Solon Peterson.
has been recommended by the post| the enjoyment ot ail. Those in the party
SUNSET.
has
of
Hugh (Smith,
Waterville,
joined for the week were:
Eunice Coggins,
master general.
He figures that It
Mrs. E. 8. Small is quite ill.
his family here for a two weeks' vacation. i
Clara Hodgkins, Joseph Hodgkins and
would prove profitable for the governT. Powers has bought s new horae.
Mrs. Herbert Gray, of Bangor, has been ! lister Young, of Latnoine; Anna Young
ment. turning the postal deficit Into a
Maud, the colored cook at the Firs, is visiting her mother, Mrs. F. Best, for a land Irving Houillard, of Boston; Msy
surplus. With a cheap parcels post In
week.
j Macullar, of Medford, Mass.; Louise
operation on the free rural delivery seriously ill.
routes the connection of the farmer
Guy Roberts and family have returned ; Reynold, Mrs. James K. Tweedie, Mrs.
Miss Clermont Kncwlton has returned
Sumner Foster and Grafton Covey, of
with the town will be complete.
He from Castioe.
j to their home in Pawtucket, R. L, after j
M ass.; Arthur Coggins, of
two weeks at Mr. Roberts* old j l am bridge,
can order parcels from town and have
Miss Flora Stinson, who has been visit- j spending
home here.
lgerna. Cal.; Francis Holt, of Webster
them delivered at his door a few hours
j
|
at
is
home.
Sunshine,
ing
i City, Is.; Harold Hodgkins snd Herbert
G.
later. Things which ho cannot get in
( Aug. 8.
Edwin Smith and wife, of Bangor, were
i Hodgkins, Jr., of Walcrville, and Elw’ood
his local town he can procure from a
of P. W. Knowlton last week.
ISLE AU HALT.
I Allen, ol Melruee, Mm.
mall order house In two or three days. guests
1
Mrs. W. A. Johnson returned to her
U.
Aug. 8.
'T'he fanners are united In demanding
Sommer guests are still coming, and the
this convenience, and it Is bound to home in Ciiftondale, Mass., Saturday.
hotels and cottages are about full.
EAST LAMOINE.
come before long.
Charles Saunders and wife, of WhitinsMark E. Baldwin and wife, of SpringThe final step In the emancipation ville, Maas., are at Capt. George Sylves- field, Vt., viaited friends here laat week.
Harry Pett ingill, of New York, »* at
Luther Gilpatrick’a.
of the farmer was taken when the trol- ter’s for s few weeks.
There was a social dance at Severe hall
Mrs. Samuel McNider, of Boston, ia visley line and the automobile came Into
Walter Small and L. B. Cole are build- Friday evening.
The Maddocks trio
I iting Mrs. Harry McNider.
general use. The trolley hog meant ing a veranda of stone and cement for the furnished music.
better schooling for his children,
it Southworths at Mill island.
Dr. Fred Reynolds, of Dover, N. H., is
Yetts Osin, with his family, arrived
has brought theaters, lectures and betFred Small, who b** been on a visit to fro Sedgwick Monday for a few weeks’ I visiting his family here.
ter churches within reach of the farmhis old neighbor, Mrs. Nsomi Eaton, and
Miss Fannie Spellman and Miss Kate
outing on Burnt island.
er's family. Ilest of all. the competi- son
Win, at South Thomaston, came home
of Bangor, are at W. F. Deslales,
Plans have arrived from New York for Cannon,
tion with the cities has brought about
for a few weeks.
Saturday, accompanied by Mrs. Eaton.
a new schoolhouse for the village acbool, |
a much needed awakening of the counThe M. W. B. society, of Sunset, will which will be built as soon as the plans
Miss Mollie Alexander, of Baugor, who
try schools and the country churches.
hold its annual spinning bee and fair in are adopted.
! has been the guest of Mrs. H.
L. Smith,
The trolley is a great convenience In
its
on
has returned home*
building
Thursday, Aug. 11,
Capt. George Gilbert and Capt. Fred !
taking produce to market. Most of
m.
at 10 a.
They will have on Partridge, who lay in the harbor in their
Perry Gilpatrick, of Milwaukee, Wit.,
the cars will
at
farmhouse opening

phone.

|

|

guest* of their daughter, Mrs. C. K. Bunker.

Ethel, daughter of beslie Hunker, of
Hutton's Island, who has been visiting tt
l
C. Y. Wooeler'a, returned home Sunday.
C. B. Wooeter, of Everett, Mats., who
visited his mother, Mrs. A. E. Wooster,
the past week, returned borne last evening.
ha*

Misses Georgia and Gertrude Coggins,
Massachusetts, sre spending the month
With their parent#, W. T. Coggins tnd
wife.
W.
Ang. 8.

of

NORTH PHANKIJN
Mr*. Luxxie Williams is with her sister,
Mr*. Carrie Hunker, w ho t* ill.
Dr. Hooper and son Taylor, with Mr.
Kendric, of Pairttcld, are at their camp.
Francis Wilbur and wife came bom
from Bangor Haturday returning Sunday.
Miss Mary l>yer, of Ea*tbrook, is with
grandparents, Curti* Hooper sud wife.

her

Lclba, Hard and Rosens Woodworth
visiting their aunt, Mrs. Annie Bice,
at Gould*boro point.
Mr*. Bertha Lawrie, with dauitbier
Verna and non Stanley, went lo Northeast
Harbor Humlay to visit Mi»»Hadio lawrie,
are

who i*

employed
Ang. 8.

there.

T.

_

\V. W. Blai»dell is ill of pneumonia.
T. F. Mason left to-day for Franklin
business.

on

HEAL COVE.
Miss Charlotte Kelley, of Bernard, visited friends here Huoday.
returned to

E. L. McLean and wife
Mrs. Frank Brainerd, with a friend from
after spending a month in town.
Augusta,
is
no
at
her
serious
inPortland,
Conn.,
suffering
greatly,
cottage.
Miss Ethel Milton, of Bangor, is visitof the University of
Mrs.
Ober
has
Prof.
are
the
Hitching*,
A
juries
reported.
of
party
young men from Boaton came
ing her aunt, Mrs. Grace McNeil.
of everyone, and all hope for recently to spend tbeir vacation at the Maine, is the guest of Mrs. Hstinsh
Miss Muriel DeBeck is visiting her sympathy
Heath.
her speedy recovery.
Wentworth cottage.
cousin. Miss Iva DeBeck, of Hancock.
are not yet densely enough populated
S.
Aug. 8.
Mr*. Winnie Branaeomb, of N* * York,
Bert
and
of
wife,
Kay
Ashland,
of
is
Mass.,
Mrs. Locke,
the
Kittery Point,
to support a trolley line.
The good
is visiting her cousin, Mrs. L. I! Hodgarrived
in
tbeir
automobile
to
Saturday
roads movement started with the ad- guest of her sister, Mrs. Joeiab Bunker.
MT. DESERT FERRY.
don, and other relatives.
spend several days here with relatives.
**’•
Superintendent Foss plans to open the
E. 8. Jellison spent Monday at Manset.
Aug. 8.
Mr. and Mrs. Averill and daughter, of
fall term of high school Monday, Sept. 12.
Miaa Madge Moon, who has employ- Buffalo, N.
and
Mr. and Mrs. Johnson,
Y.,
Charles W*. Carroll and wife, of Green- ment in Bar
dtmrrustmrmii
Harbor, is at home.
of New York, are boarding at E. C.
bush, are spending a short time with relaJ. A. Blatcbford and wife, of Dorchester, Mason's.
here.
tive*
Mass., are visiting at E. 8. Jellison's.
Miss Charlotte Blanchard left by train
Mrs. Lena Gilley, of Bar Harbor, who
Miss Lizzie Jellison went to Charleston Saturday for her home in Bangor,
having
attended the Blaisdell reunion last week,
been the guest of Miss Bernice Mason tor
Monday, to attend the summer school.
returned home Monday.
Frank Jellison, of Tenant’s Harbor, several days.
The Franklins went to Hancock Saturmade a sbort visit with his brother,
William Pierce and wife, of Boaton, and
day and played the Hancock Point team. W. W. Jellison, last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Kerwin and daughter Helen,
favor
of
Franklin.
Score 7—O’in
Mrs. Peter Jordan, of Bangor, and of Waltham, Mass., are at the Blaisdr‘1
Mrs. Harry Springer and children, of
daughter, Mrs. Flood, of Ellsworth, re- collage for a few weeks.
Foxcroft, arrived Saturday for a visit with
Aug. 8.
M.
cently visited at Lewis Jordan’s.
her
J. G. Bunker and wife.
FRANKUN.

parents,
Dunn was up from West Gouldaboro, Sunday, and Mra. Dunn and young
daughter Pauline returned home with

Aug.

Carroll

him.

EBOLLXY LINES ABE HELP INO THE
TO THE LAND” MOVEMENT

"BACK

vent of the R. F. D.
While country
roads in many places are far from being ideal as yet, still the length of
time when they are not fairly passable
has been reduced to a minimum.
Most
of the main roads are well graded, and
nearly every farmer has a road drag
with which to keep the road along his
farm smooth. Graveled roads are becoming common, and macadamized
mid oiled roads are being extended
Into the country.
Ail these modern improvements have
added much to the profits of farming.
They have added more to its pleasures.
They have given to the farmer the adf tiie city without taking
vantage*
>( rtie advantages of the
away air
farm. They have made the farm the
Ideal place to live.

have

Ober 4s

Ned Spaulding, wife and daughter Mabel, of Worcester, Mass., who are visiting
relatives here, leave for Buckaport Wednesday.
Rev. O. G. (Barnard, of Ellsworth, who
preached in exchange with Pastor Provan
Sunday, was pleasantly entertained by
Eben Smith and wife.
Miss Della Grant, of Kingman, who has
been the guest of Mias Winnie Gott, returned home Wednesday. Mias Gott left
for her

position

at

8._C.
GOU LD8BORO.

The postoffice has been greatly improved both in looks and convenience by
an

addition and

extra

window.

TRENTON.

day, is better.
%
Harry Ober has gone to Bar Harbor,
he
where
has employment. /
The farmers are nearly through haying,
with doable the amount they got last year.
Master Chessley Stevenson, of Brewer,
is visiting his cousins, Howe and Harold
Hopkins.
Mrs. Addie Copp, who has been visiting

weeks here.
Mrs. Lizzie

Whitney is building a mill just
carding mill on the site of
Sowle’s mill, which was taken down sever-

cently

al years ago.

bis

Charles

above

the

Mrs. A. E. Guptill is visiting her daughter, Mrs. J. 8. Bragg, in Harmony. All
are glad
to learn that Maurice, Mrs.
Bragg’s little son, who has been very ill, is

greatly improved.
Aug. 0.

B.

Mrs. Ira Reynolds, who was very ill Sun-

A. Penney, of Bangor, iaspending two

iting Mrs. K

Jen.

Kingman Monday.

Aug. 8.
WEST

an

SOUTH HANCOCK.
L.

BEAL HARBOR.
Mrs. Mell Jordan is about again.
Mrs. Mary Jordan, who has
seriously ill, is gaining.

been

Irving Gray visited relatives in EllsDesert Ferry Saturday
night and Sunday.
MELVINA.
Aug. 8.
worth and Mt.

WALTHAM.
The ladies of companion court, 1. O. F.,
will give a play Wednesday evening,

Aug.

17.

Alvah

Whitebouse,

Hodgkins,

called

of

Bath,

is

vis-

O.,

re-

W. Qrant.
on

old

of

Canton,

friends here.

F. M. WatsSo, of Brooklyn, N. Y., joined
family here Satnrday evening, for a
month’s vacation.
0. F. Dadmun and wife, of Dorchester,

Mass., are expected to-day.

They

will be
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